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Abstract
One language and its culture dies every two weeks. If nothing is done, half of the over
7105 languages spoken today could disappear by the end of this century. Only 600 or
so languages with large numbers of speakers (more than 100,000) may survive. When
a language is extinct, communities lose their cultural identity and practices tied to
that language and its intellectual wealth. The preservation of endangered languages is
a vital, but challenging effort as both preservation and revitalisation are heavily
dependent on the usage of the language. The current state of language endangerment
highlights the need to revitalise endangered languages for the survival of diverse
cultures and knowledge.
Current language revitalisation efforts, approaches, and systems have been
fragmented and predominantly focused on language learning, while there has been
limited research on models, frameworks, and/or architectures for the design and
implementation of integrated language preservation and learning systems. An
integrated and holistic approach needs to be adopted for the preservation, curation,
transmission, and usage of endangered languages and the cultures embedded therein.
The inherent strengths of exponential information systems and technologies have the
potential to be a great help here.
The vision of this research is to revitalise endangered languages for future
generations by leveraging concepts, models, processes, frameworks, and architectures
from social media, knowledge management, collaboration, persuasion, gamification,
and ubiquitous systems and devices. The five key objectives of this research are to: (a)
explore concepts, models, processes, and frameworks available in current literature and
industrial systems that support language revitalisation; (b) propose concepts, models,
processes, frameworks, and architectures for the capturing, curating, learning, and
i

usage of endangered languages; (c) create and implement a socially driven persuasive
ubiquitous knowledge system that helps manage fragmented knowledge, diversity, and
richness of endangered languages; (d) validate all the aforementioned artefacts through
various evaluation techniques; and (e) generalise the research artefacts to create a
platform that can be easily configured and customised to preserve and save endangered
and mainstream languages, and thereby, the associated cultural artefacts and culture.
This research applied a generalisation driven design science research
methodology, which consists of multiple interconnected iterative phases: observation,
theory building, system development, evaluation and generalisation. The research
resulted in a number of conceptual and system artefacts such as concepts, models,
processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures, and implementations. The core
implementation - Save Lingo platform helps to harness collective intelligence to
revitalise endangered languages through four distinct processes: (1) Capture – words,
phrases, songs, stories, and idioms in different dialects; (2) Curate – filter and approve
content by language experts; (3) Discover – search and explore categorised content;
and (4) Learn - creating dynamic learning modules to promote use of the language.
Significant mechanisms were used to evaluate the generalisability of this
research and whether its components would apply to other languages. Initially, the
system was instantiated and validated in the context of Te Reo Māori, the native
language of the indigenous population of New Zealand. The research artefacts were
generalised to support Roman script-based languages. The architecture and systems
were further enhanced and extended to support both Roman and Non-Roman scriptbased languages. We have implemented and validated the system to support multiple
languages including Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te Reo
Māori, Vietnamese, and Urdu. Furthermore, the research artefacts were iteratively
refined, evaluated, and peer-reviewed through their publication and dissemination in a
journal article, three book chapters, and five conference presentations and proceedings.
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1 Introduction
Language is a living and dynamic phenomenon that plays a significant role in our daily
lives. It is essential for acquisition, accumulation, maintenance, and transmission of
human knowledge regarding the natural environment and ways of interacting with it
(Romaine, 2007). Language defines a culture, through which people communicate.
Currently, languages are at greater risk of extinction than species of animals and plants
(Sutherland, 2003). If nothing is done, many linguists estimate half of the 7000 plus
languages spoken today could disappear by the end of this century (Romaine, 2007).
Krauss (1992) suggests that only 600 or so languages may survive because they have
relatively large numbers of speakers (more than 100,000). Crystal (2002) estimated
that an average of one language every two weeks may disappear over the next 100
years.
Revitalisation of an endangered language first and foremost involves capturing,
curating, and storing various language artefacts such as words, phrases, songs, idioms,
stories, and dialects for future retrieval. This is followed by internalisation through
dissemination and learning of the language. Key theoretical concepts, models, and
processes from fields such as knowledge and content management, collaboration and
workflows, persuasion and gamification have the potential to address these
requirements in a complementary manner. Moreover, these can be synergistically
facilitated by leveraging concepts, processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures,
features, and patterns from exponential technologies such as social media, ubiquitous,
knowledge, and persuasive gamification systems.
In this chapter, we will first describe the main research area of language
revitalisation, and then summarise practical and research problems and issues. Next,
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research objectives will be outlined and then followed by research methodology and
research contributions. Lastly, the overall organisation of thesis is described.

1.1

Language Revitalisation

Language revitalisation is used to reverse the decline of a language and prevent it from
becoming extinct or endangered. Krauss (1992) estimates that 90 percent of the world’s
7105 languages could become endangered or extinct by the end of this century if no
language revitalisation efforts are made. Crystal (2002) and Nettle and Romaine (2000)
have a more optimistic estimate that only half of the languages will become extinct. It
would appear languages are at greater risk of extinction than species of animals and
plants (Sutherland, 2003). Fishman's (1991) GIDS framework is one of the most
preferred language vitality/endangerment measurement scales adopted in this research
area (Lewis & Simons, 2010).
There are two levels of language revitalisation; the first level is the development
of programs that result in a full re-establishment of language in the community (e.g.
Hebrew). The second level is reversing the decline of a language that has first language
speakers and is used at home for communication (Hinton & Hale, 2001). Linguists have
proposed various models for language revitalisation (Grenoble & Whaley, 2005; Hinton
& Hale, 2001). Language revitalisation models include school-based programs (total
and partial immersion), children's programs outside the school, adult language
programs, documentation and materials development, home-based programs, and
language reclamation.
Language preservation is one of the essential tasks when revitalising a language.
Language can be documented in multiple formats including audio and video recordings,
scanned images, or written notes. The documented data can then be archived and
mobilised into various publications (print and digital). Most of the language
revitalisation models emphasise on language learning. Past research suggests that total
immersion schools and classrooms have been very successful for language revitalisation
2

(Grenoble & Whaley, 2005). However, emerging technologies provide capabilities that
were not previously available, which opens up potential new avenues for language
revitalisation. In the next section, we summarise the practical and research problems
and issues identified in the literature and current systems.

1.2

Practical and Research Problems

Observing and reviewing the literature and available systems to support language
revitalisation enables us to better understand and unearth practical and research
problems that are essential for conducting this research.
Practical problems identified:
•

Endangered languages are disappearing at an alarming rate (Crystal, 2002;
Krauss, 1992; Nettle & Romaine, 2000; Romaine, 2007):

•

With the extinction of a language, a significant part of culture, identity, and
knowledge is lost (Hinton & Hale, 2001; National Geographic, 2013).

•

Current applications are limited to learning or reference tools.

Research problems identified:
•

Limited concepts, models, and processes that leverage state-of-the-art
technologies such as social media, gamification, knowledge management, and
ubiquitous systems and devices are available for language preservation and
learning.

•

Lack of a holistic approach towards language preservation and learning.

•

Limited research on models, frameworks, and/or architectures for the design
and implementation of endangered language preservation and learning systems.

•

Limited research on use of social media, knowledge management, UIS&D, and
gamification systems for endangered language preservation.

•

Existing applications do not facilitate multiple languages and dialects.

•

Existing language preservation/documentation systems are based on traditional
desktop-based architecture.
3

•

Existing language preservation and learning systems do not support social
collaboration.

•

Knowledge of a language (phrases, stories, songs, and poems) and its associated
culture is fragmented and distributed in the minds of elders, language experts,
and literature.

•

These knowledge fragments and users are usually distributed in space and time.
These practical and research problems guide us to define research objectives in

the next section that help address the problems.

1.3

Research Objectives

The main objective of this research is to propose and implement concepts, models,
processes, frameworks, architectures, and systems for the holistic capturing, curating,
and learning of endangered languages. The identified dimensions, practical and
research problems, and our main objective leads us to propose the following research
objectives (RO) that help drive the research:
RO1: Observe and review the current academic literature (social media,
knowledge

management,

persuasive

and

ubiquitous

systems,

and

language

revitalisation) and systems, and evaluate current state of art systems to support
language revitalisation.
RO2: Synthesise and propose concepts, models, processes, frameworks, and
architectures to support a holistic approach to language preservation and language
learning.
RO3: Design and implement a system that (a) helps capture, curate, and
manage the fragmented knowledge of endangered languages and the richness of
associated cultures and (b) facilitates the discovery, learning, and usage of endangered
languages.
RO4: Evaluate, test and refine proposed conceptual and system artefacts
iteratively.
4

RO5: Generalise the conceptual and system artefacts to create a platform that
can be easily configured and customised to support multiple languages, modalities and
pedagogies.
In the next section, keeping our research objectives in mind, we state the design
science research methodology that was adopted to conduct this research study.

1.4

Research Methodology

The primary aim of this research is to design, implement and generalise a system to
revitalise endangered languages. In this research, we will adapt Nunamaker Jr et al.
(1991) multi-methodological approach and amalgamate guidelines for Design Science
Research (DSR) by Hevner et al. (2004). The guidelines will assist in the iterative
process of creating various research artefacts to address practical problems, to produce
research contributions (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, &
Chatterjee, 2007).
Generalisation of the artefacts to support multiple languages, modalities and
pedagogies is a vital for the wider application of the fruits of this research. Hence, we
propose a generalisation driven design science research methodology that consists of
multiple interconnected iterative research phases/methods - observation, theory
building, systems development, evaluation and generalisation. The phases are mutually
intertwined to support creation, validation and generalisation of research artefacts such
as concepts, models, processes, prototypes, frameworks, and architectures. These
artefacts will be leveraged to: develop, validate and generalise social persuasive
ubiquitous knowledge system to help revitalise endangered languages and cultures.
This research results in theoretical and practical contributions, which are briefly
outlined in the following section.
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1.5

Research Contributions

The primary contributions of this thesis is towards revitalisation of endangered
languages and Information Systems (IS) theory and practice. However, the concepts,
models, processes, frameworks, architectures, and systems proposed could potentially
make a contribution to cognate disciplines such as education, linguistics, social
sciences, and computer science. Outlined below are the key contributions:
The existing IS theory on knowledge management, social media, persuasion and
gamification, and ubiquitous systems informed the creation, validation and
generalisation of various research artefacts. These artefacts include concepts, models,
processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures, and systems to support community
centred language revitalisation that leverages knowledge management techniques and
exponential technologies to capture, curate, discover, and learn endangered languages
anytime, anywhere. These artefacts enrich and enhance the IS discipline and in
particular knowledge management and social media theories.
The Save Lingo app was developed and refined to support multiple languages
including Roman and Non-Roman script-based languages. Furthermore, the Save
Lingo platform can also support the cultural preservation of mainstream languages by
capturing their ongoing evolution.
The research artefacts produced also contribute to the field of education. Save
Lingo platform supports many of the ten principles for the future of learning proposed
by Davidson & Goldberg (2009) that are essential in education. The conceptual and
system artefacts can be used to guide the development of multiple language learning
oriented applications. Save Lingo platform is built on a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA), making it flexible, modular and configurable. Part of this research, we
developed two exemplar Learn Lingo apps to demonstrate the versatility of the
frameworks, architectures, and the platform. Currently, the proposed SPUKS
frameworks and architectures, and the Save Lingo platform are being configured and
extended to drive the research and development of two systems in the education sector:
6

(1) Persuasive Educational Platform for underprivileged pre-schoolers, and (2)
Collaborative Learning Management System.
Furthermore,

the

validated

concepts,

models,

processes,

frameworks,

architectures, and implementations could potentially contribute to a variety of
fields/disciplines due to the multi-disciplinary nature of this research. For example,
crowd sourced knowledge repository of language and cultural artefacts can be further
analysed by linguistics and social sciences experts. The research artefacts were
developed and disseminated through presentations and articles in relevant publication
outlets including academic conferences, doctoral colloquia, and journals (Table 21).
The last section of this chapter presents the overall structure of the thesis.

1.6

Organisation of Thesis

This thesis is comprised of eleven chapters. Chapter 2 reviews existing literature related
to endangered languages, language revitalisation, knowledge management, social
media, collaboration and workflows, persuasion and gamification, and ubiquitous
information systems and devices. It critically analyses and compares traditional
approaches and socially driven ubiquitous approaches to language preservation and
learning concepts, models, and processes. It also analyses and reviews existing
frameworks, architectures, and systems that are directly or indirectly relevant for
revitalising endangered languages. Finally, this review helps us to identify research
problems and requirements, which in turn, enable us to define our research objectives.
The identified research problems motivate us to propose and implement
concepts, models, processes, frameworks, architectures, and systems to help revitalise
endangered languages. Chapter 3 describes the research objectives and the proposed
generalisation driven design science research methodology, and the steps adopted for
the creation, refinement, evaluation, and generalisation of research artefacts.
Chapter 4 proposes the conceptual foundational, namely the key concepts and
models. Chapter 5 describes important processes that are essential for language
7

preservation and learning. Key workflows that are based on the conceptual models and
processes are described in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 introduces SPUKS frameworks including generic common design
elements, high level and detailed level frameworks. We present high level and detailed
level architectures in Chapter 8 that exemplify the framework. The architecture
describes the different views, layers, components, and modules of the architecture.
Chapter 9 presents the implementation of the Save Lingo platform that supports
multiple languages including Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te
Reo Māori, Vietnamese, and Urdu. We also present the implementation of the Learn
Lingo apps, namely Flash Cards and Hangman that demonstrate support for various
language learning modalities. Lastly, we describe the generalisation and validation of
implementations.
In Chapter 10, we describe the evaluation of research artefacts and the research
process with respect to the research and practical problems and issues originally
highlighted in Chapter 2. The final Chapter 11 presents a summary of the thesis, the
contributions, and limitations of this research, and finally, suggests future research
directions.
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2 Literature Review
This chapter initially reviews the fundamentals of languages and their significance to
the existence of humanity. We then examine the current status of endangered
languages and their characteristics. Subsequently, we explore language revitalisation
models by studying language vitality, language preservation, and language learning
efforts. In Section 2.4, we examine the use of traditional information systems (TIS) for
language preservation and learning in general, as well as specifically for Te Reo Māori.
By reviewing and synthesizing the existing literature on language revitalisation and
TIS, we identify and explore key theoretical and technological lenses that underpin the
research.
Furthermore, in contrast to TIS, we review the use of exponential technologies
for language revitalisation in Section 2.5. The exponential information systems and
technologies (EIS&T) reviewed include social media, knowledge management,
ubiquitous information systems and devices, and persuasion and gamification
mechanisms. The last section of this chapter summarises the practical and research
problems, and requirements of this research. This review not only highlights the gap
our research attempts to bridge or narrow, but also constitutes an essential foundation
for our proposed research artefacts. To begin we discuss the importance of languages
and their current state in the following section.

2.1

Languages

Language plays an important role in every aspect and interaction in our everyday lives.
It is the primary root that allows various forms of communication among people; i.e.,
in person, writing, over the phone, chatting on the Internet, socializing on Facebook,
etc. We all want to be heard, and language enables a person to express his feelings and
opinions.
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McCarthy (1933) defines language as a medium by which higher intellectual
processes are revealed. It is an essential means of social communication, and is one of
the outstanding systems of habits that distinguish man from animals. The scientific
research space of language is known as linguistics.
Understanding the diversity of language enables us to better understand the
number of languages and speakers around the world. According to the Ethnologue
database, there are 7105 living languages spoken by a world population of 6,716,664,407
(M.P. Lewis, Simons, Fennig, & (eds)., 2013). Romaine (2007a) comments that the
actual population of the world is higher than reported in the Ethnologue database.
The Ethnologue does not know the population of five percent of the languages, and
excludes the endangered dialects of healthy languages. The worldometers.info website
reports the world population to be 7.515 billon (Worldometers, 2017).
Table 1: Distribution of Living Languages (Adapted from Lewis et al., 2013)

Area

Living languages

Number of speakers

Count

Percent

Total

Percent

Mean

Median

Africa

2,146

30.2

789,138,977

12.7

367,726

27,000

Americas

1,060

14.9

51,109,910

0.8

48,217

1,170

Asia

2,304

32.4

3,742,996,641

60.0

1,624,565

12,000

Europe

284

4.0

1,646,624,761

26.4

5,797,975

61,150

Pacific

1,311

18.5

6,551,278

0.1

4,997

950

Totals

7,105

100.0

6,236,421,567

100.0

877,751

7,000

In recent times, the Ethnologue database has started reporting on language
vitality using the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS) (M.
Lewis & Simons, 2010), which is an expanded version of Fishman's (1991) Graded
Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS).
The languages have been classified as
1. Institutional: 682
2. Developing: 1,534
3. Vigorous: 2,502
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4. In Trouble: 1,481
5. Dying: 906
6. Nearly Extinct: 473 with only a few elderly speakers still living.
(M. P. Lewis et al., 2013).
Only nine languages have more than 100 million speakers (equates to 40% of
the world population). Below is the list ordered according to the number of speakers
in millions: Chinese (1,197m speakers), Spanish (406m), English (335m), Hindi (260m),
Arabic (223m), Portuguese (202m), Bengali (191m), Russian (162m), and Japanese
(122m). The inverse relation between number of languages and size of population can
be visualised in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Languages versus Population (Source: Lewis et al., 2013; Romaine, 2007)

Approximately 79.5% of the world population speaks a total of only 75
languages, which have 10 million or more speakers (Romaine, 2007). Moreover, 80%
(N = 5542) of all the world’s languages are spoken in just 20 countries; Papua New
Guinea (820), Indonesia (742), Nigeria (516), India (427), USA (311), Mexico (297),
Cameroon (280), Australia (275), China (241), Democratic Republic of Congo (216),
Brazil (200), the Philippines (180), Malaysia (147), Canada (145), Sudan (134), Russia
(129), Tanzania (129), Nepal (125), Vanuatu (115), and Myanmar (113).
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In this section, we discussed the importance and landscape of languages. The
next section specifically reviews the current state of endangered languages in the
world.

2.2

Endangered Languages

Many linguistics estimate, if nothing is done, half of the 7000-plus languages spoken
today could disappear by the end of this century (Romaine, 2007). During the past 30
years, a considerable amount of literature has been published on Language
Revitalisation ((Fishman, 1991; Gibbs, 2002; Grenoble & Whaley, 2005; Krauss, 1992;
Nettle & Romaine, 2000; UNESCO, 2003)). Krauss (1992) suggests that only 600 or
so languages that have a large number of speakers (more than 100,000) may survive.
The languages are disappearing at an alarming rate; Crystal (2002) estimated an
average of one language every two weeks may disappear over the next 100 years.
Harmon and Loh (2010) suggest that many estimates for language
endangerment are influenced by Michael E. Krauss’ seminal 1992 language paper, as
he estimated that 90 per cent of the world’s languages would disappear or be
irreversibly “moribund” by 2100 (Krauss, 1992). “Moribund” languages are ones that
are spoken only by adults who do not teach them to the next generation. However,
Nettle and Romaine (2000) and (Crystal, 2002) have a more optimistic estimate, that
only 50 percent will be extinct. It is also estimated that about half the known languages
in the world have disappeared over the past 500 years (Nettle & Romaine, 2000).
Harmon and Loh (2010) analysed time-series data on language demographics to
develop an Index of Linguistic Diversity (ILD) formula to quantitatively measure the
trends in linguistic diversity. The study revealed globally linguistic diversity declined
20 percent over the period 1970–2005. Sutherland, 2003, demonstrated that languages
(40+ %) are more threatened than birds (11%) or mammals (18%) by applying an
internationally agreed-upon criteria for classifying species by extinction risk
(Commission & Commission, 2001).
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In the linguistic community, the terms dead or extinct language are commonly
used to refer to languages that have no living speakers. Leonard (2008) argues that the
use of this word is incorrect. If we interpret the word extinct in a biological analogy,
it refers to a species that is no longer living and cannot be resurrected. Once a biological
species becomes extinct, it cannot return. But for extinct languages, there is still hope
they can be revived. Leonard (2008) calls them sleeping languages, as they can be
awakened if some part of the population relearns the language from documentation, as
has happened in Leonard’s Miami community.
In 2009, French linguist Claude Hagege (Colls, 2009) said: “What we lose is
essentially an enormous cultural heritage, the way of expressing the relationship with
nature, with the world, between themselves in the framework of their families, their
kin people . . ." He went further by stating that languages are not simply a collection
of words: “They are living, breathing organisms holding the connections and
associations that define a culture. When a language becomes extinct, the culture in
which it lived is lost too.”
Language revitalisation of endangered languages is a vital, but challenging,
effort. The approaches of language revitalisation are discussed in the next section.

2.3

Language Revitalisation

Language revitalisation is to reverse the decline of a language or to revive an extinct
language. Language revitalisation is also referred to as Reversing Language Shift (RLS)
(Fishman, 1991). Language shift is when an individual or community language shifts
from one language (generally their indigenous language) to another language. Taking
essential measures to counter language shift is known as fostering language
maintenance and/or language revitalisation (Dwyer, 2011).
Hinton and Hale (2001) in The Green Book of Language Revitalisation define
two levels of language revitalisation: the first level is the development of programs that
result in full re-establishment of a language in the community (e.g. Hebrew). The
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second level is reversing the decline of a language that has first language speakers and
is used at home for communication. In 1991, Fishman (1991) propose an eight-staged
system of reversing language shift that involves assessing the degree of endangerment
of the language in order to identify the most effective method to assist and revitalise
it. Therefore, the goals of a language revitalisation program should be set according to
the current vitality of the language.
The following sections will look at the language vitality scales (Section 2.3.1),
and language revitalisation models (Section 2.3.2). Subsequently, it will explore
language preservation (Section 2.3.3) and language learning (Section 2.3.4) techniques.

2.3.1 Language Vitality
Language vitality is determined based on quantifiable sociolinguistic variables such as
the number and age of speakers, current writing system, educational materials, or
available media (Dwyer, 2011). Numerous studies have investigated language vitality
and published various scales for measuring language endangerment (Fishman, 1991;
Giles, Bourhis, & Taylor, 1977; M. Lewis & Simons, 2010; UNESCO, 2003).
In 1997, Giles, et al. propose the oldest assessment criteria, which emphasised
the importance of transmission in the home. However, the best-known evaluative
framework of language endangerment is Joshua Fishman’s Reversing Language Shift
(Fishman, 1991), an 8-level Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS). The
GIDS range of measures is based on the level of disruption — from full use by many
users to no use by any users (M. Lewis & Simons, 2010).
In 2003, a UNESCO panel of experts propose an alternative to Fishman’s
framework to assess the status and vitality of languages as shown in Figure 2
(UNESCO, 2003).
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Table 2: Summary of GIDS Framework (Adapted from Fishman, 1991)

GIDS

Description

Level
1

The language is used in education, work, mass media, government at the
nationwide level

2

The language is used for local and regional mass media and governmental services

3

The language is used for local and regional work by both insiders and outsiders

4

Literacy in the language is transmitted through education

5

The language is used orally by all generations and is effectively used in written
form throughout the community

6

The language is used orally by all generations and is being learned by children as
their first language

7

The child-bearing generation knows the language well enough to use it with their
elders but is not transmitting it to their children

8

The only remaining speakers of the language are members of the grand- parent
generation

Figure 2: Language Vitality Factors (Source: UNESCO, 2003)

The UNESCO framework consists of nine determining factors (see Table 3).
Each factor has a graded scale (mostly 0 to 5); zero means a complete shift to another
language (termed extinct), and five signifies the positive vitality of a language for that
factor (termed safe) (Dwyer, 2011). The intergenerational transmission factor is
considered to be significant and has been retained from Fishman’s GIDS framework.
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Table 3: Language Vitality and Endangerment Framework (Adapted from UNESCO,
2003)

Factor

Name

Graded Scale

1

Intergenerational Language

Extinct (0) to Safe (5)

Transmission
2

Absolute Number of Speakers

Extinct (0) to Safe (5)

3

Proportion of Speakers within the

Extinct (0) to Safe (5)

Total Population
4

Trends in Existing Language Domains

Extinct (0) to Universal use (5)

5

Response to New Domains and Media

Inactive (0) to Dynamic (5)

6

Materials for Language Education and

No orthography available to the

Literacy

community (0) to Established
orthography, literacy (5)

7

Governmental and Institutional

Prohibition (0) to Equal support (5)

Language Attitudes and Policies,
Including Official Status and Use
8

Community Members’ Attitudes

No one cares if the language is lost; all

toward Their Own Language

prefer to use a dominant language (0)
to All members value their language
and wish to see it promoted. (5)

9

Amount and Quality of

Undocumented (0) to Superlative (5)

Documentation

M. Lewis & Simons (2010) adapted and enhanced Fishman's (1991) GIDS model
to construct the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS)
displayed in Table 4. It aimed to analyse and harmonise the learnings from Fishman’s
seminal model, UNESCO Atlas and the Ethnologue. The Extended GIDS (EGIDS)
compromises 13 levels, the numbering of which has been designed to maintain
correspondence with Fishman’s GIDS (M. Lewis & Simons, 2010). The new levels
introduced are either assigned new numbers (0, 9, and 10) or are delineated by the
addition of a letter to the existing one (6a, 6b, 8a, and 8b). It focuses heavily on
existing language domains and intergenerational transmission (Dwyer, 2011). The
EGIDS table adapted from M. Lewis & Simons (2010) also indicates the corresponding
UNESCO endangerment/vitality category (UNESCO, 2003) for each EGIDS level.
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Table 4: EGIDS Scale (Adapted from M. Lewis & Simons, 2010)

Level Label

Description

0

The language is used internationally for a broad Safe

International

UNESCO

range of functions.
1

National

The language is used in education, work, mass Safe
media, and government at the nationwide level.

2

Regional

The language is used for local and regional mass Safe
media and governmental services.

3

Trade

The language is used for local and regional work by Safe
both insiders and outsiders.

4

Educational

Literacy in the language is being transmitted Safe
through a system of public education.

5

Written

The language is used orally by all generations and Safe
is effectively used in written form in parts of the
community.

6a

Vigorous

The language is used orally by all generations and Safe
is being learned by children as their first language.

6b

Threatened

The language is used orally by all generations but Vulnerable
only some of the child-bearing generation are
transmitting it to their children.

7

Shifting

The child-bearing generation knows the language Definitely
well enough to use it among themselves but none Endangered
are transmitting it to their children

8a

Moribund

The only remaining active speakers of the language Severely
are members of the grandparent generation.

8b

Nearly Extinct

Endangered

The only remaining speakers of the language are Critically
members of the grandparent generation or older Endangered
who have little opportunity to use the language.

9

Dormant

The language serves as a reminder of heritage Extinct
identity for an ethnic community. No one has more
than symbolic proficiency.

10

Extinct

No one retains a sense of ethnic identity associated

Extinct

with the language, even for symbolic purposes.

Once the level of language vitality/endangerment is assessed using the
frameworks discussed above — language planners can establish what steps need to be
taken to progress from the current level to a more desired level. In a situation where
the language is almost or completely extinct, the goal would be to produce language17

learning programs and materials without having a goal of either complete fluency or
re-establishment of the language as the main language. Alternatively, it would be to
facilitate the transfer of knowledge from one or two speakers to the next generation.
Hinton and Hale (2001) further summarise key characteristics of a successful language
revitalisation program as persistence, sustainability, and honesty with oneself.
With respect to supporting an indigenous population to retain and revitalise
their language by establishing and controlling education systems and media in their
own native language, United Nations’ Articles 14 and 15 of the (1993) Draft
Declaration of Indigenous Peoples states:
Article 14:
“Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalise, use, develop, and transmit to
future generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing
systems, and literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for communities,
places, and persons. States shall take effective measures, whenever any right of
indigenous peoples may be threatened, to ensure this right is protected …”
Article 15:
“… All indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their
educational systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a
manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. Indigenous
children living outside their communities have the right to be provided access to
education in their own language and culture.”
Linguistic diversity is an important part of human diversity as language defines
a culture through which people communicate. It is something that cannot be translated
or replaced by another language. Many endangered languages are actually oral cultures
with stories, songs, and histories passed on to younger generations without any written
forms (National Geographic, 2013). In such a case, the loss of a language can be the
loss of the whole culture and knowledge system including environmental, philosophical,
music, oral literacy, medical, cultural practice, and artistic skills (Hinton & Hale, 2001).
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Moreover, the language retention is a human rights issue, as its loss is considered to
be an oppression and marginalisation of an indigenous population. This is largely due
to the influence of the national or world economy, and political policies (Hinton &
Hale, 2001).
Once the language vitality is identified, various models of language revitalisation
are employed to revive the dying language. These models are discussed in the next
section.

2.3.2 Language Revitalisation Models
Languages become endangered when their speakers are in contact with other languages
or even dialects that are often considered to carry greater social prestige (Benson &
Reinders, 2011). These interactions commonly lead to some change in how the language
is spoken and used within a community. This could be in terms of the linguistic
structure of the language itself, or of the sociolinguistic situation and context in which
the language is spoken. According to Rosa and O’Neill (1999), Language revitalisation
involves the restoration or strengthening of a particular language in regions where they
prevailed before being displaced by other, more powerful and prestigious languages.
Overall, language revitalisation has much to do with languages that are no longer used
in everyday communication, as well as with those that are restricted to use only in
certain contexts (Long, 1991).
There are many proposed models for language revitalisation. Documentation
alone is not sufficient; we need to adopt or develop techniques of disseminating the
language to the community (Goodfellow, 2009). We will review some of the seminal
approaches to language revitalisation that have been used in the past.
Hinton and Hale (2001) in The Green Book identify the five main categories for
revitalisation to be:
(1) school-based programs;
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(2) children's programs outside the school (after-school programs, summer
programs);
(3) adult language programs;
(4) documentation and materials development; and
(5) home-based programs.
Similarly, Grenoble & Whaley (2005) in the Saving Languages book analyse
various models for language revitalisation including: total-immersion programs, partialimmersion or bilingual programs, the local language as a second, ‘‘foreign’’ language,
community-based programs, master-apprentice programs, language reclamation
models, and documentation as revitalisation.
Table 5: Language Revitalisation Models

1

Name

Brief Description

Reference

School-based

Three main types of school-based language programs: Hinton & Hale,

programs

Teaching an endangered language as a subject (like a 2001
foreign language) – introducing into main stream Grenoble &
schools

Whaley, 2005

Bilingual education

King, 2001

Immersion Schools and Classrooms (all instructions in
classroom are given using the endangered language)
Examples: Hawaii (Pūnana Leo) and Māori (Te
Kohanga Reo, the language nest (King, 2001)
2

Children’s

Programs can be conducted for children outside of Hinton & Hale,

programs

school hours such as after-school programs or summer 2001

outside the

programs during school holidays.

school

Programs need to be well designed and should Whaley, 2005

Grenoble &

combine language with recreation to motivate and
help children learn indigenous language.
Example: Cochiti (Regis Pecos and Rebecca BlumMartinez)
3

Adult

The adult classes do not necessarily involve immersion Hinton & Hale,

Language

and are conducted in evenings.

Program /

Master-apprentice program

Master-

language learners with “master” speakers.
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2001
is designed to pair Grenoble &
Whaley, 2005

apprentice

Examples: Hawai’i - Oahu group, and California, USA

program

– California Master-Apprentice Language Learning
Program.

4

Community-

Community-based programs are developed in informal Grenoble &

based programs localised learning style and focus on a domain (or Whaley, 2005
domains) of language use rather than the language
itself. While the community members are learning
about the domain, they will also learn the language.
One key advantage is that the language learners are
ready to apply the language in the domain.
Similar to Afterschool camps or summer school
immersion programs.
Example: Indigenous languages of California (Regis
Pecos and Rebecca Blum-Martinez)
5

Language

Language reclamation refers to the revival of Grenoble &

reclamation

languages that are sleeping (no longer spoken by Whaley, 2005

models

native speakers).
Some

basic

Amery, 2000

documentation

and

recordings

are

necessary to start the language reclamation process.
Reclamation example: Kaurna language of Australia,
which had sleeping (no speakers left for a century)
(Amery, 2000)
Revitalisation example: Hebrew was not spoken for
daily use and it was revitalised using its written text
and audio artefacts.
6

Preservation/

Documentation per se is not a model for language Hinton & Hale,

Documentation

revitalisation but it is an essential task that needs to 2001

and Materials

be conducted at the early stages of language Grenoble &

Development

revitalisation (Grenoble & Whaley, 2005). This is a Whaley, 2005
must for communities whose languages are deeply Himmelmann,
endangered.

2006

There are many forms of documentation, including
written notes, dictionary, audio recordings, and now
video footage (Hinton & Hale, 2001).
Examples:

Hawaii,

Māori,

Native

American

languages.
7

Family-Based

The family based program is when family’s ancestral Hinton & Hale,

Programs at

language becomes their home language. The parents 2001

Home

actively start teaching the language to their children.
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When the children start learning and speaking the
language; it will no longer be considered as an
endangered language.
In many instances parents tend to raise bilingual
children, teaching them their indigenous language and
mainstream language.
One parent, one language is a technique that can be
implemented at home, it is when one parent speaks in
ancestral language and the other in the mainstream
language with their children.
Example – Hebrew – is the only language that has
been revitalised to reach this level. Hawaii and Māori
are growing but still far behind compared to Hebrew.

In summary, language revitalisation can involve teaching, developing,
cultivating, strengthening, and disseminating a language to make it a vital instrument
of communication in daily life; in other words, restoring and strengthening its
pragmatic functions in various spheres of society. Robinson (1995) believes that to
achieve the goals of language recovery and revitalisation, it is necessary to take
draconian measures at all levels. It is also essential to strengthen, unite, articulate, and
multiply efforts. For instance, robust language and technology planning and innovative
educational reform are needed in order to allow indigenous languages to occupy the
place that truly belongs to them in society. All this can be carried out with the active
participation of indigenous peoples, as well as with other sectors of society. In the
subsequent sections, we will focus on the key aspects of language revitalisation, which
are language preservation (Section 2.3.3) and language learning (Section 2.3.4).

2.3.3 Language Preservation
In the last two decades, Documentary Linguistics has become an emerging branch of
linguistics. It is focused on creating and keeping records of the world’s languages and
their patterns of use (Woodbury, 2003), as a language is not preserved by merely
documenting, archiving, or developing shared resources. Preservation by itself is seen
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to be like pickling or storing something, rather than keeping it alive (Hinton & Hale,
2001). Actual preservation is highly dependent on revitalising, teaching, learning, and
using the language — especially among the digital natives (Yang & Rau, 2005).
However, when a language is about to disappear (e.g. no children or young adults
speak the language), it is critical to document the language before it becomes extinct.
Documentation is one of the essential and fundamental steps when planning for
language revitalisation. Himmelmann (2006) defines language documentation as “the
lasting, multipurpose corpus of a language”. The comprehensive corpus includes both
primary data (audio and video recordings, notes on recordings, and transcriptions) and
analytical resources (grammars, dictionaries, thesauruses, and other texts for both
community and academic purposes) (Austin & Sallabank, 2011). Language can be
captured (data) in multiple formats including, audio and video recordings, scanned
images, written notes, etc. Table 6 summaries what constitutes of a good
documentation corpus for future use.
Table 6: Good Documentation Corpus (Adapted from Austin, 2006; Woodbury, 2003)

Artefacts

Description

1. Diverse

Containing samples of language use across a range of genres, dialects
and socio-cultural contexts, including elicited data.

2. Large

Given the storage and manipulation capabilities of modern information
and communications technology (ICT), a digital corpus can be extensive
and incorporate both media and text.

3. Ongoing,

Data can be added to the corpus from whatever sources that are

distributed, and

available and then be expanded when new materials become available.

opportunistic
4. Transparent

The corpus should be structured in such a way as to be useable by
people other than the researcher(s) who compiled it, including future
researchers.

5. Preservable,

Prepared in a way that enables it to be archived for long-term

and portable

preservation and not restricted to use in particular ICT environments.

6. Ethical

Collected and analysed with due attention to ethical principles and
recording all relevant protocols for access and use.
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The captured data can be analysed to develop teaching materials in various
formats that target different audiences (academics, adults, and children). The potential
outputs could be dictionaries, thesauruses, audiotapes, videotapes, online videos,
podcasts, and online web resources.
The language documentation process begins by having a dialogue with the
identified speaking community of a language. The processes involved are not always
sequential and can run in parallel (i.e., Archiving should be planned at the beginning
of the documentation project). Austin (2006) classifies the key processes associated
with language documentation (see Table 7).
Table 7: Language Documentation Processes (Adapted from Austin, 2006)

Process

Description

1. Recording

Media (audio, video, image) and text

2. Capture

Moving analogue materials to the digital domain

3. Analysis

Transcription, translation, annotation, and notation of metadata

4. Archiving

Creating archival objects, and assigning access and usage rights

5. Mobilisation

Publication, and distribution of the materials in various forms

In summary, documentation is not merely for the sake of preserving a language,
but to empower and educate indigenous people. For example, in total immersion
programs, a variety of materials need to be created for each subject that is being taught
(Grenoble & Whaley, 2005). The challenge arises when subjects like mathematics and
science need to be translated into the indigenous language. This involves consulting
with native speakers to increase their lexicon and to support the documentation of the
language. Thus, the documentation of a language is an ongoing process.
Once the language is documented, it needs to be learnt and used by the
community. Therefore, the language learning aspects are discussed in the next section.
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2.3.4 Language Learning
Language learning is an emerging research area known as Language Acquisition, in
which linguistics and psychology overlap. We will focus on language learning
techniques that assist in language revitalisation efforts. Language learning is a key
component to language revitalisation, as teaching the future generation their
indigenous language will help to keep the language alive. Learning a language is
dependent on the available resources for the language. Most of the language
revitalisation models summarised in Table 5 consist of teaching and learning a
language. School-based learning initiatives for teaching indigenous languages have been
successful around the world (Hinton & Hale, 2001).
Many linguists believe that total immersion schools and classrooms are the best
solution for language revitalisation (Grenoble & Whaley, 2005). The fundamental
concept is that language can be easily learnt if all instructions, learning resources, and
environment are only in the local language. For example, Te Kōhanga Reo, the
language nests initiative for Te Reo Māori revitalisation was one of the most successful
immersion programs (King, 2001). The most common format is teaching the
endangered language as a subject (like a foreign language) along with other subjects
(e.g. mathematics or science) in mainstream language. This creates awareness and
encourages the natives to use their language (Hinton & Hale, 2001).
The application of language learning techniques is not limited to organised
institutions, schools, or learning centres. Today’s advanced technologies allow
organisations, publishers, and developers to leverage various language learning
mediums such as multimedia solutions, computer-assisted language learning (CALL),
electronic dictionaries, web portals, and mobile applications — all of which significantly
support language revitalisation strategies.
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The subsequent section will give the basic foundation to this research as we
explore the various Traditional Information Systems (TIS) and their respective models
and techniques used for Language Revitalisation.

2.4

Traditional Information Systems

This section discusses the use of Traditional Information Systems (TIS) for language
preservation and learning. TIS refers to systems that are limited to location-based use
such as desktop/client or client-server architecture. TIS can be utilised for both
language documentation and learning purposes. Technology is both a threat and an
opportunity for minority languages (Cazden, 2003). There is a paradox in suggesting
that TIS provides an opportunity for minority languages and cultures to be preserved
(Nichols, Witten, Keegan, Bainbridge, & Dewsnip, 2005). After all, the Internet and
television have been influential in language and culture loss (Cazden, 2003).
Joshua Fishman (1991) raised concerns about entirely depending on technology
for RLS (reversing language shift) purposes; none of the technology-based solutions
such as computer programs, e-mail, search engines, or web can substitute for face-toface interaction with real family. However, Crystal (2002) suggests that an endangered
language will progress if its speakers can make use of electronic technology, which is a
challenge.
The following sections will examine the use of TIS for language preservation
(Section 2.4.1) and language learning (Section 2.4.2). Then focus on TIS based efforts
for Te Reo Māori preservation (Section 2.4.3) and learning (Section 2.4.4).

2.4.1 TIS for Language Preservation
Information technology enables us to preserve indigenous languages and
language diversity in the world. For decades, linguists have documented languages in
various forms of audio recordings, photos, videos, and observational notes. Traditional
Information Systems (TIS) facilitate linguists to accomplish many documenting
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functions such as recording audio and video and storing collected data in databases
that were otherwise not possible. The traditional information systems for language
preservation are described in .
Table 8: TIS for Language Preservation

Type

Description

Medium

References

Multimedia

Multimedia package are also used

Stand-alone

(Holton, 2011)

Solution

for language documentation such as

(CD/DVD)

(Csató & Nathan,

dictionaries, word lists, oral

OR

2003; Holton, 2011;

histories or songs or places on a

Web-based

Nathan, 2006)

map. The data can be in text,
image, audio and video format.
Electronic

Electronic dictionaries usually have

Web-based data (Eisenlohr, 2004;

dictionaries

huge database, where

base, online

documentation is stored, such as;

only or installed 2001; Holton,

Hinton & Hale,

text, images, audio-video recordings toolbox software 2011)
and this can be accessed via
internet or installed software
program.
Web portals

Portals will have extremely rich

Completely web

web based multimedia documented

based program

(Holton, 2011)

content and it depends heavily on
already existing content rather than
creating new content.
Commercial

Such applications actively engage

Apple’s iTunes,

(Crystal, 2002;

off-the-shelf

developers and user towards

digital audio-

Hinton & Hale,

tools

continues digital documentations

video libraries

2001; Holton, 2011;

and preservation.

Lu et al., 2004)

There are two distinct aspects within endangered language technology related
projects: preservation (archive) and presentation (distribution) formats (Holton, 2011).
The majority of language technology projects are designed for mobilizing existing
documented resources (Nathan, 2006); however, when revitalising endangered
languages, a holistic approach is usually taken which encompasses both preservation
and presentation. For example, the Dena'ina Qenaga digital archive that initially
began as a portal to provide access to existing documentation of a deeply endangered
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Alaskan native language. When they were working with the community, a need was
identified for new conversational audio recordings that were not available in the
existing archive. This led to audio recordings in two formats: .wav format for archival
purposes, and .mp3 and .swf files for online distribution (Alaska Native Language
Center, 2013; Holton, 2011). This example demonstrates how preservation and
presentation are interconnected.
Bernard (1992), who is an experienced anthropologist, suggests the usage of TIS
can empower indigenous populations to create dictionaries that are more extensive
than those produced by linguists.
“A linguist can compile a dictionary of perhaps 5,000 words over a decade. After
a two-week seminar with computers, five Kom speakers in Cameroon produced a 2,000
word dictionary from a 25,000-word body of literature they wrote in those two weeks”
(Bernard, 1992).
This example demonstrates the benefits of engaging and empowering indigenous
fluent speakers with technology. However, the preservation using a crowd-sourced
approach was limited, and could only be facilitated in a confined location due to the
technological limitations.
As discussed above, TIS provides many language preservation solutions in a
confined location. It does not provide users the freedom to capture and govern content
anytime anywhere. Once language is preserved, it needs to be learn by the wider
community. Therefore, in the next section, we examine TIS for language learning.

2.4.2 TIS for Language Learning
The language learning solutions use a lot of multimedia to enhance the learning
experience with text-based information, links, and inputs. The genesis of support for
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) goes back to the 1960s when it was
introduced on University of Illinois mainframe computers called the PLATO project
(Marty, 1981). The use of foreign language characters becomes especially challenging
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and problematic if the language has a specialised orthography (Holton, 2011).
Additionally, TIS can reduce the cost of publishing and distributing material such as
indigenous books, pamphlets, and articles to help spread literacy. Table 9 shows the
various types of TIS solutions for language learning.
Table 9: TIS for Language Learning

Type

Description

Medium

References

Multimedia

Multimedia package are predominantly

Stand-alone

(Holton, 2011;

Solution

used for language learning that comprises

(CD/DVD)

Kroskrity &

of text, images, audio and video linked

OR

Reynolds, 2001)

together in a single package.

Web-based

Computer-

CALL has exclusive focus on language

CD/DVD

(Davies, 2013;

assisted

learning and it takes the advantage of

application,

Holton, 2011;

language

established pedagogical principles for

web portals

Levy, 1997)

learning

language learning.

and ‘talking

(CALL)

books’

Electronic

This can provide higher models for

Software,

(Eisenlohr, 2004;

dictionaries

pronunciation by combining audio-video

online

Holton, 2011)

recordings. An interactive and searchable

database, or

interface enables user to overcome

webpage

complex issues of structural and
organisational language learning.
Web portals

Web portal provides a single point access

Completely

to a wide range of searchable digital

web based

archive. Multiple language projects are

program

(Holton, 2011)

brought under one virtual roof.
Commercial

Commercial software applications

Apple’s

(Crystal, 2002;

off-the-shelf

available for wider public and software

iTunes,

Hinton & Hale,

tools

tools which have been adopted by or

digital

2001; Holton,

designed to assist language-

audio-video

2011)

documentation efforts

libraries

Computers offer a greater range of language learning solutions than merely
multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank exercises. Levy (1997) defines Computer-Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) as "the search for and study of applications of the
computer in language teaching and learning.” Davies' (2002) evaluation of seminal
papers for CALL suggests a variety of CALL programs (see Table 10).
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Table 10: CALL Programs (Adapted from Davies, 2002)

Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) Programs
1

Reordering exercises - e.g. line and paragraph reordering

2

Text manipulation

3

Word games

4

Action mazes

5

Simulations

6

Adventures

7

Discovery and exploratory programs

8

Guided writing programs

9

Reading comprehension exercises - including timed reading

10

Listening exercises

11

Building a personal database, e.g. vocabulary, grammar

12

Email activities

CALL offers many possibilities, but they need to be integrated with other
learning materials. Jones (1986) emphasises not completely removing the teacher from
the language learning process. This suggestion was accepted by Davies in 2002;
however, the huge shift to the use of technology in today’s learning environment leads
us to argue whether the suggestion is still acceptable.
The next few of sections focus on how TIS capabilities are being used specifically
for Te Reo Māori preservation and learning.

2.4.3 TIS for Te Reo Māori Preservation
Over the years, TIS has been widely adopted for the purpose of preserving Te Reo
Māori. Multiple publications both in print and online were produced that include, but
are not limited to, online and offline reference tools, digital audio and video recordings,
and web portals. The indigenous language first came in contact with technology during
the 1990s (Kamira, 2003). In 1997, the NZ Māori Internet Society was established to
promote Māori language on the Internet, and has authority for “iwi.nz” and “Māori.nz”
domain names. The Māori language commission has also funded many technologydriven initiatives to maintain and revitalise Te Reo Māori. In late 1995, the first
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electronic (CD-ROM based) Māori–to-English dictionary was compiled (Te Reo
Tupu). It was a self-contained resource that revolutionised access to Māori words and
meanings. This resource played a major role in the revitalisation of Te Reo Māori
(Wordstream Corporation Ltd, 2013).
Most of the available resources are based on already documented data (text,
audio, and video); however, few applications are available that allow the capturing and
curating of data to create and maintain the Te Reo Māori Corpus. For example, while
Google Endangered Languages Project facilitates and contributes towards the
preservation of Te Reo Māori in multiple formats such as text, image, audio, or video
(endangeredlanguages.com/lang/mri). However, it does not have a curation process to
ensure the quality of its content.

Figure 3: Te Ara Kupu Dictionary (Source: Wordstream Corporation Ltd, 2013)

Some of the TIS based solutions for Te Reo Māori include: Online
dictionary/repository (E.g. www.Māoridictionary.co.nz and Wakareo ā-ipurangi –
www.reotupu.co.nz), CD-ROM based dictionary (E.g. Te Ara Kupu), Spell checker
(Moana Kupu Whaiutu 5.0) for Microsoft Office suite, and much more. In the next
section, we will explore the use of TIS for Te Reo Māori learning.
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2.4.4 TIS for Te Reo Māori Learning
The advantages and applications of language learning using TIS were discussed in
Section 2.4.2. This section briefly looks at the available applications for learning Te
Reo Māori using TIS. Currently, there are many stand-alone CD/DVD and web-based
multimedia solutions consisting of text, images, audio, and video formats for learning
purposes. Taiaha and other stories are presented in an electronic storybook that turns
texts from the School Journal and other series into interactive activities (Learning
Media, 2013). There are also Māori language audio CDs available with recorded
listening and speaking exercises; for example, Te Whanake CD series (Te Whanake,
2013). As mentioned in Section 2.6.3, electronic dictionaries are also available for Te
Reo Māori (e.g. Ngata Dictionary - www.learningmedia.co.nz/ngata).
Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) applications for Te Reo Māori are
offered by various private and educational institutes. For example, Te Reo Taketake:
Ko Te Pū is a popular online Māori language course for beginners (Māori Multimedia,
2013). Similarly, Te Whanake (2013) also offers online courses, that consist of animated
movies which can be watched and listened to many times. Subsequently, it provides
interactive activities and exercises, which are based on the movie. The online program
is well supported by other offerings such as user discussion forums.
Having reviewed Traditional Information Systems for language revitalisation as
a whole and more specifically for Te Reo Māori, we explore the potential of Exponential
Information Systems and Technologies for language revitalisation efforts in the
following section.

2.5

Exponential Information Systems and
Technologies
In the past, it would take decades or centuries to change the way people conduct

their activities. Today, things are changing day to day. We are living in a world that
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is both global and exponential. Exponential information systems and technologies
(EIS&T) such as network sensors, social media, AI, robotics, synthetic biology, 3D
printing, and ubiquitous devices are all on exponential growth curve (Diamandis &
Kotler, 2015). This growth curve takes place in six key steps, which Peter Diamandis
(2015) calls the Six Ds of Exponentials: digitisation, deception, disruption,
demonetisation,

dematerialisation,

and

democratisation.

EIS&T

open

many

opportunities for individuals and organisations to create and assemble disruptive
solutions and models that initially digitise and disrupt, and ultimately demonetise,
dematerialise and democratise. These solutions are different from traditional
approaches. They aim to empower and enrich the lives of many, and have a global
impact.
In this section, we explore various exponential technologies that can be
leveraged for language revitalisation. We examine and review knowledge management
(Section 2.5.1), social media (Section 2.5.2), persuasion and gamification (Section 2.5.3)
and lastly ubiquitous information systems and devices (Section 2.5.4) in context of
language revitalisation.

2.5.1 Knowledge Management
Knowledge consists of the tacit and explicit actionable capabilities required to reason
and deal intelligently and effectively with situations (Wiig, 2006). Knowledge can be
personal, shared among people, embedded in artefacts, or be part of an organisation’s
or society’s makeup and culture. Information is converted to knowledge once it is
processed by people in their minds, and knowledge becomes information once it is
stored in the form of text, graphics, words, or other symbolic forms (Alavi & Leidner,
2001). People are society’s basic knowledge agents.
Knowledge Management (KM) is defined as creating value by leveraging
intangible assets (Assegaf, Che Hussin, & Dahlan, 2013). KM is underpinned by the
management of interaction amongst knowledge agents and information (Hansen,
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Nohria, & Tierney, 1999). Knowledge is incremental upon usage, is virtually
inexhaustible, and is acquired through social means by leveraging the management
process through information technology (Sharratt & Usoro, 2003).
Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) are used to support creation, transfer,
and application of knowledge in organisations and communities (Alavi & Leidner,
2001). Moreover, according to Qwaider (2011), KMS facilitates key processes and
paradigms that collude toward creating, acquiring, capturing, sharing, and utilizing of
knowledge, skills, or expertise. While social media is used to create content, it is rarely
integrated into the different facets of KMS. Many Knowledge Management
Frameworks have been proposed in the literature. Rubenstein-Montano, et al. (2001)
conducted a thorough literature review that summarised the various Knowledge
Management Frameworks as shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Knowledge Management Frameworks (Adapted from Rubenstein-Montano et
al., 2001)

Framework

Description

American

(1) Find [create knowledge centres], (2) Organise [motivate and recognise

Management

people] and (3) Share

Systems

(Miettinen & Hämäläinen, 1997)

Arthur Andersen

(1) Evaluate, (2) Define the role of knowledge, (3) Create a knowledge

Consulting

strategy linked to business objectives, (4) Identify processes, cultures and
technologies needed for implementation of a knowledge strategy and (5)
Implement feedback mechanisms

Andersen

(1) Acquire, (2) Create, (3) Synthesise, (4) Share, (5) Use to Achieve

Consulting

Organisational Goals, (6) Environment Conducive to Knowledge Sharing

Dataware

(1) Identify the Business Problem, (2) Prepare for Change, (3) Create the

Technologies

KM Team, (4) Perform the Knowledge Audit and Analysis, (5) Define the
Key Features of the Solution, (6) Implement the Building Blocks for KM
and (7) Link Knowledge to People

University of Leeds Business process approach to knowledge management (no formal
methodology but key knowledge processes are identified): (1) Knowledge
Characteristics, (2) Value Added from Knowledge Combination, (3)
Participants, (4) Knowledge Transfer Methods, (5) Governance and (6)
Performance
The Knowledge

(1) Leverage Existing Knowledge, (2) Create New Knowledge, (3) Capture

Research Institute

and Store Knowledge, (4) Organise and Transform Knowledge and (5)
Deploy Knowledge.
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Ernst & Young

(1) Knowledge Generation, (2) Knowledge Representation, (3) Knowledge
Codification and (4) Knowledge Application

The Delphi Group

Specifics about a methodology have not been released, but the following are
addressed: (1) Key Concepts and Frameworks for Knowledge Management,
(2) How to Use Knowledge Management as a Competitive Tool, (3) The
Cultural and Organisational Aspects of Knowledge Management, (4) Best
Practices in Knowledge Management, (5) The Technology of Knowledge
Management, (6) Market Analysis, (7) Justifying Knowledge Management
and (8) Implementing Knowledge Management

Holsapple and

(1)

Acquiring

Knowledge

[including

Extracting,

Interpreting

and

Joshi, Kentucky

Transferring], (2) Selecting Knowledge [including Locating, Retrieving and

Initiative for

Transferring], (3) Internalizing Knowledge [including Assessing, Targeting

Knowledge

and Depositing], (4) Using Knowledge, (5) Generating Knowledge

Management

[including Monitoring, Evaluating, Producing and Transferring] and (6)
Externalizing Knowledge [including Targeting, Producing and Transferring]

Liebowitz

(1) Transform Information into Knowledge, (2) Identify and Verify
Knowledge, (3) Capture and Secure Knowledge, (4) Organise Knowledge,
(5) Retrieve and Apply Knowledge, (6) Combine Knowledge, (7) Learn
Knowledge, (8) Create Knowledge [loop back to (3)] and (9) Distribute/Sell
Knowledge

Liebowitz and

(1) Identify [Determine core competencies, sourcing strategy and knowledge

Beckman

domains], (2) Capture [Formalise existing knowledge], (3) Select [Assess
knowledge relevance, value, and accuracy and resolve conflicting
knowledge], (4) Store [Represent corporate memory in knowledge
repository] (5) Share [Distribute knowledge automatically to users based on
interest and work and collaborate on knowledge work through virtual
teams], (6) Apply [Retrieve and use knowledge in making decisions, solving
problems, automating or supporting work, job aids and training], (7) Create
[Discover new knowledge through research, experimenting, and creative
thinking] and (8) Sell [Develop and market new knowledge-based products
and services]

Marquardt

(1) Acquisition, (2) Creation, (3) Transfer and Utilisation and (4) Storage

Monsanto

No formal knowledge management methodology: Use learning maps, values

Company

maps, information maps, knowledge maps, measurements, and information
technology maps.

The Mutual Group

Capital framework: (1) Gather Information [building an explicit knowledge
infrastructure], (2) Learn [tacit knowledge development], (3) Transfer and
(4) Act [developing capability through values deployment]

The National

(1) Context [generating knowledge], (2) Knowledge Management Goals

Technical

[organizing

University of

knowledge] and (4) Culture

knowledge],

(3)

Athens, Greece
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Strategy

[developing

and

distributing

Price Waterhouse

(1) Find, (2) Filter [for relevance], (3) Format [to problem], (4) Forward

Coopers

[to right people] and (5) Feedback [from users]

O’Dell American

(1) Identify, (2) Collect, (3) Adapt, (4) Organise, (5) Apply, (6) Share and

Productivity and

(7) Create

Quality Center
Ruggles

(1) Generation [including Creation, Acquisition, Synthesis, Fusion,
Adaptation], (2) Codification [including Capture and Representation] and
(3) Transfer

Skandia

Universal Networking Intellectual Capital: Emphasises (1) networking and
knowledge sharing, (2) knowledge navigation by project teams, (3)
intellectual capital development tool box

Van der Spek and

(1) Conceptualise [including Make an inventory of existing knowledge and

de Hoog]

Analyse strong and weak points], (2) Reflect [including Decide on required
improvements and Make plans to improve process], (3) Act [including
Secure knowledge, Combine knowledge, Distribute knowledge and Develop
knowledge] and (4) Review [including Compare old and new situation and
Evaluate achieved results]

Van der Spek and

(1) Developing New Knowledge, (2) Securing New and Existing Knowledge,

Spijkervet

(3) Distributing Knowledge and (4) Combining Available Knowledge

Van Heijst et al.

(1) Development [creating new ideas, analysing failures and examining

CIBIT,

current experiences], (2) Consolidation [storing individual knowledge,

Netherlands

evaluation and indexing], (3) Distribution [informing users] and (4)
Combination [combining disparate information and increasing access to
distributed data]

Wielinga et al.

Apply CommonKADS methodology to knowledge management: (1)

University of

Conceptualise [identify/inventory, represent, classify], (2) Reflect [models

Amsterdam

of knowledge development and creation, models for identifying knowledge
resources and results] and (3) Act [combine and consolidate knowledge,
integrate knowledge, develop and distribute knowledge]

Wiig

(1) Creation and Sourcing (2) Compilation and Transformation, (3)
Dissemination Application and (4) Value Realisation

In this research, we aim to synthesise the knowledge management processes and
frameworks to develop a suitable model for language revitalisation. In the next section,
we explore the advantages of integrating social media concepts into knowledge
management to enhance the language revitalisation effort.
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2.5.2 Social Media
Social media refers to interaction among individuals and groups where the participants
are involved in the creation, sharing and exchange of information, ideas and data in a
virtual community as well as networks. The role played by individuals communicating
in the past was not dynamic; the consumer audience and communicator were distinct
groups. At present, the consumers actively create, publish, product and broadcast in
the autonomous form that a platform facilitates (B. K. Lewis, 2010).
Social media relies on defining characteristics of interactions mediated by online
channels that have become a key tool to reach individuals and masses alike separated
by geographical and ideological divides (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Matthews, 2010).
Consequently, social media is profiled as the optimal tool to apply in modern
communications and interactions where private characteristics are used as critical
variables. Conversely, social media can be a source of miscommunication that may
hurt the society or individuals. Slander, for instance, is potentially harmful; a common
feature that impinges on the democratisation and uncensored nature of social media
communication (Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011).

Kaplan &

Haenlein (2010) classify social media into two dimensions as summarised in Table 12:
(1) Social presence / Media richness and (2) Self Presentation / Self disclosure.
Table 12: Classification of Social Media (Adapted from Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010)

Social presence / Media richness
High
Self
presentation/
Self disclosure

Low

Low

Medium

High

Blogs

Social networking

Virtual social

(e.g., Personal

sites (e.g., Facebook,

worlds

blogs)

Twitter, Instagram)

(e.g. Second Life)

Collaborative

Content communities

Virtual game worlds

projects

(e.g. YouTube,

(e.g. World of

(e.g., Wikipedia,

Vimeo, ResearchGate,

Warcraft)

Google Scholar)

Academia.Edu)
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Firstly, the Social presence is influenced by the level of intimacy (personal vs.
mediated) and immediacy (asynchronous vs. synchronous) of the medium. If the social
presence is high, the greater the social influence will be between the communication
partners. Self presentation / Self disclosure is a vital step in the development of close
relationships (e.g., during dating) but this can also take place between complete
strangers, e.g. having a personal conversation while travelling on a plane. In context
of Social Media, self-disclosure can be classified based on the degree it requires and the
type of self-presentation it allows (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).

Figure 4: Conversation Prism (Source: Solis & Thomas, 2008)
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Currently there are numerous applications that leverage from the key concepts
of social media. Solis & Thomas (2017) developed the Conversation Prism, which
visually illustrates the social media landscape as shown in Figure 4. It presents the
dominant and upcoming social systems and organises them into everyday life
categories.
The social media application categories include Audio, Blogs, Comments,
Content Creation, Crowd Wisdom, Discussion & Forums, Events, Games, Images,
Livecasting, Location, Q & A, Reviews & Ratings, Social Bookmarks, Social Curation,
Social Networks, Social Streams, Video and Wikis as illustrated in Figure 4.
In summary, the key strength of social media is in its interactivity and simplicity
to generate content. Given the nature of how communities collaborate and
communicate, Social Media provides endless opportunities for helping revitalise
languages. In the next section, we explore the advantages of integrating persuasion
and gamification mechanisms into knowledge management and social media to enhance
the language revitalisation effort.

2.5.3 Persuasion and Gamification
Persuasion and Gamification complement each other; their formulation uses the ideas
of game design elements or models to simulate whole activities in non-game contexts
to persuade and engage users to conduct certain activities (Cornillie, Thorne, &
Desmet, 2012). These mechanisms can be used to motivate individuals, groups, and
communities to help revitalise their language. According to Laufer and Hill (2000),
persuasion is a psychological phenomenon which is deeply connected to language. In
all approaches to language planning for endangered languages, motivation is a key
factor. It has to be made fashionable. Governments have to lend support by increasing
awareness of the decline of local languages. Much of this involves what might be called
prestige and image planning, either overtly or implicitly. Awareness raising is,
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therefore, an important step in campaigning for an endangered language, especially if
the support of government agencies is sought.
Endangered language communities need to be empowered to promote their own
languages. There is a great deal of knowledge and expertise available in this area, and
this should be utilised. Particular importance should be placed on increasing the use
of endangered languages by young people. In order to do this, these language
communities must have the resources to show and persuade their young people that
their languages are useful, relevant, and desirable.
According to Laufer and Hill (2000), gamification is one method that constantly
promotes motivation and persuasion. It uses game elements and game design
techniques in non-game contexts. In addition, it deals with the two clusters of Intrinsic
and Extrinsic motivation, which are necessary in the language learning experience.
Gamification in language learning is basically new, but its success in other disciplines
has made it adaptable to the objectives of the development language acquisition. While
digital gadgets may be a novelty for teachers around the world, the concept of
gamification is definitely not something unknown to us. From our early childhoods, we
have enjoyed playing games, and today, they have opened a whole new world of options
for us. To put it simply, they enable us to explore our possibilities while breaking and
moving boundaries of our knowledge (Rosa & O’Neill, 1999).
There is a strong bond between Gamification and emergent technologies. It all
starts with its definition which can be synthesised as the application of game mechanics
in non-game related contexts (Robinson, 1995). The main objective of Gamification is
to increase participation and motivate users through the use of game elements such as
points, leader boards, while providing immediate feedback. This is similar to the
strategy of using technology in language learning of a non-native language. The use of
technology in language learning and instruction has played an essential part
throughout the years, especially among the digital natives.
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In addition, the work of Cornillie, Thorne, and Desmet (2012) mentions that
the use of technology plays an integral role in providing language learners a valuable
experience as they learn a second language. Most of all, it contributes to the positive
development of certain personality factors like self-esteem, risk-taking, and most of all
motivation. Developing motivation in the language learner through technology
provides a common denominator between gamification and language learning which
results in enhancing this experience. In the following section, we explore the potential
of ubiquitous information systems and devices in the context of language revitalisation.

2.5.4 Ubiquitous Information Systems and Devices
Ubiquitous Information Systems (UIS) and Devices refer to systems and devices that
exist everywhere (Sorensen, Yoo, Lyytinen, & DeGross, 2005). The ubiquity of systems
and devices is supported by the Internet that provides digital connectivity to virtually
any device (Tilvawala, Sundaram, & Myers, 2011). Interconnection of ubiquitous
devices creates a ubiquitous network (Prasad, Schoo, & Wang, 2004). The term
ubiquitous is derived from the word ubiquity. It first originated in mid-19th century.
Definition of ubiquitous is “present, appearing, or found everywhere.”
Weisser (1991) proposed three forms of devices that would support ubiquitous
systems: tabs (e.g. iPhones, Blackberries, smart phones), pads (e.g. iPads, laptops,
Kindles, touch screens), and boards (e.g. interactive blackboards/whiteboards). S.
Poslad (2009) further extends the ubiquitous devices to include dust (in embedded or
untethered micro- and nano-sized devices), skins (nonplanar material that can be used
to cover natural and artificial objects), and clay (programmable synthetic matter)
(Tilvawala et al., 2011).
According to the International Telecommunication Union (2017), there are
approximately 7.38 billion mobile-cellular subscriptions worldwide. Seven billion people
(95% of the global population) live in an area that is covered by a mobile-cellular
network. Mobile-broadband networks has now reached 84% of the global population
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but only 67% of the rural population. Furthermore, LTE networks coverage and
adoption has exponentially grown over the last three years and reach almost 4 billion
people today (53% of the global population), enhancing the quality of Internet use
(International Telecommunication Union, 2016).
The rapid adoption of UIS&D and mobile-broadband subscription worldwide
(Figure 5) facilitates new opportunities that were previously not possible. UIS&D
allows wireless connectivity that enables the user to access and share information, and
connect and collaborate globally with their indigenous community. The paradigm shift
in the development of ubiquitous techniques for language revitalisation can support
language preservation and learning.
These UDs include advanced functionality beyond making phone calls and
sending text messages. Most UD have the basic functionality such as high quality
image capture, audio-video recording and streaming, e-mail, and Internet access.
However, these capabilities are currently under-utilised in towards language
preservation. For example, users are unable to capture and share their high-quality
audio video recording of their endangered language in a holistic system.

Figure 5: Mobile Coverage & Technologies (Source: International Telecommunication
Union, 2016)
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With UIS&D, users will have a range of personal computer features in their
handheld devices that will allow access to international and local news, maps of the
world to local area streets, the convenience and ease of phone banking and online
shopping, and most importantly, a way to engage in language revitalisation. Figure 6
shows the key functionality of using UD for language preservation. If a crowd-sourced
approach is employed using UIS&D among the indigenous population, then the
workload of language preservation is distributed and helps revitalise the language.

Share

Access

Multiple user
collaboration

Capture

UIS&D
Figure 6: UIS&D Functionality for Language Preservation

•

Capture – text, image, audio, and video can be captured at any time anywhere

•

Share – ability to share documented information instantly and remotely

•

Access – remote access at user’s convenience without any geographical boundaries

•

Multiple user collaboration – collectively engage in common objectives

Furthermore, today’s ubiquitous devices (iPhones, Android devices, tablets) consist of
added-on computing capabilities that have transformed them into mini-computers
which offer advanced functionalities including user interaction using gestures (GodwinJones, 2011). These devices can be utilised to overcome issues arising from traditional
language learning. Particularly, mobile learning gives user the freedom of time and
space (Chen & Li, 2010). Table 13 lists the various types of mediums to facilitate
language learning.
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Table 13: UIS&D for Language Learning (Adapted from Hinton & Hale, 2001)

Type

Description

Medium

Interactive

Internet based freely accessible interactive tools

Blogs, Wiki, social

websites

networking services

Word-of-

Engaging wider community to start learning the Email, blogs, or websites

the-day

language with single word or phrase.

Podcasts

Subscription based audio-video based services Portable digital music
distributed over the web.

player

Audio-video

Connecting elders with younger generation across Web based conferencing

conferencing

remote communities over a long distance

Web-based

It is the combination of discussion groups, blogs, Online interactive

language

podcasts and audio-video conferencing on the web learning materials

courses

for learning.

Text

Using text messaging where internet technology is Mobile phone based

messaging

limited/not available enables users to become short messaging services

services (Skype)

active in learning language.
Mobile

Completely mobile based and interactive, simple Mobile apps via Apple

Applications and easy to learn applications are changing the App Store and Google
paradigm language learning approach.

Play Store

A recent survey study conducted by (Begay, 2013), reports that there are three
essential elements for developing an effective and successful language learning
application model: (1) successful integration of interactive and digital media that
provides a purposeful learning environment for the user; (2) accuracy of both media
and the user-interface, and; (3) successful usability and functionality of the platform.
This section looked at the adoption and advantages of exponential information
systems and technologies. In the next section, we review the state of the art systems
to help revitalise languages.

2.5.5 EIS&T for Language Revitalisation
Today the world is witnessing a tremendous increase in the adoption of exponential
information systems and technologies (EIS&T). Most of the indigenous languages
currently do not have presence in digital and social spaces. Currently there are limited
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indigenous language preservation applications available for ubiquitous devices. The
available applications do not allow the user to holistically carry out key language
preservation activities such as capture, curate, share, and collaborate. See Table 14 for
a detailed review of the current applications available for language preservation and
learning purposes.

Progress Tracking

Dictionary

Words with Audio

Phrases (Sentences)

Phrases with Audio

Dialect Selection

Tests

Game Features

Multi-User

Leader Board/ Ranking

Social Media

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

1000

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Duolingo

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Large

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Spanish

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N Limited Y

Y

N

N

N

iPhraseBook

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

10000

N

N

N

N

N

myLanguage

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Large

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Large

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

125000

Y

Y

N

N

N

Learn Chinese Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

1000

Y

Y

N

Y

N

No. of Words

Audio Curation

Y

User Suggestions
(Feedback)
Audio Capture

Language Learning

N

Offline Access

InApp Purchases $

Spanish!

Language Preservation
(Record Audio)
Language Translator

App Name

Table 14: EIS&T Apps for Language Revitalisation

FREE 24/7
Language
Learning

Translator
Pro
Spanish
Touch Trainer
DIXEL
Mobile
(Mandarin) MindSnacks
Ma Iwaidja

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

1,000

N

N

N

N

N

Memo Cards

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

3000

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Go Vocab

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N Limited Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Grammar and Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N Limited Y

Y

Y

N

N

Vocabulary!
Tusaalanga

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y Limited N

N

N

N

N

Sign

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N Limited Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N Limited N

Y

N

N

N

Language!
Baby Sign
and Learn
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Indigenous language advocates are turning to EIS&T in an attempt to revitalise,
learn, and use their language in their communities. The current indigenous language
applications are predominately developed for language learning purposes on existing
documented information. Only few applications support learning of different dialects.
However, they do not leverage from the capabilities of EIS&T to create user generated
content for learning purposes. Moreover, a lot of emphasis is given towards learning
but not towards practical usage of the language.
The apps available are mainly learning-oriented using already documented
information (e.g. Go Vocab, Hika Explorer, Te Reo Māori dictionary, Duo Lingo,
Ojibway and Saulteaux). Moreover, many of them are reference tools such as
dictionaries, phrase banks, and stories. Ma Iwaidja, and Duo Lingo allow data capture
but do not facilitate basic knowledge management principles such as governance and
curation process. Most importantly, none of them facilitate a holistic social (crowd
sourced) approach towards language preservation and learning.
In the next section, we summarise the problems and requirements based on the
literature and current systems reviewed.

2.6

Problems and Requirements

This section summarises the problems, and issues identified by reviewing literature and
current state of the art systems. We also propose corresponding requirements to help
address the problems and issues. Consequently, the problems and requirements form
the basis for formulating the research objectives for this research.

2.6.1 Practical and Research Problems
The literature and systems review indicates the following practical and research
problems in the language revitalisation space:
Practical problems identified:
•

Endangered languages are disappearing at an alarming rate:
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o Half of the world’s nearly 7,100 languages will become extinct in this
century (Krauss, 1992; Romaine, 2007).
o One language becomes extinct every two weeks (Crystal, 2002).
o Krauss (1992) believes that only the 600 or so languages with the largest
numbers of speakers (i.e., more than 100,000) may survive.
•

Language distribution among the population:
o Approximately 79.5% of the world population speaks only 75 languages.
o 3894 smaller languages are spoken by only 0.13% of the world population
(Romaine, 2007).

•

External factors impact the vitality and use of languages:
o Language Policy is often a used as a tool to suppress a minority languages
(Hinton & Hale, 2001).
o Influence of national or world economy has an effect on language
retention (Hinton & Hale, 2001).
o Technology is both a threat and an opportunity for minority languages,
i.e. Internet and television (Cazden, 2003).

•

Limitations in current language preservation and learning systems (Table 14):
o Current systems do not offer a crowd-sourced approach to capture and
wisdom of crowds to curate endangered languages.
o Current applications are limited to learning or reference tools.
o Knowledge management principles are lacking in existing systems,
especially in the governance and curation of knowledge fragments.
o Existing language preservation/documentation systems are based on
traditional desktop-based architectures.
o Existing systems for preservation and learning do not support multiple
languages and dialects.

•

Many endangered languages are oral cultures without any written forms
(National Geographic, 2013).
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•

Most endangered languages have not been well documented nor captured
digitally.

•

Language revitalisation is highly dependent on the younger generation (Yang &
Rau, 2005).

•

Languages are traditionally documented in a restricted spatio-temporal space.

Research problems identified:
•

Limited concepts, models, and processes are available for holistic and integrated
language preservation and learning.

•

Limited research on models, frameworks, and/or architectures for the design
and implementation of language preservation and learning systems.

•

Limited research on holistic approaches for language capturing, curating,
discovering and learning.

•

Most of the language revitalisation models emphasis on language learning, and
not preservation (Grenoble & Whaley, 2005; Hinton & Hale, 2001).

•

Limited research on the usage of EIS&T for language preservation and learning
of endangered languages.

The practical and research problems inform the requirements, which are discussed in
the next section.

2.6.2 Requirements
In terms of addressing the problems that exist in language revitalisation domain, we
can now explore and establish the requirements that could help address both practical
and research problems identified.
•

Need for concepts, models, and processes that are vital for language preservation
and learning.

•

Need for frameworks and architectures to support a holistic crowd-sourced
approach for capturing, curating, discovering and learning endangered
languages.
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•

Need to address the system-related problems by designing and implementing a
holistic and integrated socially driven language revitalisation system.

•

Need for a common integrated cohesive platform where preservation and
learning are mutually supportive and share resources

•

Need to facilitate preservation and learning of endangered languages anytime
anywhere by anyone.

•

Need for conceptual and system artefacts to help persuade stake holders
including younger generation to preserve and learn endangered languages.

•

Need for a generalised platform that can be easily configured and customised to
support multiple languages, dialects, modalities and pedagogies.

The identified practical and research problems helped in outlining the requirements
and scope of this research.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed various aspects of language revitalisation. We
compared traditional information systems (TIS) based approaches with current
initiatives using exponential information systems and technologies (EIS&T). We also
discussed frameworks and models of language revitalisation that provide the
foundation for theorizing initial concepts, models and processes that help revitalise
endangered languages. Lastly, building on top of the review in Section 2.6 we
summarise the key practical and research problems, and requirements that our research
entails.
Keeping these problems and requirements in mind, we discuss the research
methodology adopted for guiding our research in the following chapter.
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3 Research Methodology
Good design is a renaissance attitude that combines technology, cognitive science,
human need, and beauty to produce something the world didn’t know it was missing.
– Paola Antonelli
The primary aim of this research is to design and implement a system that
addresses the problems and fulfils the requirements identified in the previous chapter
(Section 2.6). For this study, Nunamaker Jr et al's (1991) multi-methodological design
science approach for information systems research will be adapted to propose and
develop various artefacts. Additionally, the principles and criteria for design science
artefacts will be used as guiding and evaluative principles throughout the study (R.
Baskerville, 2008; Hevner et al., 2004; Nunamaker Jr & Chen, 1990; Nunamaker Jr et
al., 1991).
This chapter presents the research problems and objectives followed by a
discussion on multi-paradigmatic multi-methodological information systems research.
Subsequently we discuss and examine various design science research methodologies.
A generalisation driven design science research methodology is then presented as the
most appropriate methodology to address the aforementioned problems, achieve the
research objectives, and create the research artefacts. The chapter closes with the steps
that need to be taken for the creation, refinement, evaluation and generalisation of
these research artefacts.

3.1

Research Problems and Objectives

The review and analysis of literature and existing systems helped unearth the research
problems that we aim to address with this research. There are limited concepts, models,
and processes, and workflows available to support holistic and integrated language
preservation and learning. Most of the language revitalisation models emphasise on
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language learning, and not preservation (Grenoble & Whaley, 2005; Hinton & Hale,
2001). There is also limited research on models, frameworks, and/or architectures for
the design and implementation of an integrated language preservation and learning
system.
Current systems support different aspects of language revitalisation in a siloed
manner with isolated repositories of words, poetry, imagery that does not lend itself to
holistic governance, discovery and usage. This lack of integration leads ultimately to
the death of the language since there is no context to understand, discover and learn
the language. Coincidentally, there is limited research on holistic approaches for
language capturing, curating, discovering and learning. This motivates us to develop
conceptual and system artefacts to help address the above research problems.
When we look at the dimensions of these research problems, we identified four
dimensions namely (1) context in which the user is operating and the spatio-temporal
aspects of their engagement; (2) heterogeneity of the knowledge artefacts, languages
and dialects, modalities engagement, and pedagogies; (3) User who engage in language
revitalisation efforts; and (4) Systems that are used for preservation and learning
activities. These research dimensions are illustrated in .
Research in the past (inner circle) has focused predominantly on the design and
implementation of traditional systems to capture and curate languages by experts in
limited contexts focused on standard vocabulary (words and phrases) and media (audio
and images) of single languages using simple pedagogies and modalities. This research
(outer grey circle) tries to address these research problems by exploring a crowd
sourced approach to harness linguistic diversity and richness (words, phrases, poetry,
stories, audio, images and videos) using exponential technologies to capture, curate,
discover and learn multiple languages using various modalities and pedagogies anytime
anywhere.
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Figure 7: Research Dimensions (Author's Creation: Mirza & Sundaram, 2016a)

The identified research problems and dimensions, motivates us to propose and
implement concepts, models, processes, frameworks, architectures, and systems for the
holistic and integrated capturing, curating, discovering, and learning of endangered
languages. This overarching goal can be delineated into the following five objectives
that drives the research:
RO1: Observe and review the current academic literature (social media,
knowledge

management,

persuasive

and

ubiquitous

systems,

and

language

revitalisation) and systems, and evaluate current state of art systems to support
language revitalisation.
RO2: Synthesise and propose concepts, models, processes, frameworks, and
architectures to support a holistic and integrative approach to language preservation
and learning.
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RO3: Design and implement a holistic socially driven persuasive ubiquitous
knowledge management system that can (a) help capture, curate, and manage the
fragmented knowledge of endangered languages and the richness of associated cultures
and (b) facilitate the discovery, learning, and usage of endangered languages anytime
anywhere by anyone.
RO4: Evaluate, test and refine the proposed conceptual and system artefacts
iteratively.
RO5: Generalise the concepts, models, processes, frameworks, architectures and
the systems to create a platform that can be easily configured and customised to
support multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies.
As can be seen these objectives are rooted in multiple disciplines, paradigms,
and domains and perforce has to use multiple methodologies to conduct the research.
Hence in the subsequent section, we first explore the multi-paradigmatic multimethodological roots and nature of Information Systems Research.

3.2

Multi-paradigmatic Multi-Methodological
Information Systems Research

Information Systems and many other disciplines that leverage Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) are currently multi-paradigmatic (Vaishnavi &
Kuechler, 2015). They adopt research questions, methodologies, and conceptual
philosophies from multiple fields to better understand the phenomena of interest (i.e.
how systems are developed, how information is produced and processed, and how the
organisation is influenced). More than a decade ago, Baskerville & Myers (2002)
illustrated (Figure 8.) the multi-paradigmatic roots of IS disciple.
Information Systems Research is an artefact-oriented discipline that requires
multiple research methods to understand scientific, technological, organisational,
managerial, and societal aspects of the research (Cronholm, Göbel, Lind, & Rudmark,
2013). ISR is an applied discipline more than a pure discipline as it has two aims: (i)
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theoretical, to gain new and improved knowledge and (ii) practical, to improve
practical concepts and processes for humans, organisations, and communities through
the use of Information Technology (IT) (Adams & Courtney, 2004; Iivari, 2007; Jr.ad,
Ahmed, & Sundaram, 2014). Information Systems discipline is one of applied research,
where we frequently apply theory from other fields, such as economics, social sciences,
and computer science to solve problems at the intersection of information technology
(IT) and organisations (Peffers et al., 2007). Hence the use of a multi-methodological
approach is eminently applicable in Information Systems research (Peffers et al., 2007).
However these methods require suitable mapping and integration between the different
research methodologies (Bai, White, & Sundaram, 2013). This is a challenging task as
linking research methods belonging to other research paradigms may cause problems.
Mingers (2001) identified four levels of problems: (1) philosophical — issue of paradigm
incommensurability; (2) cultural — the extent to which organisational and academic
cultures influence against multimethod research; (3) psychological — the problems of
individual researchers who are comfortable with a particular type of method; and (4)
practical. The author further elaborates, debates, and explains how each of these
problems can be mitigated (Mingers, 2001; Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997).

Figure 8: Multi-paradigmatic Information Systems Discipline (Source: Baskerville &
Myers, 2002)
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In recent years, it has become increasingly common to adopt multimethodological approaches that integrate multiple research methods in a single study
(Bryman, 2006; Creswell, 2008; Creswell & Clark, 2007; A Tashakkori & Teddlie,
1998). Mixed-methods or Multi-methodological research design embraces multiple
methods (i.e. quantitative, qualitative, and design science approaches) to overcome the
inherent limitations in a single method design, and is thus expected to produce richer
and more holistic findings (Peng, Nunes, & Annansingh, 2011; Venkatesh, Brown, &
Bala, 2013). Tashakkori & Teddlie (2003) classify two major types of multiple-methods
research: (1) mixed methods research; and (2) multi-method research. The terms mixed
methods and multi-method have been used interchangeably in behavioural and social
sciences including Information Systems (IS), but there are conceptual differences
between the two terms (Venkatesh et al., 2013). Multi-method research uses two or
more research methods, but may (or may not) restrict the research to a single
worldview (e.g., quantitative or qualitative). In contrast, mixed-methods research
combines various methodologies (i.e., a combination of qualitative and quantitative
research methods), either concurrently or sequentially, in multiple worldviews (Mingers
& Brocklesby, 1997; Abbas Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).
A considerable number of studies have been published in leading IS journals
that provide guidelines for conducting and evaluating research in areas that are
uncommon in the IS literature (Venkatesh et al., 2013). Some of the methodologies
include, but are not limited to: (1) Interpretive research in IS (Klein & Myers, 1999);
(32) Multi-method research in IS (Mingers, 2001); (3) Case studies in IS (Lee, 1989);
(4) Positivist case studies in IS (Dubé & Paré, 2003); (5) Generalizability in IS research
(Lee & Baskerville, 2003); (6) Design science research in IS (Hevner et al., 2004;
Nunamaker Jr. et al., 1991); and (7) Action research in IS (R. L. Baskerville & WoodHarper, 1996). The proposed guidelines enable researchers to design, conduct, evaluate,
report, and obtain greater insights regarding their phenomena of interest. Furthermore,
the guidelines provide reviewers and editors with a mechanism with which to assess
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research artefacts and help to make informed decisions about a paper. Consequently,
these IS oriented methodologies have become prevalent in IS research. The aforementioned research objectives demand a multi-methodological design science artefact
centric approach hence we discuss design science research in the following section.

3.3

Design Science Research
Over the last few decades, there has been an increasing amount of interest

(Cronholm et al., 2013) in design science research (DSR). The design, creation, and
development of information systems or IT artefacts is a significant stream of IS
research (Goes, 2014). Design is central to information systems development (R. L.
Baskerville, Kaul, & Storey, 2015). In his paper, Baskerville (2008) discusses what
“design science research is not” (i.e. it is not: design, design theory, IT artefact, or
methodology). For purposes of this discussion, DSR can be defined as a multimethodology approach that is focused towards the creation, refinement, and validation
of artefacts intended to solve identified organisational problems (Hevner et al., 2004;
Peffers et al., 2007).
The aim of design science is the creation of successful systems and research
artefacts. Iivari (2007) suggested the four sources that gave birth to Design Science:
(1) Practical problems and opportunities, (2) Existing artefacts, (3) Analogies and
metaphors, and (4) Theories. In recent years, much design science research has been
showcased, and various methodologies have been proposed to successfully demonstrate
the potential and value of design science (DS) as an IS research paradigm (Adams &
Courtney, 2004; Hevner et al., 2004; March & Smith, 1995; Nunamaker Jr. et al., 1991;
Peffers et al., 2007; Walls, Widmeyer, & El Sawy, 1992).
We review some of the design science research methodologies in the following
subsections to help design, conduct, and evaluate our design science research. Design
Science focuses on the creation, refinement, and evaluation of artefacts. March & Smith
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(1995) identify four general research activities: (build, evaluate, theorise, and justify)
and four output categories:
(1) Constructs

(or

concepts)

—

key

constructs

are

developed

at

conceptualisation of the project and are refined throughout the Design
Science cycles;
(2)

Models (or theories) — the sets of statements describing the relationship
amongst constructs, through description of problems, solutions, and
artefact usefulness. Such relationships encompass tasks, situations, and
artefacts;

(3)

Methods — The procedures to perform activities that aim to reach the
goal of the research; and

(4)

Implementations (or instantiation) — instantiation of the research
artefacts in an environment. Instantiations provide the real proof that an
artefact actually works.

Based on the above, March and Smith (1995) develop a two-dimensional
research framework that integrates the four general research activities and four broad
types of research outputs as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Two Dimensional Research Framework (Source: March & Smith, 1995)
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The two-dimensional research framework consists of sixteen cells with different
research objectives, efforts, methods, and evaluation strategies. One of the limitations
of the proposed framework is that the framework itself is a conceptual framework and
does not provide practical guidance to conduct IS research.
Nunamaker Jr. et al. (1991) propose a research method that emphasised systems
development for constructing artefacts. The model has four mutually complementary
research activities: theory building, experimentation, observation, and systems
development, where systems development is pivotal as shown in Figure 10. The method
serves the purpose of proving the concepts by implementing the prototypical system.
The authors believe that having an integrated approach will enable ISR to be aligned
with technological advancements and organisation acceptance (Nunamaker Jr. et al.,
1991).

Figure 10: Multi-methodological Approach to IS Research (Source: Nunamaker Jr et al.,
1991)
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Below is a summary of four research phases (Nunamaker Jr. et al., 1991):
Theory Building – development of new ideas and concepts, creation of
conceptual frameworks, processes, or models. Theories are generally addressing a
generic system behaviour and subjected to rigorous analysis. The theoretical artefacts
can be used to suggest research hypotheses, design of experiments, and conduct
observations.
Experimentation – focuses on conducting laboratory or field experiments,
computer simulations, system testing, surveys or interviews. The design of experiment
is influenced by theories and facilitated by systems development. This phase allows
the researcher to validate or refine the theories and enhance the system.
Observation – includes research methodologies such as case studies, field studies,
and sample surveys. The observations will help bring clarity to the research domain –
to know what is currently taking place. The outcomes may assist in formulating specific
hypotheses to be tested through experiments.
System Development – involves five stages: concept design, constructing the
system architecture, prototype, product development, and technology transfer.
Concept design is incorporation of technological and theoretical concepts into potential
practical applications. Development of prototype is used to demonstrate feasibility of
the system. If feasibility tests are passed, the fully functional system can be developed.
A successful outcome of theories, concepts and systems will result in transfer of
technology (system) to an organisation or community. System Development is the core
of design science research and interacts with other research phases.
Furthermore, Nunamaker Jr. & Chen (1990) propose a system development
oriented research process as depicted in to help apply the research approach in context
of IS research. However, Iivari (2007) claims that there is a significant weakness in
Nunamaker Jr. et al. (1991) model, the systems development phase in loosely
integrated with other research activities, i.e. theory building, experimentation and
observation. Moreover, only the first and the last stages of the process model for
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systems development research illustrated in are related to other research activities,
and the first stage only informs one to study relevant disciplines for new approaches
and ideas.

Figure 11: System Development Research Methodology (Source: Nunamaker Jr. &
Chen, 1990)

Based on the concerns raised regarding Nunamaker Jr. et al's (1991)
methodology and system development process, Hevner et al. (2004) propose that the
strength of design science research is derived from effective use of prior knowledge or
research. Hevner et al. (2004) propose a simplified Design Science process with threecycle process (Relevance cycle, Design Cycle and Rigor cycle) bridging between three
different territories (Environment, Design Science Research, and Knowledge Base).
Hevner et al. (2004) explain truth and utility are inseparable and complement each
other. “Truth informs design and utility informs theory.” In the same publication,
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Hevner et al. (2004) recommend seven guidelines for design science in ISR (see Table
15) which are designed to “assist researchers, reviewers, editors, and readers to
understand the requirements for effective design-science research”.

Figure 12: Information Systems Research Framework (Source: Hevner et al., 2004)
Table 15: Design Science Research Guidelines (Adapted from Hevner et al., 2004)

Guideline

Description

Guideline 1: Design as an
Artefact

Design science research must produce a viable artefact in the
form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation

Guideline 2: Problem
relevance

The objective of design science research is to develop
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business
problems

Guideline 3: Design
evaluation

The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artefact must be
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods

Guideline 4: Research
contributions

Effective design science research must provide clear and
verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artefact,
design foundations, and/or design methodologies

Guideline 5: Research rigor Design science research relies upon the application of rigorous
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design
artefact
Guideline 6: Design as a
search process

The search for an effective artefact requires utilizing available
means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the
problem environment

Guideline 7:
Design science research must be presented effectively to both
Communication of research technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences
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The proposed guidelines are not mandatory as the requirements vary between
research projects. Hence, researchers must use analytical judgment to determine when,
where, and how to apply each of the guidelines are applicable (Klein & Myers, 1999).
ISR should be both be theoretically based and practically applicable (Benbasat &
Zmud, 1999). Adams & Courtney (2004) propos the DAGS framework depicted in
Figure 13 integrates four methodologies: the use of design science (D), action research
(A), grounded theory (G), and systems development (S) in combination, a multimethodological approach as research methodology. The DAGS framework builds on
Nunamaker Jr et al's (1991) framework by proposing design science and action research
to support theory building and observation stages respectively as shown in Figure 13.
Systems development and action research are used for theory testing and refinement.
The DAGS framework consistent with Nunamaker Jr et al's (1991) framework places
systems development at the centre of the framework to play a pivotal role in connecting
with other methodologies. The framework supports the case of having systems
development to guide IS research.

Figure 13: DAGS Framework (Source: Adams & Courtney, 2004)
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However, the DAGS framework does have weaknesses as it does not explicitly
supports the experimentation strategy proposed in Nunamaker Jr et al's (1991)
framework. Evaluation and experimentation is vital in conducting Design Science
Research. Conversely, Hevner et al's (2004) design science research process emphasises
on the significance of evaluation and experimentation, recommending various
dimensions to evaluate IT artefacts such as functionality, completeness, consistency,
accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, organisation applicability, and other
related quality attributes. Hevner et al. (2004) recommend design science research
(DSR) evaluation methods described in Table 16 that can be used to appropriately
evaluate the designed artefact based on the evaluation metrics.
Table 16: Design Science Research Evaluation Methods (Adapted from Hevner et al.,
2004)

1. Observational

Case Study: Study artefact in depth in business environment
Field Study: Monitor use of artefact in multiple projects

2. Analytical

Static Analysis: Examine structure of artefact for static qualities (e.g.,
complexity)
Architecture Analysis:

Study fit of artefact into technical IS

architecture
Optimisation: Demonstrate inherent optimal properties of artefact or
provide optimality bounds on artefact behaviour
Dynamic Analysis: Study artefact in use for dynamic qualities (e.g.,
performance)
3. Experimental

Controlled Experiment: Study artefact in controlled environment for
qualities (e.g., usability)
Simulation - Execute artefact with artificial data

4. Testing

Functional (Black Box) Testing: Execute artefact interfaces to
discover failures and identify defects
Structural (White Box) Testing: Perform coverage testing of some
metric (e.g., execution paths) in the artefact implementation

5. Descriptive

Informed Argument: Use information from the knowledge base (e.g.,
relevant research) to build a convincing argument for the artefact’s
utility
Scenarios: Construct detailed scenarios around the artefact to
demonstrate its utility
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Understanding the various aspects both strengths and weaknesses of the
representative design science research (DSR) methodologies helped us to synthesise an
adapted research methodology that is appropriate for the research problem at hand,
while weaving in strengths of Nunamaker Jr et al., (1991) and Hevner et al. (2004)
methodologies. One of the key objectives of the research was to generalise the research
artefacts and to create a platform that can be easily configured and customised to
support multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies. This demands an approach that
is specifically focussed on creating, configuring, extending, generalising, and evaluating
the research artefacts. Hence, we propose a Generalisation Driven Design Science
Research methodology to address these specific requirements in the following section.

3.4

Generalisation Driven Design Science Research

The primary aim of this research is to design, implement and generalise a system to
revitalise endangered languages. Based on the analysis of various design science
research (DSR) approaches and frameworks, for this research, we adapted Nunamaker
Jr et al.'s (1991) multi-methodological approach and integrate guidelines for DSR
proposed by Hevner et al. (2004). The guidelines will assist in the iterative process of
design various artefacts to address practical problems, to produce research
contributions, to validate the design or system, and to communicate the results to
appropriate audiences (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007). Some of the resulting
artefacts from this research may include concepts, models, processes, prototypes,
frameworks, and architectures. These artefacts will be leveraged to: develop, validate
and generalise a socially driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge system to help
revitalise endangered languages and potentially mainstream languages.
We propose a generalisation driven design science research methodology in
Figure 14 that is practical to design, implement, validate and generalise a system to
support multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies. It consists multiple
interconnected iterative research phases/methods - observation, theory building,
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systems development, evaluation and generalisation as illustrated in Figure 14. The
phases are not in any particular order but they are all mutually connected to support
creation, validation and generalisation of research artefacts with multiple iterations.
Generalisation of the artefacts is the centre focus of this research. Therefore,
our research will be conducted in the following sequence: observation, theory building,
system development, and experimentation. As research progresses through each phase,
the artefacts will be refined and generalised as depicted in Figure 14. In this section,
we describe the relationship between the research objectives (RO) and the proposed
methods. Furthermore, how the methods applied in this research help achieve the
research objectives.

Figure 14: Generalisation Driven Design Science Research
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RO1: Observation – Observe and review the current academic literature
(social media, knowledge management, persuasive and ubiquitous systems, and
language revitalisation) and systems, and evaluate current state of art systems to
support language revitalisation.
The observations will help bring clarity to the research domain – to know what
is currently taking place. We will examine existing academic literature on language
revitalisation, exponential technologies such as social media, knowledge management,
persuasive and ubiquitous systems, and review existing applications that are available
for indigenous languages and mainstream languages. The outcomes of RO1 are:
comparison of existing state of the art applications and synthesis of existing concepts,
models, processes, frameworks and architectures.
RO2: Theory Building – Synthesise and propose concepts, models, processes,
frameworks, and architectures to support a holistic approach to language preservation
and language learning.
Theory building phase will consist of adapting and developing conceptual
artefacts such as concepts, models, processes, workflows, frameworks and architectures.
The proposed theories will help conceptualise a generic system that supports a socially
driven approach towards language revitalisation particularly Te Reo Māori
revitalisation. The outcomes of RO2 are: conceptual concepts, models, processes,
frameworks and architectures for socially driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge
systems to revitalise languages.
RO3: Systems Development – Design and implement a holistic socially
driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge management system that (a) helps capture,
curate, and manage the fragmented knowledge of endangered languages and the
richness of associated cultures and (b) facilitates the discovery, learning, and usage of
endangered languages anytime anywhere by anyone.
The proposed conceptual artefacts including concepts, models, processes,
frameworks and architectures will enable us to design and implement a holistic social
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persuasive ubiquitous knowledge system to capture, curate, and manage the knowledge
fragments of languages. It should support multiple dialects and artefacts such as words,
phrases, imagery, poetry, proverbs and idioms that are common as well as specific to
a particular group (Iwi, Hapū or even Whānau). The knowledge that is captured and
curated can be discovered and learnt by the wider community. The initial
implementation for Te Reo Māori will help demonstrate the feasibility of the system
for other endangered languages. The outcomes of RO3 are: refined frameworks,
architectures, and implementations to help revitalise endangered languages.
RO4: Evaluation – Evaluate, test and refine proposed conceptual and system
artefacts iteratively.
Once the system is developed, in the evaluation phase, we will evaluate the
research artefacts using various design science research (DSR) evaluation methods
including Functionality, Usability, Reliability, Performance and Supportability
(FURPS) quality testing model (Grady, 1992; Hevner et al., 2004). Development is an
iterative process and the issues identified during evaluation (RO4) will lead to further
refinement, creation and/or generalisation of conceptual and system artefacts.
RO5: Generalise the concepts, models, processes, frameworks, architectures and
the systems to create a platform that can be easily configured and customised to
support multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies.
This research objective (RO5) will be achieved by aggregating results from RO1,
2, 3, and 4. The concepts, models, processes, frameworks, architectures and the system
will be refined to meet the needs of other Roman Script based languages such as
Hawaiian. The conceptual and systems artefacts will be further generalised to support
Non-Roman script based languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Urdu, Tamil,
Taiwanese, Vietnamese and others. The generic design elements as illustrated in Figure
15 will be language independent and will be applicable for majority of endangered and
mainstream languages. The research artefacts can be iteratively refined to support
customisation and configuration to help manage fragmented knowledge, diversity and
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richness of multiple languages. The research artefacts produced will be described in
Chapters 4 – 9 as shown in Figure 15.
In summary, the research methods illustrated in Figure 14 will begin with
observation (addressing RO1), and this observation informs the building of theory
(RO2). The results obtained by RO1 and RO2 inform the design and implementation
of the socially driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge system initially for Te Reo
Māori (RO3). The conceptual and systems artefacts are evaluated (RO4) to refine and
generalise research artefacts for both endangered languages and mainstream languages
(RO5).

Figure 15: Generic Design Elements

In the next section, we describe the steps we will take for the creation,
refinement, evaluation and generalisation of research artefacts.

3.5

Creation, Refinement, Evaluation and
Generalisation of Research Artefacts

This section will explore the detailed steps for the creation, refinement, validation and
generalisation of research artefacts. This research will be conducted using the
aforementioned generalisation driven design science research methodology (see Figure
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14) which consists of five interrelated iterative stages, namely observation, theory
building, system development, evaluation, and generalisation.
The initial focus of the research will be on Te Reo Māori revitalisation, resulting
in a prototype that supports only Te Reo Māori. The prototype will be evaluated and
refined to support other Roman script based endangered languages. After further
evaluation, research artefacts and the prototypes will be refactored to support both
Roman and Non-Roman script languages. The refined prototype will be generalised
and validated for both Roman and Non-Roman script languages such as Arabic,
Vietnamese, Taiwanese, Urdu, and Hawaiian. The sequence of phases is not concrete
and will be changed based on the findings of each phase.
Firstly, in the observation phase, existing literature on language revitalisation,
preservation and learning, knowledge management systems, ubiquitous information
systems and devices will be reviewed. Furthermore, existing applications that are
available for endangered languages will be explored. This will lead to defining the
problems and requirements. The initial theory building phase will consist developing
initial concepts, processes and models based on the literature review. Subsequently,
the systems development phase involves developing a spike solution for the proposed
system to minimise the risk associated with system development. Spike solution/test
is a technique of extreme programming, which is used in circumstances when working
on a solution that you have not attempted before. It is a rapid prototype that attempts
to solve the entire problem from end to end, but not to construct a perfect solution
(Jeffries, Anderson, & Hendrickson, 2001).
Once the spike solution is created; the second iteration of (theory building phase
involves refining existing artefacts and creating concepts, processes, models,
frameworks, and road maps based on the findings from the spike solution. Evaluation
of the research artefacts is a continuous process. In the first evaluation phase, we
intend to disseminate our initial conceptual and system artefacts in peer-reviewed
conferences to obtain feedback from academics, domain and industry experts, the
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feedback received and its subsequent analysis will enable us to further enhance and
generalise the design science artefacts created during the theory building phase. The
second phase of system development will consist of implementing a prototype of the
system based on the frameworks, architectures and other artefacts. The system
development will be conducted using the systems development research methodology
as illustrated in (Nunamaker Jr & Chen, 1990). Once the functional prototype is
developed, we will evaluate the system using appropriate evaluation methods (See
Table 17) including FURPS quality testing model (Grady, 1992).
Table 17: Adapted DSR Evaluation Methods

Evaluation Method

Description

Prototyping

Validating the proposed models, processes, workflows, frameworks
and architectures through system implementations.

FURPS Testing

Test the prototype and its features and processes using FURPS
model.
Functional: Functions it performs, their generality and security.
Usability: User interface and experience, aesthetics, consistency,
and documentation.
Reliability: Frequency and severity of failure, and accuracy of
output.
Performance:
consumption.

Response

time,

availability,

and

resource

Supportability: Systems configurability, extendibility, adaptability
and maintainability.
Architecture Analysis

Assessing frameworks and architectures.

Static Analysis

Examining the prototypes at unit, technology, and system levels.

Structural Testing

Testing the internal structure of the prototype.

Computer Simulations

Testing and executing the prototype and key functionalities with
artificial data.

Illustrative Scenarios

Demonstrating how the prototype supports the key language
revitalisation processes – Capture, Curate, Discover and Learn.

Generalisability via
Case Studies

Configure, extend and generalise the proposed artefacts to support
multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies.

Informed Argument

Evaluate the systems by comparing them to other language
revitalisation systems.

Expert Evaluation

Presenting, publishing and validating our research artefacts
through peer reviewed sessions, seminars, conferences and journals.
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Development is an iterative process and the issues identified during evaluation
phase will lead to further refinement or creation of design artefacts in the third iteration
of theory building phase. Accordingly, in the system development phase, we will refine
the systems artefacts to develop a fully functional system to support Te Reo Māori
and then generalise it to support other Roman script based languages. The system
artefacts will be evaluated by various stakeholders and published in peer-reviewed
conferences and/or journals to gather further feedback, which will help further refine
and generalise the conceptual and systems artefacts. The refined conceptual artefacts
will be evaluated by users, academics and domain experts. The outcome of evaluation
will help enhance, generalise or develop new artefacts in theory building phase.
Iterative and incremental development are key practices in System Development
Research Methodology. The purpose of working iteratively allows more flexibility for
changes and helps refine and develop a robust and configurable system. Therefore,
multiple iteration of system development will help further refine and generalise the
frameworks, architectures and the systems to support multiple languages (both Roman
and Non-Roman script based), modalities and pedagogies. In each of the evaluation
phases, we will adapt Hevner et al's (2004) design evaluation methods as shown in
Table 17 to evaluate the proposed concepts, models, processes, workflows, prototypes,
frameworks, architectures and implementations.
In this chapter, we discussed the research problems and defined the research
objectives. To help achieve the research objectives, we explored existing representative
design science research approaches to help us synthesise an adapted research
methodology to conduct the study. We proposed a generalisation driven design science
research methodology that will guide the creation, refinement, evaluation and
generalisation of the research artefacts. These artefacts comprise of concepts, models,
processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures, and system implementations to
revitalise endangered languages. We present these artefacts in detail in Chapters 4 – 9
and discuss how they are evaluated in Chapter 10.
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4 Conceptual Foundations
Language plays an important role in every aspect and interaction in our everyday lives.
It is the primary root that allows communication among people in various forms such
as in person, writing, over the phone, chatting on the Internet, Facebook, etc.
McCarthy (1933) defines language as a medium by which higher intellectual processes
are revealed. It is an essential means of social communication and is one of the
outstanding systems of habits, which distinguish man from animals. Languages are
very complex as they employ grammatical and semantic groupings, such as noun and
verb, present and past, which are used to express complex meanings (Deacon, 1998).
The proposed design of a holistic socially driven persuasive ubiquitous
knowledge management system for endangered languages focuses on the key aspects
related to saving endangered languages rather than focusing on the grammatical and
lexical complexity within languages. Nevertheless, the system would need to cater for
diverse knowledge fragments such as words, phrases, poems, idioms, and stories;
including synonyms and multiple dialects.
The generalisation driven research methodology illustrated in Figure 14 will be
used to develop concepts, models, processes, workflows, frameworks and architectures
of SPUKS for revitalising endangered languages (R. Baskerville, 2008; Hevner et al.,
2004; Nunamaker Jr & Chen, 1990; Nunamaker Jr et al., 1991).
In the next section, we introduce high level concepts that underpin the research
such as theoretical and technological lenses, knowledge management, and social media
concepts for language revitalisation. Furthermore, we explore gamification for social
engagement and ubiquitous support for preservation of languages. Conceptual models
that interweave these concepts and provide a foundation for this research are discussed
in Section 4.2.
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4.1

Concepts

In this section, we synthesise and propose various key concepts that underpin the
models, processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures and systems that help
revitalise endangered languages.

4.1.1 Theoretical Lenses for Language Revitalisation
Revitalising languages is a challenging effort for which there are many proposed
models. Language revitalisation efforts can be approached through two interwoven and
complementary perspectives: language preservation and language learning. These can
be synergistically facilitated by leveraging theoretical concepts, models and processes
from fields such as knowledge and content management, collaboration and workflows,
and persuasion and gamification (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Theoretical Lenses for Language Revitalisation
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Language is an important part of our lives. It is an inseparable part of our
culture. To preserve the diversity and richness of a language, it needs to be documented,
categorised, governed, and made accessible to the wider community. The avowed
purpose of knowledge and content management is exactly the same. There is a natural
affinity between the goals of language preservation and knowledge and content
management.
Knowledge and content management entail formally managing knowledge to
provide access and reuse of knowledge via information technology (Alavi & Leidner,
2001). Knowledge is classified and categorised according to a pre-specified – but
evolving ontology into structured and semi-structured data and knowledge bases (Le
Dinh, Rickenberg, Fill, & Breitner, 2015; O’Leary, 2015). These features and
functionalities can be leveraged and enhanced to serve the purpose of language
preservation to document, archive and develop shared resources, This will keep a
language and cultural artefacts alive and growing, not only for the current generation
but for all posterity (Romaine, 2007; Yang & Rau, 2005).
Revitalising a language is a collective effort, which requires collaboration
between all community members including the young and the old, language experts,
community leaders and researchers. The wisdom and knowledge of elders and
enthusiasm of the youth will help communities rediscover their language and culture.
In this context, collaboration and workflow concepts and techniques can provide a
powerful alternative to conventional mechanisms for preserving and learning
languages. Traditional groups tend to be vertically structured, and decisions are made
only at the top of the organisation or committee. In contrast, collaborative groups are
horizontally structured, loosely organised, and highly adaptive to achieve a common
objective.
Collaboration and workflow concepts and processes can be leveraged to create
social spaces for community members to come together and make connections, crossfertilise ideas, and harness collective knowledge about their language. Collaborative
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approaches generate rich opportunities for innovation in language revitalisation. When
the right people are brought together in constructive ways and with the appropriate
information, they can create powerful visions and robust strategies for change (London,
2012).
Persuasion and gamification complement each other; their formulation uses the
idea of game design elements or models to simulate whole activities in non-game
contexts to persuade and engage users to conduct certain activities (Llagostera, 2012).
These mechanisms can be used to motivate individuals, groups, and communities to
help revitalise their language.
Furthermore, the theoretical lenses identified help us achieve the first three
research objectives. Firstly, the fields provide us with the concepts, models, processes,
and frameworks to help revitalise languages. Secondly, the lenses assist in proposing
concepts, models, processes, and frameworks to support a holistic approach to language
preservation and language learning through social collaboration and managing the
language knowledge base. To apply the theoretical concepts, they need to be coupled
with technological artefacts; therefore, we examine the technological lenses that can be
leveraged to help revitalise languages.

4.1.2 Technological Lenses for Language Revitalisation
Technology plays a vital role in many facets of our daily lives. It allows many things
today that were inconceivable or impractical in the past. Technology gave birth to
many innovative solutions to solve problems in contexts of organisations, communities,
and beyond. Language revitalisation is no different. Technologies such as social media
systems, ubiquitous systems, knowledge systems and gamification systems and their
related concepts, processes, frameworks and architectures can be leveraged to revitalise
languages. These technological lenses are illustrated in Figure 17.
Dying languages are distributed in the minds of a scattered population who
know a particular language. Considering the situation, social media with its
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omnipresence is a vehicle that can help us to acquire knowledge from users. These are
people who may be located in various parts of the geographic landscape. Ubiquitous
devices and systems enable these spread-out users to communicate and collaborate.
The collaborative approach will facilitate the joint effort of many individuals to get
together to achieve a desired outcome better than any person could do individually
(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).

Figure 17: Technological Lenses for Language Revitalisation

The process of language revitalisation is not simple and straightforward; it
consists of many steps beginning with language preservation, which requires the
language to be captured, curated, classified, and stored in an accessible database. These
requirements can be fulfilled by leveraging and enhancing features and functionality
offered within traditional knowledge management systems (KMS), which are used for
the support, creation, transfer, and application of knowledge in organisations and
communities (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Furthermore, creating an environment that is
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conducive to collaboration to save endangered languages may also involve restructuring
traditional knowledge management systems. One way to do this is to integrate
traditional KMS with gamification systems and their features to create a persuasive,
engaging, socially-driven, collaborative platform.
Gamification is the application of game principles in non-game situations such
as language preservation and learning (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011).
Gamification enables us to persuade users, increase engagement, reduce negative
behaviours, and increase positive emotions within individuals, families, communities,
and the society. In short, it makes language revitalisation activities enjoyable,
contextual, exciting, and immersive.
The foundation to begin language revitalisation is to first document and manage
the knowledge embedded within languages. Therefore, we conceptualise various
knowledge management concepts that can be applied for language revitalisation in the
following section.

4.1.3 Knowledge Management Concepts for Language
Revitalisation
Knowledge Management plays a key role in carrying out language revitalisation efforts.
The basic purpose of Knowledge Management (KM) is to provide for uniform
management of knowledge to create value. This is achieved through various systematic
processes such as acquiring, organizing, sustaining, applying, sharing and renewing of
knowledge within an organisation or community (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Davenport &
Prusak, 1998; Evans, Dalkir, & Bidian, 2015). As discussed in Section 2.5.1, many
knowledge management frameworks have been proposed in literature (RubensteinMontano et al., 2001). Figure 18 illustrates the adapted conceptual knowledge
management framework for language revitalisation. It consists of four key stages: (1)
acquisition/capture, (2) refine/curate, (3) retrieval/discover and (4) learn.
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The acquisition/capture stage relates to people capturing words, phrases,
idioms, stories, songs and other fragments as text, audio, image or video. The
refine/curate stage relates to the identification, categorisation, governance and
management of content generated by a wider audience. The retrieval/discover stage
relates to people accessing, searching, sharing, and potentially using the refined
content. The learn stage relates to learning the language using the refined crowdsourced content in different modalities. The model is recursive, as learning the language
will empower the new learners to contribute into the ever-growing knowledge base.

Figure 18: Conceptual Knowledge Management Framework for Language Revitalisation

Language revitalisation is a collective effort, which requires various individuals
within the community to work together. Therefore, the next section describes how
social media concepts can be used for the purpose of collaboratively revitalising
languages.

4.1.4 Social Media Concepts in Language Revitalisation
The social behaviour within communities is constantly changing due to globalisation
and rise of technological advancements. Globalisation affects the way people work, live,
and consume, so it is changing the social organisation of our lives and communities.
Collaboration is vital for language revitalisation as it enables individuals to work
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together to achieve a defined and common objective to help save endangered languages.
The model of collaboration was originally proposed by Ellis, Gibbs, & Rein (1991).
The 3Cs conceptual framework is for the analysis, classification, representation, and
development of collaboration systems by means of the interplay between the 3Cs,
namely, communication, coordination, and cooperation (Fuks et al., 2008). Figure 19
illustrates the high level 3Cs model adapted for language revitalisation.

Figure 19: 3Cs in Language Revitalisation (Adapted from Ellis, Gibbs, & Rein, 1991)

Communication is related to the exchange of messages and information within
the community; coordination is associated with the management and governance of
language, people, and their activities; and cooperation is to collectively capture the
language fragments on a shared platform. The detailed collaboration model is described
in Section 4.2.2. The nature of communication, coordination, and cooperation is being
social and connected. Therefore, social media concepts can be leveraged to help
revitalise languages.
Social Media (SM) has changed the way we communicate, cooperate, and
connect with each other. SM represents a shift from a traditional broadcast mechanism
to a many-to-many collaborative model. It is simply, anything that uses the Internet
to facilitate conversations (Solis & Breakenridge, 2009). Social Media provides endless
opportunities for helping revitalise languages. Conversely, many studies have shown
that due to the rise of globalisation and technologies have a negative impact on
minority languages (Hinton & Hale, 2001; McCARTY, 2003; Nettle & Romaine, 2000).
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The SM concepts and application categories illustrated in Figure 20 can be leveraged
for the purpose of language revitalisation. The inner circle is divided into four key
stages to revitalise a language: Preserve, Govern, Discover, and Learn. To conduct
these stages, we propose seven action-oriented collaboration (7Cs) activities in a
sequence shown by arrows.

Figure 20: Social Media Concepts for Language Revitalisation

The 7Cs are derived by synthesising collaboration, social media literature, and
industrial systems. The 7Cs are:
(1) Contribute: contributing knowledge fragments;
(2) Curate: governing and managing contributed content;
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(3) Cooperate: within the community, work together to achieve a common
objective;
(4) Coordinate: various workflows to optimise the results;
(5) Communicate: exchange messages and information among the people;
(6) Connect: enable various community stakeholders to be connected and work
together virtually and/or physically towards a common goal; and
(7) Comprehend: learn and understand the richness and diversity of the
language.
The outer interconnected circles represent the various application categories of
social media. These categories have been adapted from the conversation prism by Solis
and Thomas (2008), using literature and existing systems and technologies. The social
media application categories include audio, blogs, comments, content creation, crowd
wisdom, discussion & forums, events, games, images, live casting, location, Q&A,
reviews and ratings, social bookmarks, social curation, social networks, social streams,
video, and wikis.
In summary, social media concepts support the 7Cs collaboration activities
which facilitate preservation, governing, discovery and learning of languages to
revitalise them for future generations. The next section will discuss how persuasion
and gamification can be used to improve social engagement to help revitalise
endangered languages.

4.1.5 Persuasion and Gamification for Social Engagement
Games are widely adopted around the world. Games have been a means to persuade
and connect people across the world to collaborate and interact with each other, for
example, Facebook social games with millions of users around the world. Gamification
has been defined as a process of enhancing services with motivational affordances using
game like experiences (Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa, 2014; Huotari & Hamari, 2012). In
gamification, people’s view of success and status is used to motivate and persuade
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them to want to move forward into achieving what they desire. Game techniques can
be used to persuade users to compete and collaborate with the people to achieve their
full potential. If persuasion and gamification concepts were introduced in the education
and business settings, it would result in greater engagement between stakeholders and
produce better outputs (Kapp, 2012).
Persuasion using gamification has the potential to increase social engagement
to assist in language revitalisation efforts. Individuals in a gamified manner are
encouraged to communicate using their native language at the home, work, education
facilities and social gatherings. The frequent use of language helps to retain the culture
and the language (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011).
The literature review conducted by Hamari et al. (2014) examined 24 empirical
studies against 10 different motivational affordances: points, leader boards,
achievements/badges, multiple levels, story/theme, clear goals, feedback mechanism,
rewards, tracking progress and challenge. The most common affordances were points,
leader boards, and badges. The majority of the reviewed studies did produce positive
effects from the use of gamification. Most notably, the findings bring forth two most
significant aspects: 1) the role of the context being gamified, and the 2) qualities of the
users. Furthermore, the affordances are unique to games as well as which psychological
outcomes can be strictly considered to stem from games.
In conclusion, for gamification to be successful in improving social engagement,
it is important the participants are motivated. As the players are being involved in the
game, they should be guided by a set of rules, and a procedure to master them should
be designed into it to ensure they all participate harmoniously. After they have
mastered the rules, they should be given attainable tasks that will motivate them to
take more challenges. They should also be rewarded for their success with the various
motivational affordances. In case of failure, the penalties should be lenient so as to
encourage repetition. By this, the players will have a positive emotional response, and
thus be willing to participate more. As they work together to complete the various
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levels, they will encourage the spirit of collaboration, thereby working together to
retain their culture.
Another challenge in facilitating collaboration is the distribution of people and
knowledge. The people are distributed in time and space. Similarly, knowledge is also
distributed in space. Knowledge is distributed among people and systems. In the
following section, we discuss how ubiquitous information systems and devices
integrated with social media and gamification can facilitate ubiquitous support for
language revitalisation.

4.1.6 Ubiquitous Support for Language Revitalisation
Groupware systems allow communication, support shared information, and coordinate
activity in a given context (Ellis et al., 1991). The key functions that are critical for
language revitalisation need to be available anytime, anywhere. Spatio-temporal calculi
are designed by combining spatial and temporal information. Figure 21 shows a model
for language revitalisation in the context of time and place. To optimally conduct
language revitalisation, the solution needs to facilitate Capture, Curate, Learn, and
Discover functions for individuals when they are at a Different place at the Same time,
and/or a Different place at a Different time (highlighted in green).

Figure 21: A Spatio-temporal Concept for Language Revitalisation
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The Spatio-temporal framework can be applied by leveraging ubiquitous
information systems and devices. Most ubiquitous devices have a basic functionality
such as high quality image capture, audio-video recording and streaming, e-mail, and
Internet access. Technological innovation in the current day and age has a huge
potential for language revitalisation due to its ubiquity and functionality. The smart
devices are strongly context-aware of their user’s conditions and environment in
relation to the task being performed (Stefan Poslad, 2011). However, these capabilities
are currently under-utilised towards language preservation.
UIS&D functionality facilitates collaboration between individuals and groups
within a community to capture, curate, share, and discover language artefacts anytime,
anyplace, anywhere. The ubiquitous devices are readily enabled with social media
features and functionalities to allow community members to share, connect, and
communicate with each other with no geographical boundaries. The advantages of
using UIS&D for language revitalisation purposes are presented in Figure 22.
Learn
Ubiquity

Discover

Collaboration

Share

Curate/
Govern

Capture

Social Media

Language
Revitalisation

ContextAware

Figure 22: UIS&D Features and Functionalities for Language Revitalisation

In summary, the afore-mentioned theoretical concepts and technologies help (a)
design and implement a system that helps to manage fragmented knowledge, diversity,
and richness of endangered languages; (b) support spatio-temporal availability; and (c)
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enhance collaboration within the community. The following section interweaves these
concepts to propose models that provide the foundation for this research.

4.2

Models

In this section, we define and illustrate conceptual models relating to a holistic and
integrated approaches towards language revitalisation. These models help us to address
the research objectives stated in the Section 3.1. We first describe the process driven
preserve learn model in Section 4.2.1 and then explore community driven language
revitalisation models in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Process Driven Language Revitalisation Model
The synthesis of academic literature on collective intelligence, social media, knowledge
management, ubiquitous systems and language revitalisation and analysis of current
language systems led to the creation of the process driven preserve learn model for
language revitalisation as illustrated in Figure 23 (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Hinton &
Hale, 2001; Lévy, 1997; Malone, Laubacher, & Dellarocas, 2009; Nonaka, Takeuchi, &
Umemoto, 1996; Romaine, 2007). It has five knowledge management related stages
namely capture, curate, discover, learn, and share.

Figure 23: Process Driven Preserve Learn Model for Language Revitalisation

The capture stage allows contributors to capture words, phrases, idioms, stories,
and songs as text, audio, image, or video in different dialects through crowd-sourcing
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mechanisms. The curate stage allows nominated experts to approve, reject, or modify
captured records by wider audiences. The discover stage allows a wider community to
access curated words, phrases, idioms, stories, and songs. The learn stage facilitates
use of the curated data for the creation of interactive games to support various
modalities and pedagogies. While discovering and learning the language, users can
share knowledge through social networks to promote the use of the language.
The boundary displays foundational concepts that facilitate the steps: capture,
curate, discover, learn, and share. These concepts include social collaboration,
ubiquitous accessibility, and persuasive engagement to promote coordination,
cooperation and communication amongst the users. Revitalising a language is a
community effort. Therefore, in the next section, we describe the community centred
language revitalisation models.

4.2.2 Community Driven Language Revitalisation Models
Collective effort depends on a community’s willingness to work together; it cannot be
forced upon them; however, once information systems are introduced, the environment
and the activity are thoroughly transformed (Gava, Spinola, Tonini, & Medina,
2012). The original 3Cs cooperation model (Ellis et al., 1991) was adapted and applied
to many scenarios including groupware development context, which is very much
aligned with language revitalisation efforts (Fuks et al., 2008; Fuks, Raposo, Gerosa,
& Lucena, 2005). The Community Centred 3Cs model for language revitalisation below
in Figure 24 is an extension of Figure 19.
Coordination within the community allows for the governance and curation of
knowledge and supports workflows. Coordination facilitates communication within the
society. This enables the people to discover, share, and use the language to promote
language revitalisation efforts. Communication enhances cooperation within the
community, which relates to harnessing collective intelligence by capturing more
knowledge. Consequently, it generates knowledge fragments that need to be curated in
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the coordination phase. All 3Cs help promote language revitalisation and mediate each
activity.

Figure 24: Community Centred 3Cs Model for Language Revitalisation

The term “Community of Practice” is defined as groups of people who share a
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a subject, and who deepen their
knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis (Wenger,
McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). The concept of communities of practice is also applicable
in context of language revitalisation as a common goal exists within the community to
preserve and learn their language. There is a difference between just a community and
a community of practice. For example, a neighbourhood is often called a community,
but is generally not a community of practice as they are not working on a common
goal (Wenger, 1998). Therefore, we propose the creation of a community of practice
who collaborate actively to capture, curate and learn languages as shown in Figure 25.
The community of practice to revitalise languages model (Figure 25) is initiated
by groups of people that capture various knowledge fragments such as words, phrases,
idioms, songs, and stories. These fragments can be stored as text, images, audio, or
video in multiple dialects, from various regions and genders. The data is then curated
by a group of experts within the community of practice. Once the data is curated, it
is available for the wider society to access and learn. The content can be presented in
multiple learning modalities and pedagogies such as read, speak, write, listen, observe
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and identify, draw, and role play in a cognitive environment. The learning modalities
are discussed in detail in Section 5.4.

Figure 25: Community of Practice Model for Language Revitalisation

This chapter proposed key concepts and models that underpin the design and
implementation of a holistic and integrated approach towards language preservation
and learning. The processes that support these conceptual models will be elaborated
in the following chapter.
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5 Processes
In this chapter, we define and illustrate the key processes that are based on the
conceptual models discussed in Section 4.2. The processes define a series of steps that
are required to conduct each of the key stages (capture, curate, discover and learn) of
the process driven preserve learn model for language revitalisation shown in Figure 23.

5.1

Capture Process

The primary objective of the capture process is to document new or complimentary
knowledge artefacts as text, audio, images, and/or video. The capture process is
initiated when the artefact to be preserved is identified by the user. The capture
process is illustrated in Figure 26 as an Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) diagram.
Once the artefact is identified, the user would then capture the artefact using a device
or a suitable apparatus. Similar artefacts captured in the past are retrieved to compare
and contrast, to ensure this adds value to the knowledge repository. The XOR displays
a decision-making process of which path to choose among several control flows. The
captured artefact would either be classified as a New artefact, Similar artefact to an
existing record, Complementary record to an existing artefact, or a Duplicate record.
If the artefact is new, it would be retained and added to the knowledge repository.
Similarly, if the record is complimentary, it would be linked to the parent artefact and
be included in the repository. If the artefact is similar, the user would be requested to
revise it further before adding it. Lastly, if the record is a duplicate, it will be
discarded.
Gamification is a necessary mechanism to persuade users to continue to capture
more artefacts. Once the artefact is added or updated into the repository, the user is
rewarded by receiving credit for their contribution. Parallel to this, curators who are
the language experts will be allocated and notified. Furthermore, the user needs to be
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persuaded to capture more artefacts. The capture process would repeat itself once the
user decides to search and identify another artefact to be captured. Having discussed
the capture process, the subsequent section describes the curation process.

Figure 26: Capture Process
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5.2

Curate Process

The data quality is essential when it comes to documenting and preserving languages
as it has an overall effect on how the wider society perceives the language. Therefore,
a robust curation process needs to be employed to ensure value-adding records are
stored in the knowledge repository.
The curation process is illustrated as an EPC diagram in Figure 27. The process
is initiated when a curator has identified an artefact to be curated. Similar artefacts
available in the knowledge repository are retrieved to compare and contrast with the
artefact being examined. This will ensure the artefact being moderated is adding value
to the knowledge repository. As previously mentioned, XOR displays a decision-making
process of which path to choose among several control flows. The curator would
confirm the classification of the artefact as a New artefact, Similar artefact to an
existing record, Complementary record to an existing artefact, a Duplicate record, or
Spam. If the artefact is new, similar, or complementary, and it is appropriate, it would
be retained and added to the knowledge repository. Once the record is approved by
more than two curators, it will be publicly accessible.
If the artefact is similar, the user would be requested to revise it further before
approving the artefact. If the record is a duplicate, it will be rejected and discarded.
Lastly, if the record is a Spam entry, the curator needs to determine the severity of
the spam to ensure it is not repeated in future. The spam record is classified as Low,
Medium, or High. If low, the user can be notified about the spam along with the
platform’s rules and guidelines; if medium, both the user and the authority are notified
about the activity; and lastly, if high, both the user and the authority are notified and
the user is blocked/barred from contributing further to avoid any mischievous activity.
In the best-case scenario, the record is approved, both contributor and curator
are rewarded to acknowledge their efforts. Alternatively, if the record is a duplicate or
spam, only the curator would be rewarded. Gamification mechanisms and techniques
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can be utilised to persuade the contributor to capture more artefacts, which will invoke
the capture process as described in Section 5.1.

Figure 27: Curate Process

Similarly, the curator would be persuaded to curate more artefacts. The curating
process would repeat once the curator has identified another artefact to be curated.
Once the artefacts are curated, they are made available for a wider audience to
discover. In the subsequent section, the Discover process is described.
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5.3

Discover Process

The Discover process is available for all members of the community; it enables them
to explore the curated artefacts stored in the dynamic knowledge repository as shown
in Figure 28. The process commences when the user has identified an artefact to
explore. The user can search using multiple search mechanisms such as image, textual,
or audio search. User context and demographics need to be identified to recommend
contextual search results. The XOR shows a decision point; the artefact the user is
looking for either exists or doesn’t exist. In case it doesn’t exist, the user may decide
to search for another artefact or capture the missing artefact using the Capture
Process.
If the artefact exists, the user would then start exploring the artefact.
Persuasion is an essential consideration in the development of an engaging and effective
process. We would need to Persuade User to explore the artefact using one of the many
functions illustrated after XOR. We would leverage from persuasion concepts and
gamification techniques to encourage the user to either Bookmark the artefact, provide
feedback to improve it further, or share the record with their social networks. In these
three instances, the user would be rewarded and will be further persuaded to discover
more artefacts. Nevertheless, the user can also decide to contribute complimentary
artefacts, which would lead them to the Capture Process.
The user would also be prompted to explore related or similar artefacts to the
one being viewed. If the user decides to select the related or similar one, the selected
artefact will become the main one that is being explored as illustrated by the arrow
connecting Artefact Selected to XOR, followed by Explore Artefact.
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Figure 28: Discover Process

The user also has the ability to invoke the Learning Process to learn the artefact
by using multiple learning mechanisms, which are described in section 5.4. Similar to
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other processes, the discovery process begins each time the user seeks to explore an
artefact in the repository. In the next section, we discuss the various learning processes
and modalities for language learning.

5.4

Learn Processes

Language acquisition research is closely related to several disciplines including
linguistics, sociolinguistics, language acquisition, psychology, neuroscience, and
education, and therefore, most theories of language acquisition can be identified as
having roots in one of them. When a minority language is endangered, it becomes even
more vital to develop necessary learning tools and resources to assist in the learning
process.
Learning a language can be a difficult task regardless of age or gender. We aim
to develop learning resources that are user-friendly, dynamic and gamified to engage,
retain, and help users learn an endangered language. The data used to develop these
resources can potentially come from the crowd-sourced knowledge repository.
The underlying fundamentals and learning processes, modalities, and
mechanisms are synthesised from language acquisition and learning literature (Brown,
2000; Godwin-Jones, 2011; Haynes, 2005; Hinton & Hale, 2001; MacWhinney, 2004;
Viberg & Grönlund, 2012) as presented in Table 18. Every individual advances through
various learning stages to learn a new language. The four essential stages are Preproduction, Early production, Speech Emergence, and Intermediate Fluency. Each
stage is unique as the modalities and mechanisms applied for learning are different.
The modalities and mechanisms proposed have also been suggested in Bloom’s learning
taxonomy (Anderson, Krathwohl, & Bloom, 2001; Bloom, 1956).
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Table 18: Learning Processes, Modalities and Mechanisms

Stage Pre-production
Modality

Early
Production

Speech
Emergence

Listen phrase, story, Listen phrase,
song, idiom.
story, song, idiom.

Listening

Listen word /
phrase.

Listen word /
phrase.

Drawing

Draw & Colour the
correct answer.

Draw & Colour
Draw & Colour the
the correct answer. correct answer.

Observe & Chose the correct
Identifying image. Match the
words (drag and
drop).

View and select
correct answer
Chose the correct
image. Match the
words (drag and
drop).
Repeat what’s on
your screen.

Reading

Repeat what’s on
your screen.

Role Play

Speaking

Act out the activity Act out / Retell
via Video Capture. the activity via
Video Capture.
Not Applicable
Repeat what is on
your screen.
Respond/Record
the correct answer.

Writing

Not Applicable

Complete the word
by filling the
missing letters for
what you see or
hear.

Cognitive

Not Applicable

List, Categories,
Group, and/or
Compare using a
combination of
speaking, listening,
reading & writing.

Intermediate
Fluency

Draw & Colour the
correct answer.

Identify and select
correct phrases,
story, song, idiom.
Match the correct
pairs (drag and
drop).
Repeat what’s on
your screen.

Identify and select
correct phrases,
story, song, idiom.
Match the correct
pairs (drag and
drop).
Read what’s on the
screen and complete
the comprehension
activities.
Act out / Retell the Act out, Retell,
activity via Video
Create the scenario.
Capture.
Recall, Summarise, Record the
Retell, Describe,
complete phrase,
Define, Explain,
song, story, idiom.
Restate.
Answer or debate
Talk to Native
the question or the
Speaker.
speaker.
Group Discussion
Complete the
Translate the
phrase/story/song
phrase, story, song,
by filling the missing idiom. Analyse and
words for what you correct what is
see or hear. Define, displayed on the
Describe, Summarise screen.
& Explain.
List, Categories,
List, Categories,
Group, and/or
Group, and/or
Compare using a
Compare using a
combination of
combination of
speaking, listening, speaking, listening,
reading & writing. reading & writing.

In the next chapter, we translate the conceptual models and processes into detailed
system oriented workflows specifying routes, roles, and rules.
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6 Workflows
In this chapter, we describe the key workflows that are based on the conceptual models
discussed in Section 4.2 and processes described in Chapter 5. Identifying the routes,
roles, and rules is integral when defining workflows between user and system. Roles
determine the privileges that a user has, and the actions that a user can perform in a
particular context. The privileges of user or how the knowledge is managed are
controlled by creating rules. Therefore, we first describe the high-level use case model,
which emphasises the key roles and functions that are essential to help create a socially
driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge system for revitalising endangered languages.
This is followed by detailed workflows of the key stages of the process driven preserve
learn model for language revitalisation described in Figure 23; namely capture, curate,
discover and learn.
The use case model presents a graphical overview of the key functions (use
cases) provided by a typical ubiquitous technology stack (mobile application, web
server and Google play). It also describes the relationships/interdependencies between
the actors and the proposed system. Each user of the proposed mobile application will
have a role-based access (standard, expert, and editor/moderator). The high-level use
case model shown in Figure 29 is proposed to assist in the implementation of concepts
and models described in Chapter 4.
The standard user has access to functions such as: (UC-1) Capture Record,
which enables the user to capture image (UC-2), audio (UC-3), or video (UC-4). The
knowledge data repository is maintained on the web server (UC-15). The standard user
can Sync records with a web server (UC-5), view achievements and leader board
ranking (UC-6), and view/retrieve existing records (UC-7) in the repository. While
viewing the record, the user can rate the record (UC-8), bookmark the record (UC-9)
or share the record with their social networks (UC-10).
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The Expert user can perform all the functions a standard user can perform.
Additionally, the Expert user can curate submitted records (UC-11) by either
approving (UC-12) or rejecting inappropriate/inaccurate records (UC-13). The Editor
has the overriding authority to moderate and further maintain the data quality within
the repository. Google Game Services can be leveraged to maintain user profiles (UC16), and maintain user achievements (UC-17) and leader board rankings (UC-18).

Figure 29: Use Case Model of SPUKS

The main workflows such as Capture Artefact (UC-1), Curate Artefact (UC11) and Discover Artefact (UC-7) are elaborated on in the subsequent sections.

6.1

Capture Workflow

In order to implement the Capture use case (UC-1) of the solution, we need to better
understand the workflow of activities associated with the use case. Activity diagrams
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are graphical representations to model the workflow with support for choice, iteration
and concurrency. The high-level activity diagram of capture functionality is illustrated
in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Capture Workflow

The workflow diagram shows the interaction between the user and system to
add a new artefact or add to a complimentary artefact in the knowledge repository.
The workflow follows the guidelines described in Figure 26 Capture process diagram.
In the subsequent section we describe the curate workflow.

6.2

Curate Workflow

The high-level activity diagram of curate use case (UC-11) is illustrated in Figure 31.
It shows the interaction between the user and the system to curate artefacts in the
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knowledge repository. The activity diagram is modelled using the curate process
described in Figure 27.

Figure 31: Curate Workflow

The workflow begins when the user selects the curate function; this displays the
types of artefacts and a number count of how many artefacts need to be curated. The
user can select the type of record they want to curate; based on the selection, a list of
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records is displayed. The user can either select a record from the list or search for
records. Once they have selected the record, they would be curating one or more of
the occurrences: root artefact, synonym, image, audio, or video. The user would either
modify the record and then approve the record, or would simply approve or reject the
record. Based on the outcome, the curation rating of the artefact would be recorded.
The workflow will end once the artefact is synced with the centralised knowledge
repository.

Figure 32: Govern Workflow

The maintenance of data quality is essential when it comes to documenting and
preserving knowledge of a language. The proposed governance process depicted in
Figure 32 illustrates the various stages for a record. The initial state of the record is
captured. Once it has been approved by more than two expert users, it is considered
to be curated, and becomes discoverable to wider audience. If the record has been
rejected more than accepted, its status is changed to rejected, and is hidden to the
wider public. Having discussed the capture and curate workflow, we will describe the
discover workflow in the next section.

6.3

Discover Workflow

Discover use case is accessed by all stakeholders within the community; therefore, it
needs to be designed with simplicity in mind. The high-level activity diagram of
view/retrieve record use case (UC-7) is illustrated in Figure 29. It shows the interaction
between the user and the system when viewing an existing artefact in the knowledge
repository. The workflow in the activity diagram (Figure 33) is modelled using the
discover process described in Figure 28.
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Figure 33: Discover Workflow

The discover workflow is initiated when a user selects the Discover function.
The list of types of artefacts available are displayed. The user can either perform a
search or browse through various types of records such as word, phrase, idiom, song,
or story. After selection of the artefact, the user would need to select the category (e.g.
food, colours, etc.). Based on the category selection, a list of available records within
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the category would be displayed. The user can play an audio of the records to identify
the records, and then select the record to view the artefact in greater detail.
The discover workflow is initiated when user selects the Discover function. List
of types of artefacts available are displayed. The user can either perform search or
browse through various types of records such as word, phrase, idiom, song or story.
On selection of the artefact, user would need to be select the category (e.g. food,
colours, etc.). Based on the category selection, list of available records within the
category would be displayed. The user can play audio of the records to identify the
records and then select the record to view artefact in greater detail.
The user can interact with the detailed view in many ways such as: view
synonyms, images, audios, or videos; they can share an artefact via social media;
bookmark record; like the record; or add a complementary artefact. The user action is
saved and stored locally and then synchronised with the centralised knowledge
repository. Once the knowledge is captured and curated, it needs to be learnt by the
wider community. Consequently, we need to develop necessary resources using various
modalities to facilitate learning. In the next section, we discuss learning workflows that
can be used to learn languages.

6.4

Learn Workflows

Language learning is essential to language revitalisation. Indigenous languages need to
be taught to future generations to keep the language alive. Learning a language is
greatly dependent on the resources available. The subsequent workflow diagrams
demonstrate how various modalities and mechanisms described in Table 18 can be
utilised to deliver a context-aware learning environment using the crowd-sourced
knowledge repository.
The learning workflow begins with setting the current learning environment by
being context aware such as noting the user’s location, gender, current time, and the
experience/progress they have made so far in their learning. An intelligent feedback
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mechanism needs to be in place to set the correct context. Based on the context,
appropriate lessons/scenarios need to be presented. The user would then select a lesson
of their choice. Furthermore, the learning environment needs to be contextually
configured using colours and images that represent the subject; related background
ambiance and video also need to be displayed. Before the exercises start, the purpose
of the lesson needs to be explicitly explained to encourage and motivate the learner
with clear objectives. Lastly, an auto generator needs to be created that would use the
artefacts available in the knowledge repository to generate randomised exercises in
multiple modalities including listening, drawing, observing and identifying, reading,
role play, and speaking and writing in a cognitive environment.
The exercises are altered based on user context and stage of learning. The four
stages of learning shown in Table 18 are (1) pre-production, (2) early production, (3)
speech emergence, and (4) intermediate fluency. The stages are not limited to the four
mentioned, but they are the most fundamental stages of learning a language.
The pre-production stage is known as a silent learning stage, where the learners
are not producing language, but are merely parroting the language. The Pre-production
learning workflows as shown in Figure 34 follow the standard contextual learning
workflow as described previously.
The modalities and the activities delivered are varied to provide a stepping
stone learning environment for the learner. The auto-generated exercises include:
•

Listening — where the user listens to simple word or phrase;

•

Drawing — user draws or colours the correct answer;

•

Identifying — selecting the correct image or matching the words via drag
and drop in an interactive environment;

•

Reading — simply repeating what they see; and role playing — acting out
the activity. The exercises can be interrelated as illustrated by dotted lines
in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Pre-production Learning Workflow

The early production learning workflows as shown in Figure 35 follows the
contextual learning workflow. The modalities and the activities are tailored based on
individual’s experience in the previous stage. The auto-generated exercises for this
learning stage include:
•

Speaking — user is required to repeat what they see on screen as well as
record their audio response to obtain feedback on their pronunciation. The
audio can be curated by a native speaker to further enhance the experience;

•

Writing — complete the word by filling in the missing letters;

•

Listening — user listens to word or a phrase;

•

Drawing — colour and draw the correct answer improves concentration; and
helps the learner vividly memorise the artefact;

•

Observe and identify — selecting the correct answer based on their
observation;
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•

Reading — to simply read what is displayed.

A cognitive approach can be employed to give a richer learning experience by
combining multiple exercises such as speaking, listening, reading, and writing. The
next stage of learning is Speech Emergence as shown in Figure 36; it helps the learner
gain a good comprehension of the language and be able to produce simple sentences.
The auto-generated exercises include:
•

Speaking — user is trained to recall, summarise, retell, describe, define,
explain and restate the scenario to a native speaker;

•

Writing — complete the phrase/story/song by filling the missing words
based on what they hear or see, furthermore, be able to define, describe
summarise, and explain the case presented;

•

Listening — listen phrase, story, song and/or idiom;

•

Role play — act out or retell the activity using video recording;

•

Observe & identify — identify and select correct phrases, story, song, and/or
idiom;

•

Reading — various comprehension activities by reading what is displayed;
and cognitive delivery of multiple modalities at a time. This stage has a lot
of emphasis on speaking and writing. However, the learner may continue to
make grammar and pronunciation errors as they are not a fluent speaker.

The Intermediate Fluency learning workflow as depicted in Figure 37 follows
the standardised contextual learning workflow. The auto generated exercises include:
•

Speaking — group discussions play a central role to help improve their
conversational skills and ability to answer or debate the question;

•

Writing — translate the word, phrase or a snippet of story, song and idiom;

•

Listening — listen phrase, story, song and/or idiom;

•

Role play — act out, retell or create a new scenario;

•

Observe & identify — identify and select correct phrases, story, song, and/or
idiom;
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•

Reading — read language fragments and complete the comprehension
activities. By end of this stage, the learner would have excellent
comprehension of the language but may make few grammatical errors.

Figure 35: Early Production Learning Workflow
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Figure 36: Speech Emergence Learning Workflow
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Figure 37: Intermediate Fluency Learning Workflow
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The contextual learning workflows are not limited to what we have described
in this section. Learning of a language is continuous and dynamic process, which cannot
be described to its entirety. The conceptual processes and system oriented workflows
assist in identifying the necessary components to define the frameworks and
architectures to develop social persuasive ubiquitous knowledge management systems
for language revitalisation. The proposed frameworks are described in the following
chapter.
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7 Frameworks
The primary purpose of conceptual frameworks is to incorporate key concepts, models,
processes and workflows into manageable components and their interactions.
Frameworks play a critical role in the design and development of the architecture and
the implementation of SPUKS. The common design elements will help promote reuse
of artefacts for both Roman and Non-Roman script based languages are illustrated in
Figure 38. The artefacts are key outputs of design science research (Hevner et al., 2004;
Nunamaker Jr et al., 1991). The first six layers are generic and well understood in
research and architectures in organisational contexts. However, applying them for
language revitalisation is novel. Ninety percent of the artefacts including concepts,
models, processes, framework, architecture and system are independent of the
language. This will reduce overheads and time taken to implement similar instances
for other languages.

Figure 38: Design Elements to Support Multiple Languages

Only language specific changes would be required for the system user interfaces.
Implementing and validating the system in multiple languages will assist in identifying
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any implications associated with cross-language implementation. This will be an
iterative process to help guide the refinement of the artefacts.
In this chapter, we will be focusing on the frameworks layer of the generic design
elements discussed above. We will first propose a concept driven framework in Section
7.1, which will be followed by an artefact driven framework that elucidates on the
various components that are essential for revitalising endangered languages.

7.1

Concept Driven Framework

The concept driven SPUKS bottom-up framework illustrated in Figure 39 is made of
multiple layers. The bottom conceptual paradigms that underpin the framework lay
the foundation of the framework. It supports the subsequent key preservation and
learning workflows layer. The workflows are delivered through the Gamify & Persuade
layer. The combination of these layers enable us to potentially revitalise languages.
The top layer shows the stakeholders that interact with the framework.
The conceptual paradigms that are leveraged to assist in language revitalisation
include language preservation, language learning, knowledge and content management,
collaboration and workflows, and persuasion and gamification. These complimentary
concepts provide the basis to purpose and implement the key preservation and learning
workflows.
The preservation workflows include (1) capture artefacts in multiple formats,
(2) govern implies curating the knowledge artefacts, (3) categorise artefacts in a logical
and structured manner, (4) bookmark artefacts enables users to conveniently recall
artefacts, (5) discover artefacts from the shared knowledge repository, and (6) share
artefacts with wider society. Discover and share workflows support both language
preservation and learning; therefore, they are displayed in-between the key
preservation and learning workflows. The key language learning workflows and
modalities synthesised from conceptual foundations include discover, share, listen to
artefacts, draw or match records, observe and identify artefacts, read various
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fragments, role play scenarios, speak to pronounce, and write to practice the language
in a cognitive environment.

Figure 39: Concept Driven SPUKS Framework

The electronic representations, interactions, and gamification has captivated the
young and the old. Gamification is a powerful mechanism to persuade users to conduct
activities that would generally be a chore. The Gamify and Persuade layer suggests
the various gamification and persuasion techniques that can be employed to encourage
various stakeholders to preserve and learn languages. The techniques include: track
progress, provide feedback, give points, implement leader boards, acknowledge
achievements, give badges, engage levels, challenging tasks, timely rewards, interweave
story / theme, and define clear goals.
The Revitalise languages layer suggests there are two main aspects to
revitalisation: first to preserve the language, and then to learn the language. The
framework can only be realised through the cooperation, coordination, and
communication between the various stakeholders such as contributor, curator,
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administrator, learner, and editor in the community. The concept driven framework
helps us to identify the artefacts and modules that will enable us to facilitate the aforementioned processes and workflows. These artefacts are described in the framework
below.

7.2

Artefact Driven Framework

The artefact driven framework encapsulates the key outputs of this generalisation
driven design science research (Hevner et al., 2004; Nunamaker Jr et al., 1991). The
integrated layers of the framework include the proposed Concepts, Models, Processes
and Workflows, Frameworks and Architectures applied to multiple languages including
Roman and Non-Roman script based languages. The artefact driven framework is
depicted in Figure 40. Each layer is interconnected and influences the others as
illustrated by the connected arrows. Furthermore, adopting the framework is an
iterative process, as each layer may need to be further generalised.
The Concepts layer consists of the foundational disciplines and their respective
concepts that underpin the framework and its respective layers. The concepts are
derived from language preservation, language learning, knowledge and content
management, collaboration and workflows, persuasion and gamification, and
ubiquitous systems and devices.
The Models layer consists of two key models that have been synthesised from
the foundational concepts: (1) Process Driven Language Revitalisation Model as
illustrated in Figure 23 which has five key stages capture, curate, discover, learn and
share; and (2) Community Centred Language Revitalisation Model as shown in Figure
25 that demonstrates the community capturing the artefacts, curating the artefacts
which are then used to create learning resources.
The Processes and Workflows layer comprises of key processes that are required
to conduct language preservation and learning activities in an engaging, persuasive,
and gamified manner. The processes and workflows include discover, share, gamify,
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persuade, listen, observe and identify, draw, read, write, speak, role-play, cognitive
techniques, capture, categorise, govern/curate, and bookmark artefacts. These have
been explained thoroughly in Chapters 5 and 6.

Figure 40: Artefact Driven SPUKS Framework

The Frameworks layer consist of both concept driven framework (Figure 39)
and artefact driven framework (Figure 40) that have been described in this section.
They highlight the fundamental system building blocks and their key functionalities.
To support the implementation of these SPUKS frameworks, we present the
Architectures layer that comprises of high level and detailed level architectures in the
following chapter.
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8 Architectures
The architecture is developed by using the concepts, models, processes, workflows, and
frameworks to present an abstraction of the system that encapsulates the key
understanding and objectives of the stakeholders. It can even be considered to be a
technological response to addressing the problem, which is to revitalise endangered
languages. There are many styles and design patterns of the software itself
(Buschmann, Henney, & Schmidt, 2007). The system architecture is based on many
factors including the type of system criticality, the nature of how many operators are
going to be using the system, or how it is distributed, or on various other
characteristics.
The language revitalisation system we intend to design and develop needs to be
flexible, efficient, and user-friendly in order to be successful and sustainable. The
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is being widely adopted in all industries, as it
promises distributed computing and paradigm-enabling solutions that are extendible,
flexible, and compatible with legacy systems (Jerstad, Dustdar, & Thanh, 2005).
Moreover, SOA facilitates the creation of re-usable assets for enabling end-to-end
business solutions. In this chapter, we adopt the SOA pattern to propose a flexible,
configurable, and extendable high level architecture in Section 8.1 and the detailed
service oriented architecture in Section 8.2 to support the development of a Social
Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge Systems (SPUKS) for saving endangered languages.

8.1

High Level Architecture

The high level SPUKS architecture shows an abstracted layered architecture that
leverages from existing systems that are aligned to the theoretical and technological
lenses described in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The Existing Systems layer consists
knowledge management systems, learning management systems, gamification and
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persuasive systems, ubiquitous systems, and collaborative systems that can be
leveraged and integrated via the integration layer. The high level SPUKS architecture
is illustrated in Figure 41.

Figure 41: High Level SPUKS Architecture

The integrations layer enables integration into proprietary or third-party
systems in the existing systems layer. The integration layer contains key service
components that allow it to mediate between the core system and external system.
The security component governs and enforces access privileges and other security
policies. The monitoring component records and tracks the activities taking place with
the system and their respective performance. The Integration component is most
essential component as it manages the communication, service interaction, and
integration with systems and workflows. The management components authenticate/
authorise the service invocation and message routing, and manage users and reporting
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to provide the necessary services and integrations to conduct the key preservation
workflows and learning workflows.
The Key Preservation Workflows and Key Learning Workflows layers contain
the essential workflows required to revitalise languages; however, the architecture is
flexible, configurable and extendable to accommodate additional workflows based on
the requirements. The preservation workflows include capture, govern, categorise,
bookmark, discover, and share. The key language learning workflows include discover,
share, listen, draw, observe and identify, read, write, speak, and role-play in a cognitive
learning environment. These workflows have previously been described in detail in
Chapter 6. The workflows are driven by a centralised knowledge repository which
contains crowd-sourced knowledge fragments such as words, phrases, idioms, songs,
and stories in multimedia formats.
The Multi-Channel Portal layer consists of the stakeholders who will access the
knowledge repository using the various workflows through the integration of
proprietary or third-party systems. Contributors are people or groups that capture
artefacts into the repository by mainly using preservation workflows. Curators are a
group of experts who know the language well and help curate the artefacts captured
by the contributors. Learners are people or groups who learn the language using the
curated artefacts and learning workflows. Editor is someone who manages the artefacts
within the knowledge repository and has the ability to further moderate curated
artefacts. Administrator is responsible for the upkeep, configuration, and reliable
operation of the system. Lastly, Auditor keeps track of the logs and performance of the
systems and its processes.
The proposed high level architecture will enable and guide the development of
a service-oriented language revitalisation system that is flexible, adaptable, and
extendable. The high-level architecture illustrated in Figure 41 is used to propose a
detailed SOA architecture, as shown in Figure 42, to provide clarity and direction for
the implementation of SPUKS.
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8.2

Detailed Architecture

The detailed SPUKS architecture is composed of discrete components with defined
interfaces that are orchestrated through a loose coupling to perform a required
function. The detailed SOA architecture is multi-layered and developed using the highlevel architecture proposed in Figure 41. The base layer consists of data sources and
external services. The base layer is accessed through the integration and monitoring
services layer. The entire system architecture is supported through security services
and management services. The service-oriented components provide the necessary
integrations to conduct the key preservation and key learning workflows layer. The
components of the user-centric services layer assist in delivering context-based user
experience. The user interface layer can be created in various modalities such as
mobile, web, and desktop, or even for wearable gadgets.
Data sources are repositories the system can be integrated with such as
relational databases, web services that provide access to data, file servers or big data
repositories. External services could be third party or remote services that are
consumed by the application; for example, Google Search, Google Play Services, Wikis,
Blogs or other services. The data sources and external services are connected through
the Data Adapters component in Integration and Monitoring Services layer.
The Integration and Monitoring Services layer consists of services that allow
the application to integrate with data sources and external services, monitor and
provide analytics of the system. Furthermore, the key components include application
servers, language configuration, alert monitors, queues, workflow managers, data
adapters, activity monitoring, complex event processing and preservation and learning
analytics. The language configuration component facilitates the management of
multiple languages.
The Security Services are vital, as these look after identity management, cross
domain authorisation and authentication, user profiles, and security policies. Similarly,
the Management Services layer consists of business rules for service enablement, user
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management, administration, and report generation, which are fundamental to the
development of a flexible, extendable, secure, and adaptable SOA oriented
architecture.

Figure 42: Detailed SPUKS Architecture

The core functionality of the system is implemented in the Key Preservation
and Learning Workflows layer, and could be developed by leveraging various
Integration and Monitoring services and connecting to necessary data sources and
external services. As previously described in Chapter 6, the preservation workflows
include capture, govern, categorise, bookmark, discover and share. The language
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learning workflows comprise discover, share, listen, draw, observe and identify, read,
write, speak, and role-play in a cognitive learning environment.
The User-Centric services layer consists of components that enable the system
to deliver a rich personalised experience for the user. The components include rolebased personalisation for contextual user experience, multi-mode notification to keep
the user informed, workflow collaboration, search functionality, multi-device rendering
to operate on various modalities, and metadata management.
The User Interface layer enables the end users to interact with the underlying
system components. The user interface can be created for multiple devices based on
the requirement of the language revitalisation effort and the stakeholders involved.
The system architecture supports multiple user interfaces including mobile, web,
desktop or for wearable devices.
This chapter has described the high level and detailed level SPUKS architectures
to guide the implementation of SPUKS. In the chapter that follows, we present
multiple SPUKS implementations by instantiating the proposed frameworks and
architectures. The SPUKS prototypes include Save Lingo platform and Learn Lingo
apps namely, Flash Cards and Hangman. We also describe typical scenarios and
workflows in Section 9.3 to illustrate the functionality of Save Lingo and Learn Lingo
apps. The chapter also details the generalisation of implementations to support
multiple languages, Modalities and pedagogies in Section 9.4. Lastly, it discusses the
potential of the Save Lingo platform regarding its support for configuration, extension
and creation of new systems.
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9 Implementations
In this chapter, we will describe multiple implementations of Social Persuasive
Ubiquitous Knowledge Systems (SPUKS) to revitalise endangered languages, values,
and culture. SPUKS extend upon the fundamental concepts of social media (Kaplan
& Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann et al., 2011), knowledge and content management (Alavi
& Leidner, 2001), and language preservation, language learning, collaboration and
workflows, persuasion and gamification, and ubiquitous systems and devices. The
proposed SPUKS frameworks (Chapter 7) and architectures (Chapter 8) were
instantiated to implement Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps.
Save Lingo is a highly interactive, customisable and extendable platform that
supports multiple languages. It allows individuals and communities to co-create,
curate, discover, share and learn languages. Learn Lingo apps namely Flash Cards and
Hangman are learning oriented prototypical implementations to demonstrate the use
of multiple modalities and pedagogies using SPUKS artefacts.
The instantiated framework will be discussed in Section 9.1, followed by the
instantiated architecture in Section 9.2. The instantiation of SPUKS frameworks and
architectures are evaluated using various representative scenarios and workflows in
Section 9.3, including administrative tasks such as user creation to supporting essential
processes and workflows including capture, curate, discover, learn, engage and share.
The process of generalisation and validation of the implementation to support multiple
languages, modalities and pedagogies is discussed in Section 9.4. The chapter concludes
by describing the configurability and extendibility of the Save Lingo platform to create
customised solutions beyond languages.
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9.1

Instantiated Framework

The detailed SPUKS framework (Figure 40) is instantiated to help govern the
development of the SPUKS architecture and the system. The instantiated framework
depicted in Figure 43 includes a new layer called Systems and Implementations.

Figure 43: Instantiated SPUKS Framework

The proposed SPUKS systems include Save Lingo, Learn Lingo Hangman, and
Learn Lingo Flashcards. These systems will leverage from the generic set of elements
such as concepts, models, processes and workflows, frameworks, and architectures.
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These artefacts are independent of the language; therefore, they significantly reduce
overheads to implement a similar instance for other endangered languages.
The Save Lingo system, which predominately focuses on language preservation,
will utilise various processes and workflows such as capture, curate, categorise,
govern/curate, bookmark, discover, share, gamify, and persuade. Learn Lingo,
Hangman, and Flashcards systems will leverage from learning-oriented workflows such
as listen, observe and identify, draw, read, write, speak, role-play, cognitive, discover,
share, gamify, and persuade.
The instantiated framework also highlights the fact that these systems and
implementations need to be constructed in such a way that they can be utilised for
both Roman script based languages and Non-Roman script languages. Having
described the instantiated framework, we will now move on to discuss the instantiated
architecture.

9.2

Instantiated Architecture

The generic framework and architecture were instantiated to create multiple SPUKS
to revitalise endangered languages. The instantiated architecture as illustrated in
Figure 44 is based on the generic architecture presented in Chapter 8. It incorporates
the core components of the generic architecture. Due to the limitation of scope and
time, certain components proposed in the generic architecture have been compromised.
In this section, we describe the instantiated architecture.
The instantiated architecture retrieves data from the Data Sources layer which
is developed using Microsoft SQL database and Microsoft IIS server. The architecture
also provisions interaction with External Services such as Dropbox to store and access
knowledge fragments and Google Play Services to facilitate and enhance gamification
features.
The instantiated architecture is a service oriented architecture with layers that
communicate between each other and their inner components. The Data Sources and
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External Services are access through the Integration and Monitoring Services layer.
The Integration and Monitoring Services layer consists of Workflow Managers, Data
Services, Data Adapters, Activity Monitoring, Language Configuration and
Preservation & Learning Analytics components. The Preservation and Learning
Analytics component keeps track of the activity associated with the knowledge
fragments. The Language Configuration component facilitates the configuration of
multiple language combinations.

Figure 44: Instantiated SPUKS Architecture

The platform is supported through Security Services components and
Management Services. The Security Services contain Identify Management, Cross-
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domain authorisation/authentication and User Profiles and security policies to manage
security of the platform. The Management Services take care of Business rules for
service enablement, User management, and Administration and report generation.
The Key Preservation Workflows and Key Learning Workflows consist of core
functionality to support various preservation and learning workflows which have been
discussed in Chapter 6. The User-Centric Services layer provide functionality such as
Role-based Personalisation, Contextual Search, Multi-device Rendering, Metadata
Management, Multi-mode Notification and Workflow Collaboration.
The Presentation layer communicates with the Web Application Programming
Interface (Web APIs) layer that provides access to the layers and components
underneath. Web APIs, also referred to as RESTful services. REST stands for
Representational State Transfer. The Web API allows standardised connectivity to
broad range of interfaces (presentation layer) such as mobile, web and desktop
applications. Furthermore, Save Lingo Platform’s RESTful services allow requesting
systems to access and manipulate knowledge fragments (retrieved from data sources)
using a uniform and predefined set of stateless operations. The top layer highlighted
in dark grey consist of end user apps that were developed on top of the architecture
presented in Figure 44. The interactions between the apps and Web APIs and thirdparty APIs are illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Mobile App Interactions with Web Services
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The Presentation layer is responsible for the delivery and formatting of
information to the application for further processing of display. The applications
developed in this research include Save Lingo, Learn Lingo Flashcards and Learn Lingo
Hangman. The App sends the requests to the Web services and 3rd Party APIs based
on the user action and fetches the information from the response from services and
presents to the user in prescribed format.
Web services send requests to the database server to authorise, authenticate
and fetch information based upon the user’s actions. The response from the database
server is sent to the app. Furthermore, the app consumes 3rd Party APIs like Google
and Facebook to validate and authorise users to login into the app and access
information. It also uses 3rd Party APIs like Dropbox (cloud storage provider) to store
and retrieve knowledge fragments in audio and video format.
The Save Lingo platform knowledge repository (database) was developed in
Microsoft SQL Server. The database is an organised collection of data ideal for storing,
managing, updating and retrieving data. The basic building blocks of a database are
tables and fields. The most significant task in creating a database is to identify where
the data needs to be stored, in another word, the structure of the database. In order
to create a database, we need to first construct our Database Schema also known as
Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD). Database Schema of the system is a formal
semantic to describe the systems data structure. It provides an overall view of the
database. The identified entitles will become a table in the database. The attributes
describe various characteristics about an individual entity. These attributes will
become the columns in the table. Once the entities and attributes have been identified,
we specify the Primary Key/Identifiers to uniquely identify an instance of the entity.
Lastly, we define the relationships and cardinality to describe how the entities
interact with each other and to enforce certain business rules. Some of the core Save
Lingo database schema is shown in Figure 46. The database schema including table
names and description for the Save Lingo platform is described in Appendix A.
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This section has described the instantiated architecture and its components to
develop the Social Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge Management System (SPUKS)
to revitalise endangered languages. The next section will look at the implemented
scenarios and workflows.

Figure 46: Core SPUKS Database Schema

9.3

Representative Scenarios and Workflows

In this section, we will describe the prototypical implementation of key scenarios and
workflows of Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps to revitalise endangered languages.
Save Lingo helps increase societal engagement to give birth to a living knowledge base
for the dissemination and revitalisation of indigenous knowledge, values, and culture.
Language revitalisation efforts are focused on introducing the language into
everyday situations and broadening the cultural base of speakers. Hence, the proposed
Save Lingo platform could play a vital role in revitalising endangered languages. The
implementation is built on the conceptual and system artefacts described in the
previous section. The Save Lingo platform is built explicitly using a hands-off
architecture that simultaneously empowers the community to adapt and configure the
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system to their requirements. This section describes and discusses key scenarios of the
Save Lingo and Learn Lingo, which are:
(1) Knowledge Worker Creation/Personalisation in Section 9.3.1,
(2) Knowledge Acquisition/Capture to facilitate creating content in various
formats in Section 9.3.2,
(3) Knowledge Refinement/Curation for content governance to support and
administer the growth and evolution of their knowledge repository in
Section 9.3.3,
(4) Knowledge Retrieval/Discovery by the wider community to retrieve data
from the repository in Section 9.3.4,
(5) Knowledge Worker Engagement/Gamification to enhance user engagement
and competition for the benefit of the language in Section 9.3.5,
(6) Knowledge Sharing/Transmission to encourage use of the language within
society in Section 9.3.6, and lastly,
(7) Knowledge Learning/Application to help community members learn and
apply the language in Section 9.3.7.

9.3.1 Knowledge Worker Creation/Personalisation
Social media has become a trusted platform for maintaining relationships between
friends, family, colleagues, and communities at large. Each person creates their
personalised digital identities to freely communicate their views on a social media
platform (Begay, 2013). Save Lingo builds on social media fundamentals (Kaplan &
Haenlein, 2010), offering users the chance to upload their own photo/avatar, select
their tribe/affiliation, dialect, and location, or link their account with their Google+
profile. The viral nature of social networks will help to promote the endangered
language within the networks. The registration process and personalisation workflow
is discussed below in Figure 47.
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When a user first opens the Save Lingo app, he/she will be prompted with a
login screen, as shown in Figure 47: [1]. The user has the ability to seamlessly
authenticate and sign in using their Google+ username and password as shown in
Figure 47: [2] instead of creating a new username and password. This also allows users
to control the information they want to share with the Save Lingo app, and control
what activities should be shared among their Google+ social networks.

Figure 47: User Registration and Personalisation Scenario

Once the user is authenticated, they will be taken to Figure 47: [3] Register
New User screen, which will be prepopulated with information retrieved from their
Google+ profile (First Name, Last Name, Profile Image, and Location) to minimise
data entry. If the user does not have an existing Google+ account, they can select
“Register User,” which will open Figure 47: [3] Register New User screen, which gathers
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information about the user including first name, last name, profile image, tribe (Figure
47: [4]), email, nearest location (Figure 47: [5]), role, and password.
The user will select Submit Now to register their account. Once the user
successfully logs into the system, they see the logged in view as shown in Figure 47:
[6]. The main menu shown here provides easy navigation to key modules including
Discover, Capture, Curate, My Records, My Bookmarks, My Profile, Leaderboard,
Achievements, Sync, and Logout.
The user personalisation aspects within the Save Lingo app will enable
knowledge workers to personalise their identity, growing relationships, and reputation
within the community. We will now discuss the workflow of knowledge acquisition in
multiple formats including text, image, audio, and video using the Save Lingo app.

9.3.2 Knowledge Acquisition/Capture
Documenting and translating a language can be challenging and expensive (Gippert,
Himmelmann, & Mosel, 2006). The approach taken complements the language
documentation techniques and formats described by Johnson (2004) and Gippert et al.
(2006). The deployment of the Save Lingo app on ubiquitous devices enables data
capture anytime, anywhere; this not only reduces costs, but empowers people of
different tribes, dialects, ages, and gender to collectively contribute towards preserving
their language. The internalisation of newly-captured explicit knowledge into the wider
community’s tacit knowledge can be difficult; however, creating necessary learning
components will enable individuals to learn by using the language in daily life.
Knowledge acquisition initiates the holistic, socially-driven approach towards
revitalising endangered languages as illustrated in Figure 48: [1]. In the “Capture” area
as shown in Figure 48, the user will have the ability to capture knowledge about their
language and culture as words, phrases, idioms, stories, and songs in multiple formats
including text, image, and video.
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The user first selects the type of content they want to capture: word, phrase,
story, song, or idiom; for example, “Word” as shown in Figure 48: [1]. Once the selection
is made, the category list is displayed as shown in Figure 48: [2]. Selecting the most
appropriate category is important to ensure easy retrieval of records. The Capture
Word screen (Figure 48: [3]) allows the user to enter the Māori word and English word
as textual inputs and select an appropriate Dialect. Similar input fields are displayed
for entering phrases and idioms. However, for story and song, additional input fields
are displayed to allow the user to add larger amounts of textual content.

Figure 48: Knowledge Acquisition/Capture Scenario

The Save Lingo app facilitates knowledge acquisition in multimedia formats,
leveraging media capabilities of ubiquitous devices. For instance, the user can attach
an image as shown in Figure 48: [4] using their camera, or select an existing image
from their device gallery. The user has the ability to record their voice or an existing
audio file on their device. The Play button allows the user to review their content prior
to submission. Furthermore, the user has the facility to capture video or provide a
direct URL (Uniform Resource Locator) of the video. Once the data has been captured,
the user can select either Submit Now for immediate submission, or Submit Later to
locally store the record.
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In summary, knowledge acquisition is not merely for the sake of preserving a
language, but to empower and educate indigenous people. Prior to disseminating the
knowledge, we need to ensure knowledge is curated; this is discussed in the next section.

9.3.3 Knowledge Refinement/Curation
Content governance is vital in the context of endangered languages; it ensures the
authenticity of the knowledge repository. The implemented governance structure aims
to tackle issues related to KMS maintenance: balancing additional workload and
ensuring accurate content (Hahn and Subramani, 2000). The governance is facilitated
in the Curate area, as shown in Figure 49. The users with expert or editor role will
have the ability to moderate words, phrases, idioms, stories, and songs, including
image, audio, and video created by standard users. The Curate tab in Figure 49: [1]
displays the number of records that need to be curated.
The moderator must first select the type of record they want to curate; for
example, Phrases as shown in Figure 49: [1]. On selection, the list of records pending
moderation is displayed (Figure 49: [2]). Below each record, icons (audio, image, video,
synonyms) are displayed to indicate the related records that need to be curated. Once
the record is selected, a detailed view of the captured content is displayed as shown in
Figure 49: [3].
The moderator can approve, reject, or modify each record. If Modify is selected:
the Modify popup appears (Figure 49: [4]), allowing the user to refine the record prior
to approving it. If Reject is selected: Reject Confirmation, as shown in Figure 49: [5]
appears, prompting the user to enter the reason for rejecting the record. If Approve is
selected, the Approval Confirmation popup (Figure 49: [6]) appears to ensure the
record is accurate. The business rules for dissemination of records are based on Figure
32: Govern workflow.
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Figure 49: Knowledge Refinement/Curation Scenario

The process of content governance is an ongoing effort to ensure authenticity of
the knowledge captured. The Save Lingo app allows this task to be distributed amongst
language experts in the society. We will now explore how the wider community accesses
the curated records from the Save Lingo app.

9.3.4 Knowledge Retrieval/Discovery
Knowledge captured and curated socially can be retrieved using the Discover tab as
shown in Figure 50: [1]. The Save Lingo app makes it easy for the wider community
to access and learn their language anytime, anywhere. This complements the existing
knowledge retrieval process described by Alavi and Leidner (2001). The user can choose
the type of content (e.g. Phrases as shown in Figure 50: [1]) followed by the category
they want to explore (Figure 50: [2]). On selection, lists of phrases are displayed as
shown in Figure 50: [3]. Below each record, a number of associated synonyms, audio,
images, videos, and likes are displayed to indicate social activity. Once the record is
selected, the detailed view is shown (Figure 50: [4]).
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The action bar highlighted in Figure 50: [5] allows the user to Bookmark, Share,
Like or Play the record. The number of Likes indicates the popularity and quality of
the record based on social feedback. Moreover, it is a method to acknowledge the
contributor’s effort to help revitalise the language. The textual content appears in
Māori first, followed by the English translation as shown in Figure 50: [6]. Images are
a powerful means of expression and communication, as languages are not just the words
that are spoken, but are also the cultural heritage embedded within. Curated images
are displayed in a slideshow as shown in Figure 50: [7], adding context to the textual
information.

Figure 50: Knowledge Retrieval/Discovery Scenario

The knowledge contributor’s authorship is acknowledged by displaying their
profile (name, avatar, tribe, region, and dialect) below each record they contribute, as
shown in Figure 50: [8]. The associated records such as synonyms, audio recordings,
images, and videos are accessible via their respective tabs, as shown in Figure 50: [9 –
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12]. Additionally, the user has the ability to capture related content within the detailed
view. In order to keep the users engaged and connected to the ecosystem, we need to
blend in gamification techniques, which are discussed in the subsequent section.

9.3.5 Knowledge Worker Engagement/Gamification
We might have the most beautiful and functional system in the world but it is totally
useless if it doesn’t get used, doesn’t engage with users, or if it is not usable. We believe
that gamification is a way to attract people, especially digital natives, to start using
the system, but of even more importance is to hold them so they continue to use the
system.
Gamification is defined as “the process of game-thinking and game mechanics
to engage users and solve problems” (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011). In contrast
to traditional language revitalisation systems, we have taken a different approach by
weaving gamification throughout all processes of the Save Lingo app: Capture, Curate,
Discover, and Share. The gamification features will help improve social engagement
amongst users. Moreover, this addresses the problems raised by Hahn and Subramani
(2000) of providing motivation and incentives for users to continue maintaining the
SPUKS.
Gamification features are implemented using Google Play Game Services
(Google, 2015). The user receives points when they contribute to the knowledge
management of the system. These points are totalled to calculate their leaderboard
score and award achievement badges.
If new record is submitted = 5 points
If synonym or image or audio or video is added = 2 points
If content is approved or rejected = 2 Points
If content is modified/corrected = 5 points
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Figure 51: Persuasion using Gamification Scenario

The leader board shown in Figure 51: [2], helps drive user engagement by
allowing users to compare their scores (contributions) with their social network.
Moreover, it allows them to see their public ranking amongst the wider community.
The users are awarded achievement badges on reaching a certain milestone, as shown
in Figure 51: [3]. The achievements can be configured in the Google Play Developer
console panel. Achievements are created to encourage users to experiment with key
features of the app; for example, capturing a word or an image. Incremental
achievements are given when the user makes gradual progress towards earning the
achievement over a longer period of time; for example, capturing 20 records into the
repository. Subsequent to knowledge worker engagement/gamification, the user has
the ability to share knowledge with society.

9.3.6 Knowledge Sharing/Transmission
One of the fundamental processes in knowledge management is to share/transfer
knowledge amongst the network of users. This is built on knowledge-sharing
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fundamentals highlighted by Sharratt and Usoro (2003). The Save Lingo app enables
users to share via popular social media platforms including Facebook and Twitter or
other compatible third-party applications as shown in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Knowledge Sharing/Transmission Scenario

Sharing knowledge with the community helps to promote use of the language
within the wider social network; however, not all audiences may be interested, which
is generally the case for content available on social media platforms. Subsequently,
wider social network users can sign up and contribute to the language by accessing the
Save Lingo app. Many users within the community especially the younger generation
would be interested in learning the language; therefore, learning-oriented apps that
leverage the Save Lingo platform can be created. This is discussed in the next section.

9.3.7 Knowledge Learning/Assessment
Knowledge is one of the most important assets for communities that seek to revitalise
their language. Once the knowledge is captured and curated, it needs to be made
available for wider audiences to learn and use the language. Learning a language can
be a difficult task regardless of age or gender; therefore, we implemented two exemplar
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Learn Lingo applications that are user-friendly, dynamic, and gamified to engage,
retain, and help users learn an endangered language (Mirza & Sundaram, 2016b,
2016c).
The learning-oriented applications are developed by leveraging SPUKS
framework and architecture, which have also been used to develop the Save Lingo app.
The underlying fundamentals and learning processes, modalities and mechanisms are
synthesised from language acquisition and learning literature (Brown, 2000; GodwinJones, 2011; Haynes, 2005; Hinton & Hale, 2001; MacWhinney, 2004; Viberg &
Grönlund, 2012) as presented in Table 18. Every individual progresses through the
various learning stages to learn a new language. The learning stages include preproduction, early production, speech emergence, and intermediate fluency. Each stage
is unique, as the modalities and mechanisms applied for learning are different, as
described in Table 18.
There are many existing learning apps available for learning various languages
such as Flashcards, Crossword, Quiz, and Hangman; nevertheless, the novel
contribution of the SPUKS implementations is the holistic approach of knowledge
acquisition/capture, refinement/curation, retrieval/discover, and learning/application.
These are being driven by using the collective intelligence of the community. The
knowledge repository gets populated by capturing and curating language fragments via
the Save Lingo app, and subsequently, the fragments are used as content for learning
in Learn Lingo’s Flash Cards and Hangman apps.

Flash Cards to Support Learning
Flash cards are an effective memory-aid tool that can help people learn and memorise
new concepts quickly. In the context of learning a language, they are a relatively simple
way of mastering the key words and phrases of a language. The Flash Cards app
supports Observe, Identify, Listening, and Speaking modalities to help users learn the
language. Unlike lesson-oriented learning, flash cards operate at the lower granularity
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of facts (e.g., word ad phrases) and measure the learner’s ability to recall and provide
the correct response in the presence of a stimulus (e.g., an English word, image, audio,
or video) (Edge, Searle, Chiu, Zhao, & Landay, 2011). The use of flash cards in learning
is generally associated with younger children who may be learning the basics, but
sophisticated digital-based flash cards can be a highly effective way to engage and help
all age groups to learn a language.
The prototypical implementation of the Flash Cards app is shown in Figure 53.
The app allows a user to securely sign in using their Save Lingo or Google+ login as
demonstrated in Figure 53: [1]. The user can then create, modify, or play various flash
card sets as presented in Figure 53: [2]. The set allows the user to create the Flash
Card set by using data that was captured and curated using Save Lingo. Once a new
set is created as shown in Figure 53: [3], the user can then add cards by browsing and
selecting the type of record (e.g., word, phrase, story, song, or idiom), category (e.g.,
fruits), and the record to add as demonstrated in Figure 53: [5, 6, 7]. The user has the
ability to add additional notes to the selected flash card and configure the type of card
as either Text or Image, as displayed in Figure 53: [8]. Based on the configuration of
the card, it would either display as text-based as presented in Figure 53: [9a and 9b],
or image-based as shown in Figure 53: [10a].
The user has the option to give feedback on how easy or hard it was to recall
the answer/translation. They can also specify that they have successfully memorised
the word. Based on their selection, the application would cycle the card more or less
frequently. For example, if the word is easy, it will be displayed less frequently; if the
word is hard, it will be displayed more frequently. The Flash Cards app also allows a
user to listen to audio from the Save Lingo repository associated with the card.
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Figure 53: Learn Lingo Flash Cards App

The Learn Lingo Flash Cards app was developed for Te Reo Māori, but it can
be extended and generalised to support all other languages. Having described the Flash
Cards app, we will describe another learning application that was developed called
Hangman.

Hangman to Support Assessment
The Hangman game teaches users about spelling and helps to develop skills in decoding
variations of words. The purpose of the game is to get the learner to guess individual
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letters to find out the word based on numbered letters displayed as blank spaces. When
the user guesses the letter, and it is in the hidden word, it is displayed in the correct
position. If the guessed letter does not exist in the word, then the stick figure man is
shown at the rate of one body part for each incorrect guess. The user would lose if the
entire stick figure man is drawn and hanged before the user is able to guess the word.
Alternatively, if the user guesses all the correct letters and completes the word, then
the user wins and progresses on to the next word. The Hangman app supports Identify,
Writing, and Reading modalities to help users learn new words of the language. The
prototypical implementation of the Hangman app is shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Learn Lingo Hangman App

The Hangman app allows the user to securely login and simply select a category
from the Save Lingo crowd-sourced repository as displayed in Figure 54: [1]. The app
will randomly select a curated word from the category selected by the user as shown
in Figure 54: [2]. The keyboard has been custom designed to suit the language the user
is learning. For example, in Figure 54, the app is configured to support Te Reo Māori.
As the user guesses the correct letters of the word, a small image icon as a hint starts
appearing to help the learner guess the word. Once the word is correctly identified, the
user gets points and is able to see the translation of the word before proceeding to the
next word as presented in Figure 54: [3]. The game would end if the user is not able
to guess the word. Lastly, the user is presented with the final score and correct word
with its translation. The user can either Play Again or Share their score with their
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social circles as shown in Figure 54: [4]. The Hangman game app allowed us to validate
the SPUKS frameworks and architectures, and demonstrate the use of the centralised
repository through web services (Appendix C).
In summary, the Learn Lingo applications, Flash Cards and Hangman, are
exemplar apps developed by leveraging SPUKS frameworks, architectures and the Save
Lingo platform and its APIs. These artefacts provide endless possibilities to design
new, engaging games to help the wider community learn and use their language.
Generalisation of the Save Lingo implementation will be discussed in the next section.

9.4

Generalisation of Implementation

Generalisation is an essential component of the wider scientific process to generalise
and refine specific findings to increase their applicability in multiple contexts. The
generalisation aspect in this research is related to one of the research objectives (RO5)
as discussed in Section 3.1. The concepts, models, processes, frameworks and
architectures were refined through multiple iterations to help develop a platform that
can be easily configured and customised to save both Roman script based languages
such as Te Reo Māori, Hawaiian, and Vietnamese, and Non-Roman script based
languages such as Arabic, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu. The
generalisation and implementation roadmap is depicted in Figure 55.
Generalisation and Implementation Sequence

Roman Script Languages
Māori

Vietnamese

Hawaiian

Non Roman Script Languages
Taiwanese

Arabic

Urdu

Tamil

Telugu

Figure 55: Generalisation and Implementation Roadmap

In the following sections, we explore the steps taken to generalise the
implemented systems. We will first discuss the generalisation to support Roman script143

based languages in Section 9.4.1, followed by Non-Roman script-based languages in
Section 9.4.2.

9.4.1 Roman Script Languages
In order to test the generalisability of the Save Lingo framework, architecture, and
system, we had to implement the Save Lingo app into multiple Roman script-based
languages. The generalisation took place after the key Save Lingo scenarios and
workflows were implemented. These have been described in detail in Section 9.3 (Mirza
& Sundaram, 2017b). The key features include (1) User personalisation and
registration; (2) Capturing content in multiple formats and dialects; (3) Curation
function for content governance; (4) Discover content that has been curated; (5)
Sharing via social media to encourage use of the language; and lastly (6) Social
Gamification via Google Play to enhance the user experience and competition to help
promote the language within the community. In this section, we discuss
implementations for three Roman Script based languages: Te Reo Māori in Section
9.4.1.1, Vietnamese in Section 9.4.1.2, and Hawaiian in Section 9.4.1.3.

Te Reo Māori
Te Reo Māori (Māori language) is the language of New Zealand’s native population.
Before the European settlers arrived (1800s), Māori was the only spoken language of
New Zealand. The dramatic decline of Māori speakers was observed in the 1980s, when
less than 20 percent of the Māori population were fluent enough to be classified as
native speakers (Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2012). Since 1987, Te Reo has been
an official language of New Zealand. Despite 30 years of Māori language revitalisation
initiatives, the Māori language continues to be in an endangered state (Rewi &
Rawinia, 2011), and English continues to be the default language for many Māori. This
is confirmed by the recent census, as numbers of Māori speakers have declined further
compared to 2003 (Statistics New Zealand, 2013).
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Initially, the framework, architecture, and system were specifically developed to
support Te Reo Māori revitalisation. It catered for language documentation functions
such as Capture and Curate. The application was then enhanced to include the ability
to access/discover records that have been captured and curated. Furthermore, social
media, leaderboards and gamification concepts were incorporated into the app. The
implementation of the Save Lingo for Te Reo Māori is displayed in Figure 56.

Figure 56: Save Lingo App for Te Reo Māori

The Save Lingo backend was developed in PHP and the database was in
MySQL. The Save Lingo mobile application was developed in Android OS. The
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database tables were created and named to support the translation of English and
Māori artefacts. The naming was very language-specific such as tblMāoriContent and
tblEnglishContent. The tribes and dialects were hardcoded into the app as it had been
designed to support only one language combination. Once the application was fully
functional for English-Te Reo Māori, in the subsequent section, we discuss the
generalisation of the Save Lingo app frameworks, architecture, and application to
support the Vietnamese language.

Vietnamese
Vietnamese is an Austroasiatic language spoken by about 82 million people worldwide,
and mainly in Vietnam (M. P. Lewis, Simons, & Fennig, 2017). Vietnamese has been
the official language of Vietnam since the country gained independence from France in
1954. Vietnamese was originally written with a Siniform (Chinese-like) script known
as Chữ-nôm (𡨸喃) or Nôm (喃). Initially, Vietnamese structure and vocabulary was
based on the Chinese language. Present-day Vietnamese is written with a
Roman/Latin-based alphabet developed in the 17th century by a French Jesuit
missionary, Alexandre de Rhodes (1591-1660). It has three main dialects: Northern
Vietnamese (Hanoi, Tonkinese), Central Vietnamese (Hue), and Southern Vietnamese.
The new requirement to support multiple languages required major reengineering of the solution. Firstly, instead of naming the database tables with specific
language names, the database tables were normalised to support multiple languages.
The concept of origin (from) and destination (to) language was implemented by
generalising

the

tables

such

as

tblLanguages,

tblLanguageContent,

tblLanguageTranslation, and the tblLanguageSynonymnsLink as shown in Figure 57.
The framework and architecture implemented catered for any set of language
combinations. However, the database schema changes prompted significant changes in
both the backend web application and the mobile application.
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The entire backend of the application and the web services were rewritten using
ASP.NET C# language. The database was migrated to the Microsoft SQL Server;
furthermore, to ensure the scalability of stored images, audio, and video files, the
system was integrated with Dropbox infrastructure. The files were stored on Dropbox,
and only the reference to the file is kept in the Microsoft SQL database.

Figure 57: Database Tables to Support Multiple Languages

A new instance of the Save Lingo app, as shown in Figure 58, was created to
support English-Vietnamese by configuring the from language as English, and the to
language as Vietnamese. The three Vietnamese dialects were specified in the database.

Figure 58: Save Lingo App for Vietnamese
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This section looked at the generalisation of the Save Lingo app to support
multiple language combinations, specifically, the English-Vietnamese language. The
next section discusses the implementation of Save Lingo for English-Hawaiian.

Hawaiian
In order to test the generalisability of the Save Lingo framework, architecture, and
system, we implemented it for another language combination: English-Hawaiian. The
Hawaiian language is classified as part of the Polynesian subgroup of the Austronesian
language family. It is closely related to a number of other Polynesian languages
including Māori, Tahitian and Marquesan (Accredited Language Services, 2017). The
Hawaiian language is considered to be extremely endangered among the native
population and under pressure from the overwhelming English-speaking communities
(M. P. Lewis et al., 2017). Despite efforts to revitalise the language, number of native
speakers continue to decrease to only several thousands.
The Save Lingo framework, architecture, and application was further
generalised to support the English-Hawaiian language combination. Instead of hardcoding the language combination and creating a separate instance of the application
like the Te Reo Māori and Vietnamese versions, a language switcher was implemented.
We would have one single instance of the Save Lingo app to cater for all language
combinations.
The language switcher functionality will allow the user to switch/select the
language combination — including English-Hawaiian — from the main navigation.
Based on the selection made, the app would sync the meta-data related to the language
combination and automatically configure the user interface to support the language.
To implement the language switching functionality, we had to refactor the front-end
controls to dynamically adapt based on the language selected. Furthermore, the
backend web services needed to be optimised to support additional LanguageID
parameters.
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Figure 59: Save Lingo App for Hawaiian

In summary, the Save Lingo framework, architecture, and platform was
generalised at multiple levels to support any number of Roman script languages. In
the next section, we discuss the generalisation to support Non-Roman script languages.
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9.4.2 Non-Roman Script Languages
The objective was to further generalise the SPUKS frameworks, architectures, and the
Save Lingo platform to support both Roman and Non-Roman script languages. In this
section, we discuss the implementation of Non-Roman script languages such as
Taiwanese in Section 9.4.2.1, and Arabic, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, and Urdu in Section
9.4.2.2.

Taiwanese
Taiwanese Hokkien, commonly known as Taiwanese is spoken by 70 percent of the
native population in Taiwan. Taiwanese does not use Roman script characters; it uses
Chinese-style characters. Therefore, to facilitate the English-Taiwanese language
combination, the Save Lingo app and backend system had to be further refined.
As mentioned earlier, the Save Lingo app only supported Roman script
languages but to support multiple types of languages, the relevant database column’s
data type had to be changed from varchar to nvarchar. The column data type nvarchar
allows us to store Unicode characters, which means almost any character from almost
any language (including modern languages and some obsolete languages). It also
supports numerous types of symbols. Due to this change, the table size would increase
as each character in the column would take twice the space in comparison to varchar.
Furthermore, all of the related stored procedures/views/queries that work with
the column data need to be modified to deal with the nvarchar. Lastly, the APIs and
the communication between the Save Lingo app and the web server were optimised to
support multiple language scripts. After the changes were made, the English-Taiwanese
language combination was supported in the Save Lingo app as shown in Figure 60.
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Figure 60: Save Lingo App for Taiwanese

Arabic, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil and Urdu
Save Lingo was implemented into multiple Non-Roman script-based languages namely
Arabic, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, and Urdu to further validate the generalised frameworks,
architectures, and the system. The respective language combinations were configured
in the backend to make them available on the Save Lingo app as shown in Figure 60.

Figure 61: Save Lingo App for Non-Roman Script Languages
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The Android Operating System supports multiple keyboard configurations as
shown in Figure 61: Language preferences screen. Each of the languages required a
specialised keyboard to be installed and configured to allow the user to capture the
content. This resulted in supporting multiple Non-Roman script languages to
demonstrate the generalisability of the Save Lingo platform. In Figure 61 we can see
the Hindi and Tamil keyboard being used for data entry.
While the platform can be transformed to support different languages. The key
challenge is in creating a community of practice to help revitalise languages. This can
be achieved through the uptake of the platform by users of the language. In the next
section, we describe how the research artefacts and the Save Lingo platform can be
configured and extended in contexts beyond language revitalisation.

9.4.3 Configuration, Extension and Creation
The SPUKS frameworks, architectures and implementations were created in a
configurable and modular manner. Each component within the frameworks and
architecture can be configured or extended to meet domain specific requirements. The
Save Lingo app was refined and generalised multiple times and it has evolved into a
platform that supports configuration, extension and creation. In this research, we
demonstrated the configuration aspects by configuring the Save Lingo platform to
support multiple languages for revitalisation purposes.
Save Lingo platform is built on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which
makes it extendible, flexible, and compatible with other 3rd party systems. Part of this
research, we demonstrated the extendibility of the frameworks, architectures and the
platform by creating two Learn Lingo app namely Flash Cards and Hangman. We
extended the core components and interfaced with the core functions and knowledge
repository via Web APIs.
Additionally, Save Lingo platform can be configured and extended to create
customised solutions beyond languages especially in the field of education as it supports
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many of the ten principles for the Future of Learning proposed by Davidson &
Goldberg (2009) which include (1) Self-Learning through gamification and EIS&T; (2)
Horizontal Structures for learning through gamification and Web APIs; (3) Collective
Credibility by curation process; (4) De-Centred Pedagogy by facilitating a collective
learning environment that takes advantage of EIS&T; (5) Networked Learning —
collaborative learning that promotes cooperation, interactivity, mutuality, and social
engagement between individuals; (6) Open Source Education — facilitating
community-driven learning; (7) Learning as Connectivity and Interactivity —
extensive connectivity and interactivities will be made possible thanks to Save Lingo
processes and the holistic collaboration between various stakeholders; (8) Lifelong
Learning — the crowd-sourced knowledge repository helps make learning part of
society and culture; (9) Learning Institutions as Mobilizing Networks — SPUKS
facilitates networking between learners, educators, and experts to enable flexibility and
interactivity; and (10) Flexible Scalability and Simulation — SPUKS systems leverage
from EIS&T and promote collaboration in spite of distances between all stake holders.
Currently, SPUKS artefacts and the Save Lingo platform and its modules are
being configured and extended to develop a Persuasive Educational Platform (PEP)
for underprivileged pre-schoolers as illustrated in Figure 62. PEP will be in an
integrated persuasive educational platform which connects configurers, parents,
teachers, and pre-schoolers. Initially the SPUKS artefacts and Save Lingo platform
will be configured to develop an interactive vocabulary learning app using existing
functionalities such as – capture, curate, discover, share, bookmark and gamification
techniques as these modules fulfil the basic requirements of vocabulary learning
pedagogy. It will then be enhanced by extending the components and creating new
modules to meet specific requirements to develop PEP for educating underprivileged
children (Wang, Mirza, Lawry, & Sundaram, 2017).
Additionally, the Save Lingo platform will be leveraged to design and implement
a collaborative learning management system with an emphasis on decentred pedagogy
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and collective credibility. Existing functionality will be used to fulfil the content and
knowledge management requirements. Save Lingo will then be extended to integrate
its decentred pedagogy and collective credibility features into the collaborative learning
management system.

Figure 62: Persuasive Education Platform Architecture (Adapted: Wang et al., 2017)

In summary, various mechanisms were used to evaluate the generalisability of
this research. A key question we asked was whether the concepts, processes, framework,
architecture, and implementation would be applicable to other languages. Initially Save
Lingo was implemented for Te Reo Māori. The frameworks, architectures, and systems
were then generalised to support other Roman script-based languages. We further
enhanced the artefacts to support both Roman and Non-Roman script languages. We
have successfully implemented Save Lingo platform to support Arabic, Hawaiian,
Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te Reo Māori, Vietnamese, and Urdu. Furthermore,
the generalised research artefacts can support configuration, extension and creation of
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new solutions. Artefact evaluation is regarded as being crucial for Design Science
Research (Sonnenberg & vom Brocke, 2011). Consequently, we focus on the evaluation
of research artefacts using various DSR evaluation methods in the next chapter.
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10 Evaluation
This research produced a number of artefacts that include conceptual models,
processes, frameworks, high level and detailed level architecture, and systems. In order
to validate these artefacts, we have adopted a variety of DSR evaluation methods as
detailed in the research methodology design in Section 3.4. A summary of these
evaluation methods is provided in Table 19.
Table 19. DSR Evaluation and Generalisation Methods

Evaluation Method

Description

Prototyping

Validate the proposed models, processes, workflows, framework, and
architecture through system implementations.

Architecture Analysis

Assess the fit of SPUKS framework and architecture into technical IS
architecture.

Static Analysis

Examine the prototypes at unit, technology, and system levels.

FURPS Testing

Test the prototype and its features and processes (Capture, Curate,
Discover, and Learn) using FURPS quality model.
Functional: Functions it performs, their generality and security.
Usability: User interface and experience, aesthetics, consistency and
documentation.
Reliability: Frequency and severity of failure, and accuracy of output.
Performance: Response time, availability, and resource consumption.
Supportability: Systems configurability, extendibility, adaptability and
maintainability.

Structural Testing

Test the internal structure of the prototype.

Computer Simulations Test and execute the prototype and key functionalities with artificial
data.
Illustrative Scenarios

Demonstrate how the prototype supports the key language revitalisation
processes – Capture, Curate, Discover, and Learn.

Generalisability via
Case Studies

Apply proposed artefacts to various languages both Roman and NonRoman script-based languages, namely Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi,
Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te Reo Māori, Vietnamese, and Urdu, to
examine the application of the SPUKS artefacts.

Informed Argument

Evaluate the proposed concepts, models and implementations by
comparing them to other language revitalisation systems.

Expert Evaluation

Present, publish, and validate research artefacts through peer (system,
domain, and academic experts) reviewed sessions, seminars, conferences,
and journals.
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In order to assess the validity of the research artefacts, one or more evaluation
methods were employed according to the nature and evaluation requirements of the
research artefact. Table 20 presents the summary of our research artefacts and their
selected evaluation methods. This research was driven by prototyping SPUKS
implementations, which were central to the creation, refinement, and evaluation of our
research artefacts. Furthermore, getting regular feedback from academics, domain and
industry experts helped to validate our artefacts.
In this chapter, we will first discuss the design science research (DSR) methods
employed to evaluate the concepts and models in Section 10.1, followed by an
evaluation of processes and workflows in 10.2, then we will describe the evaluation of
our frameworks and architectures in Section 10.3. Lastly, the evaluation of the
implementations will be discussed in Section 10.4.
Table 20. Research Artefacts Evaluation using DSR Methods

Method\Artefact
Prototyping

Concepts Models Processes Frameworks Architectures Implementations
✔

✔

✔

Architecture Analysis

✔

✔

✔

✔

Static Analysis

✔
✔

✔

FURPS Testing

✔

✔

✔

Structural Testing

✔

Computer Simulations

✔
✔

Illustrative Scenarios
Generalisability via

✔

Case Studies
Informed Argument

✔

✔

Expert Evaluation

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

10.1 Concepts and Models
The conceptual research artefacts such as concepts and models to revitalise endangered
languages were validated through prototyping, informed argument based on literature,
and gathering feedback and suggestions from domain/system experts coming from a
variety of disciplines. The feedback received deepened our understanding of language
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revitalisation and knowledge management systems. This assisted in refining our
concepts and models. To support the feedback collection and achieve a thorough
understanding, we initially presented the conceptual models to the Māori Language
Commission of New Zealand. The key outcome of the discussion showed that while
there is a heavy emphasis on learning languages, little attention is given to the usage
of the languages within the society. Hence, we refined our models and incorporated the
aspect of learn to use endangered languages, rather than just learning a language.
During the initial stages of the research, the preliminary models were presented
at a University of Auckland Seminar. The discussion with academics and domain
experts provided useful input for understanding and evaluating the models. Necessary
changes were made to the models based on the feedback. To communicate the concepts
and models to the wider academic and research communities, the findings were
published in multiple peer-reviewed conferences as shown in Table 21. The feedback
received would also impact the progression of the system implementations. Constant
prototyping throughout the research also led to the refinement and validation of the
concepts and models.
The first paper was presented at the 2nd EAI International Conference on Nature
of Computation and Communication (ICTCC) in Rach Gia, Vietnam. In this paper,
we discussed and explored how to leverage collective intelligence to preserve, curate,
discover, learn, share, and eventually revitalise endangered languages, specifically Te
Reo Māori. The comparison and synthesis of the existing language preservation and
learning systems was also discussed. Furthermore, the prototype of Save Lingo was
also demonstrated to get feedback. Presenting the paper at the ICTCC conference
allowed us to gather valuable feedback and suggestions on the overall research
dimensions and the conceptual model to harness collective intelligence to revitalise
endangered languages from system, domain, and academic experts. Furthermore,
during the ICTCC conference visit in Vietnam, we established contacts with domain
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and academic experts; our collaboration encouraged us to generalise our artefacts to
implement Save Lingo for the Vietnamese language.
Table 21: Evaluation through Publications
Type

Publication

1

Conference
Presentation

2

Conference
Presentation

3

Workshop
Presentation

5

Doctoral
Consortium
Conference
Paper

Mirza, A., & Sundaram, D. (2016). Harnessing Collective Intelligence to
Preserve and Learn Endangered Languages. 2nd EAI International Conference
on Nature of Computation and Communication, Rach Gia, Vietnam
Mirza, A., & Sundaram, D. (2016). Architecting Crowd-Sourced Language
Revitalization Systems: Generalisation and Evaluation to Te Reo Māori and
Vietnamese. Computational Social Networks: 5th International Conference,
CSoNet 2016, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Mirza, A. (2016). Social Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge Systems to Save
Endangered Languages. Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
Pacific Asia Conference on Information Systems (PACIS) 2016 Doctoral
Consortium and Presentation
Mirza, A., & Sundaram, D. (2016). A Crowd-Sourced Knowledge Management
Approach to Language Preservation and Revitalization: The Case of Te Reo
Māori. In PACIS 2016 proceedings. Chaiyi.
Mirza A., Sundaram D. (2016) Harnessing Collective Intelligence to Preserve
and Learn Endangered Languages. In: Lecture Notes of the Institute for
Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering,
vol 168. Springer, Cham

6

7

Book Chapter

8

Book Chapter

Mirza A., Sundaram D. (2016) Architecting Crowd-Sourced Language
Revitalisation Systems: Generalisation and Evaluation to Te Reo Māori and
Vietnamese. In: Nguyen H., Snasel V. (eds) Computational Social Networks.
CSoNet 2016. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 9795. Springer, Cham

9

Book Chapter

Mirza, A., & Sundaram, D. (2017). Design and Implementation of Socially
Driven Knowledge Management Systems for Revitalizing Endangered
Languages. In R. Helms, J. Cranefield, & J. van Reijsen (Eds.), Social
Knowledge Management in Action, in the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning series (pp. 147–167). Springer International
Publishing. Retrieved from 10.1007/978-3-319-45133-6_8

10

Journal
Article

Mirza, A., & Sundaram, D. (2017). Collective Intelligence based Endangered
Language Revitalization Systems: Design, Implementation, and Evaluation.
EAI Endorsed Transactions on Context-Aware Systems and Applications,
17(11), 152338. http://doi.org/10.4108/eai.6-3-2017.152338

11

Conference
Paper

Wang, Y. W., Mirza, A., Lawry, M., & Sundaram, D. (2017). Persuasive
Educational Platform Design for Underprivileged Children. In International
Conference on Future Network Systems and Security 2017. Gainesville,
Florida: Springer International Publishing AG.

The second paper was presented at the 5th International Conference on
Computational Social Networks (CSoNet 2016) in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The
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feedback from the previous conference was used to refine the artefacts. The refined
concepts and models were presented and reviewed by academic and domain experts.
Furthermore, during the conference visit, the research artefacts were also presented at
Ton Duc Thang University in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam on 20 March 2016. The
attendees included academics, domain experts, and students who predominately spoke
Vietnamese. This provided an excellent forum for evaluation, and to get valuable
feedback to further refine our research artefacts.
The 20th Pacific Asia Conference on Information Systems (PACIS) 2016
Doctoral Consortium in Chiayi, Taiwan provided an opportunity to share the research
concepts and models, and network with peers and experienced scholars who served as
faculty advisors. We received high-quality feedback from faculty advisors, who are
eminent researchers in the field, and associated with leading institutions around the
globe. The panel members included senior editors in the field's top journals. The
research artefacts were presented in various workshops and feedback was obtained.
The Save Lingo application was further generalised and implemented for the Taiwanese
language, which allowed us to obtain informal feedback from native Taiwanese
speakers to help improve our artefacts.
Additional to the conferences and doctoral consortium, we published a journal
article and 3 book chapters to further refine and evaluate the various concepts and
models were proposed. The findings gained from the publications, academics, and
domain/system experts helped to reinforce and evaluate the concepts and models. In
this section, we discussed the evaluation of concepts and models. In the following
section, we will describe the evaluation of the proposed processes and workflows.

10.2 Processes and Workflows
The processes discussed in Chapter 5 and workflows described in Chapter 6 guide the
implementation of the functionality within the Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps.
These processes and/or workflows were validated through five DSR evaluation
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methods: prototyping, illustrative scenarios, FURPS testing, generalisability via case
studies, and expert evaluation. Different methods helped to evaluate the proposed
processes and workflows from different perspectives.
The prototyping approach focused on validating the system development phase
of the key processes. The development of prototypes and systems allowed us to
visualise, interact, evaluate, and refine the processes. The Save Lingo processes and
workflows that were evaluated include:
(1)

capture of words, phrases, idioms, stories, and songs in multiple formats
including text, image, and video;

(2)

curate captured content by accepting, rejecting or refine the captured data;

(3)

discover content from the dynamic repository via search functionality or
navigate using categories;

(4)

share content via social media integrations;

(5)

gamification aspects such as collecting points, badges, and leader board
rankings; and

(6)

bookmark records for easy access.

The processes and workflows were also evaluated by walking through FURPS
testing, illustrative scenarios and case study implementations in multiple languages.
The illustrative scenarios included in the case demonstration reinforces the validity of
the Save Lingo processes. The case study approach validates the processes and
workflows by demonstrating its application and generalisability to multiple languages.
Firstly, the processes and workflows were first implemented for Te Reo Māori, and
then for Vietnamese and Taiwanese. Subsequently, we validated them for Non-Roman
scripts such as Arabic, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu.
Lastly, the processes and workflows were described in multiple publications
(Mirza & Sundaram, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2017a, 2017b), and demonstrated to system,
domain, and academic experts as listed in Table 21. The suggestions and feedback
received was highly valuable as it helped to identify hidden domain-related issues;
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moreover, it generated new ideas we could incorporate within our systems to further
refine our research artefacts.
To operationalise the processes and workflows to save endangered languages,
we proposed frameworks and architectures to guide the design and development of
SPUKS systems - Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps. We explain the validation of the
frameworks and architectures in the following section.

10.3 Frameworks and Architectures
The SPUKS frameworks and architectures were based on aforementioned concepts,
models, processes and workflows. The validity of the frameworks in turn validates the
concepts, models, processes, and workflows they are based on. The frameworks and
architectures also guided the design and development of the Save Lingo system. The
SPUKS frameworks and architectures were evaluated by five essential methods:
prototyping, architecture analysis, FURPS testing, generalisability via case studies,
and expert evaluation. The frameworks and architectures are interrelated as the
architectures are built upon the proposed frameworks; therefore, we have evaluated
them together using the same evaluation methods.
The analysis of SPUKS frameworks and architectures were conducted for each
development iteration of the SPUKS. This method is adopted in our evaluation for
three main reasons. Firstly, it allowed us to ensure the SPUKS unique processes are
fully supported, and to detect any flaws with the system designs at an earlier stage
during a prototype development iteration. Secondly, it enables us to follow good
practices for designing the system. Thirdly, it contributes to improving the overall
functionality, usability, efficiency, and sustainability of Save Lingo. There are two
main techniques for conducting architecture analysis: (1) creating a list of evaluation
scenarios against system requirements, and (2) developing metrics to assess system
architecture (Almorsy, Grundy, & Ibrahim, 2013).
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The evaluation was based on the first technique by setting up a set of evaluation
scenarios to ensure the Save Lingo features and requirements are implemented. We
performed the first round of architecture analysis against the Save Lingo designs before
starting the prototype development. Each development iteration deepened our
understanding of the system requirements of Save Lingo. Accordingly, we improved
the system frameworks and architecture designs in the following development iteration,
and conducted the analysis again before making any improvements/changes to the
prototypes.
Furthermore, we validated the proposed SPUKS frameworks and architectures
(Chapters 7 and 8), by prototyping and implementing a fully functional social
persuasive ubiquitous knowledge systems namely Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps as
described in Chapter 9. These prototypes followed the detailed level architecture design
and supports all the processes described in Chapter 5. To identify gaps, we
implemented Save Lingo for multiple cases/languages using a series of scenario-driven
illustrations.
Lastly, SPUKS frameworks and architectures designs were continuously
validated and enhanced over time. During this continuous improvement process, we
communicated the system designs with wider academic and research communities in
seminars and publications as shown in Table 21. The valuable feedback obtained from
system, domain, and academic experts further helped us to refine the SPUKS
frameworks and architectures.
Having evaluated and refined the concepts, models, processes, framework, and
architecture through various mechanisms. The most important and central research
artefacts are the implementations. The evaluation of the implementations is discussed
in the following section.
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10.4 Implementations
Social Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge Systems (SPUKS) — Save Lingo and Learn
Lingo apps were implemented based on the research artefacts including concepts,
models, processes, workflows, frameworks, and architectures. System development is
an iterative process; prototypes were adjusted each time any alternations were made
to the system architecture. The prototype implementations validate the proposed
theories of developing language revitalisation systems that synergistically facilitated
by leveraging theoretical concepts, models, and processes from fields such as knowledge
and content management, collaboration and workflows, and persuasion and
gamification as illustrated in Figure 16. Furthermore, the implementation integrates
their related concepts, processes, frameworks, and architectures from social media
systems, ubiquitous systems, knowledge systems, and gamification systems as shown
in Figure 17.
The implemented Save Lingo platform (SPUKS) has similar attributes to
community-based groupware systems; it integrates a variety of tools and allows a large
group of users to communicate, share information, or coordinate common activities.
Community systems have better support for accomplishing and coordinating group
goals; however, the degree of communication possible is lower, as there is no possibility
of communicating directly with individual community members (Schummer &
Lukosch, 2013). SPUKS offers a high level of Coordination as shown in Figure 63, due
to various role-based workflows between the community members. On the other hand,
it offers a balance between the cooperation and communication as it has limited
support for direct communication between individuals to mitigate governance
challenges.
The implementation of the prototypes plays a significant role in validating all
the research artefacts in a congruent manner; therefore, we adopted eight methods to
evaluate the implementations: static analysis, structural testing, functional testing,
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computer simulations, case studies, illustrative scenarios, informed argument, and
expert evaluation.

Figure 63: Evaluation of SPUKS Implementation

Static analysis was performed against the source code of Save Lingo and Learn
Lingo apps. The static analysis was conducted at unit, technology, and system levels.
The key aspect of this approach is the code is not executed, and the source code we
are examining is the input data to the static analysis tool. The tools we adopted to
conduct the static analysis during the implementation were Microsoft Visual Studio
and Android Studio. The backend was examined using Microsoft Visual Studio; the
client-end mobile apps were analysed using Android Studio. The static analysis helped
us to identify design, performance, reliability, and potential security defects in the
system source code by comparing our code with best practices.
The Save Lingo and Learn Lingo implementations were tested using the FURPS
quality testing model. Firstly, we did functional testing to test its functions and their
generality and security. We then looked at the usability of the apps such as user
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interface design and experience, aesthetics, and consistency. Reliability is very
important, therefore we tested to ensure the systems did not crash, and produced the
correct output based on the function executed. We also examined the performance of
the systems including, response time, availability and resource management.
Furthermore, systems supportability was assessed in terms of configurability,
extendibility, adaptability and maintainability.
To conduct functional and structural testing of the system, we had to compile
and run the code. Functional testing aims to evaluate the features/functionality of the
system against the proposed processes and to examine whether a certain system feature
is well supported. We adopted this method to assess how well the SPUKS
implementations (Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps) can support the key processes
and workflows described in Chapters 5 and 6.
We created a series of test cases/unit tests against the specifications of the
systems we intended to develop. Unit tests allowed us to check for logical errors in our
code. This was done by breaking down the functionality of the system into discrete
testable cases that we could evaluate as individual units. The functional testing can be
automated using Microsoft Visual Studio Test Explorer. The test cases were executed
throughout the development process.
Functional testing is a type of black box testing, where the focus is on evaluating
the overall functionality of the system. It is often coupled with structural testing, which
is a type of white box testing. Structural testing examines the detailed internal design
of the system. The structural testing was conducted to detect flaws or bugs in the
internal structure of the implementation. The test cases for structural testing were also
implemented by using unit test tools in Microsoft Visual Studio. Both functional and
structural testing can be complemented by conducting simulations.
Computer simulations enable us to mimic and automate the operations of the
proposed system, taking into account all the resources and constraints involved. This
allowed us to evaluate and visualise the Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps’ functionality
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with artificial data. Simulations were conducted throughout the system development
phase of the research to evaluate the systems robustness, performance, flexibility, and
reliability. We even simulated how the systems would behave and handle situations
when multiple users interface with the system simultaneously.
The implementations were further validated by creating a series of illustrative
scenarios to demonstrate how each of proposed processes and workflows can be
supported in the Save Lingo and Learn Lingo apps. The key scenarios that assisted in
validating the implementations have been discussed in Section 9.3, and include
knowledge worker creation/personalisation, knowledge acquisition/capture to facilitate
creating content in various formats, knowledge refinement/curation for content
governance to support and administer the growth and evolution of their knowledge
repository, knowledge retrieval/discovery by the wider community to retrieve data
from the repository, knowledge worker engagement/gamification to enhance user
engagement

and

competition

for

the

benefit

of

the

language,

Knowledge

Sharing/Transmission to encourage use of language within the society, and lastly,
Knowledge Learning/Application to help community members learn and apply the
language. Demonstrating these system features allows us to analyse the strengths and
weaknesses of the prototypes.
Furthermore, we evaluated the prototypes by making an informed argument by
comparing the Save Lingo and Learn Lingo prototypes with other language revitalisation
systems in terms of the support for the language revitalisation processes and workflows.
This enabled us to compare and understand the strengths and weaknesses of the
prototypes. According to our evaluation, a significant strength of Save Lingo app is that
it successfully caters for all of the language revitalisation processes such as Capture,
Curate, Discover, Learn, and Share. The Save Lingo and Learn Lingo prototypes addressed
many of the gaps that were identified in Table 14: EIS&T. We reviewed our systems using
the same matrix as shown in Table 22.
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Dictionary

Words with Audio

Phrases (Sentences)

Phrases with Audio

Dialect Selection

No. of Words

Tests

Game Features

Multi-User

Leader Board/ Ranking

Social Media

Y Y

Y

Y Y

Y

∞

N

Y Y

Y

Y

Learn Lingo
Hangman

N Y

N

Y Y

N

N N

Y N

Y

Y Y

Y

∞

Y

Y Y

Y

Y

Learn Lingo
Flash cards

N Y

N

Y Y

N

N N

Y N

Y

Y Y

Y

∞

Y

Y Y

Y

Y

App Name

Progress Tracking

Y Y

Audio Curation

Y

User Suggestions
(Feedback)
Audio Capture

Y Y

Offline Access

Language Translator

Y

Language Learning

Save Lingo
N Y
Multiple Languages

InApp Purchases $

Language Preservation

Table 22: Evaluation of Save Lingo and Learn Lingo Apps

Save Lingo caters for nearly all the requirements except for assessments.
Therefore, we created multiple language learning oriented systems – Learn Lingo
Hangman, and Flash cards that focused on the various learning modalities including
assessments that were lacking in Save Lingo. One of the key feature of Save Lingo is
that it supports multiple languages and dialects.
Additionally, we demonstrated and evaluated the Save Lingo and Learn Lingo
systems through a series of presentations and publications as listed in Table 21 to
collect valuable feedback from system, domain, and academic experts. Their feedback
helped us to improve the design and implementation of the prototype and further refine
the conceptual and system artefacts.
In summary, various mechanisms were used to evaluate generalisability of this
research. This was to ensure the research artefacts including concepts, processes,
workflows, frameworks, architectures, and implementations would be applicable to
multiple languages, modalities and pedagogies. We have successfully implemented the
Save Lingo platform to support both Roman and Non-Roman script-based languages
including Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te Reo Māori,
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Vietnamese, and Urdu. The platform is not limited to the languages mentioned above;
it is language independent. Hence, it can be configured to potentially cater any written
language. Furthermore, the refined, validated and generalised artefacts can be used in
contexts beyond language revitalisation.
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11 Conclusion
This research explored the focal practical and research problems, and requirements in
the interdisciplinary field of language revitalisation (Chapter 2). Most of the identified
problems and requirements are associated with the complexity and challenges
associated with keeping endangered languages alive, while others are a result of the
limited availability of language revitalisation systems. To solve these problems and
realise these requirements, we proposed various conceptual and system artefacts
(Chapters 4 – 9) including concepts, models, processes, workflows, frameworks, and
architectures to help design and implement a socially driven persuasive ubiquitous
knowledge management system (SPUKS) that helps revitalise endangered languages.
We discussed implementation of multiple SPUKS systems namely the Save
Lingo platform which supports key language revitalisation processes such as capture,
curate, discover, learn and share (Chapter 9). We also implemented two learning
oriented apps called Learn Lingo Flash Cards and Hangman games (Section 9.3.7) that
demonstrate the use of multiple modalities and pedagogies for learning. We refined
and evaluated these conceptual and system artefacts using various mechanisms such
as prototyping, architecture analysis, static analysis, FURPS testing, structural
testing, simulations, illustrative scenarios, generalisability via case studies, informed
argument, and expert evaluations (Chapter 10). Furthermore, we demonstrated its
validity and generalisability by configuring and customizing the platform to support
multiple languages including both Roman and Non-Roman script based languages
namely Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil, Telugu, Te Reo Māori,
Vietnamese, and Urdu (Section 9.4).
We conclude this thesis by summarising the research conducted, identifying the
key contributions, and highlighting the limitations and potential future research
opportunities. Specifically, in Section 11.1, we summarise the research by outlining (1)
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the problems and requirements related to language revitalisation, (2) research
objectives, (3) research methodology that was adopted to achieve research objectives,
(4) the key research artefacts created as a result of the research process, and (5) how
the research artefacts have been validated to ensure their rigor and generalisability.
Secondly, the theoretical and practical contributions are summarised in Section 11.2.
Lastly, we discuss the limitations and future research directions in Section 11.3.

11.1 Research Summary
11.1.1 Practical and Research Problems
The key motivation for this research lies in the practical issues and problems related
to endangered languages. Endangered languages are disappearing at the rapid rate of
one language every two weeks (Crystal, 2002). Half the world’s nearly 7,100 languages
will become extinct in this century (Krauss, 1992; Romaine, 2007). Krauss (1992)
believes that only the 600 or so languages with the largest numbers of speakers (i.e.,
more than 100,000) may survive. With the extinction of a language, a significant part
of human culture, identity, and knowledge is lost (Hinton & Hale, 2001; National
Geographic, 2013).
Many research problems are associated with the subject of language
revitalisation, especially because most endangered languages have not been well
documented nor captured digitally. Currently, there are few endangered language
revitalisation systems available. The few systems that are available do not allow
individuals or communities to holistically carry out key processes such as capturing,
sharing, curating, accessing, and collaborating.
We evaluated and synthesised the available systems for language preservation
and learning (Table 14). It was evident that none of them support holistic capture and
curate processes. The systems were mainly focused on language learning of documented
words and phrases with audio. Only two systems allowed data capture, but did not
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facilitate any form of curation. Additionally, none of the systems facilitated support
for multiple dialects and socially driven curation processes for user-documented
information. In summary, current systems support different aspects of language
revitalisation in a siloed manner with isolated repositories of words, poetry, and
imagery that does not lend itself to holistic governance, discovery, and usage. This lack
of integration leads ultimately to the death of a language since there is no context with
which to understand, discover, and learn the endangered language.
Furthermore, there are limited concepts, models, and processes available in
current literature that leverage state-of-the-art technologies such as social media,
gamification, knowledge management, and ubiquitous systems and devices for language
preservation and learning. Knowledge fragments and users are distributed in space and
time. There is limited research on models, frameworks, and/or architecture for the
design and implementation of endangered language preservation and learning systems
that are ubiquitous and support the technologically naïve users anytime anywhere.
Existing language preservation/documentation systems are based on traditional
desktop-based architecture, while learning systems have moved to adopting UIS&D.
Based on both the practical and research problems above, we formulated
research objectives to help address the research gap and practical problems.

11.1.2 Research Objectives
The practical and research problems informed the creation of our research objectives
as summarised below:
RO1: Observe and review the current academic literature and systems, and
evaluate systems to support language revitalisation (Chapter 2).
RO2: Synthesise and propose concepts, models, processes, frameworks, and
architectures to support a holistic approach to language preservation and language
learning (Chapters 4 - 8).
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RO3: Design and implement a system that (a) helps capture, curate, and
manage the fragmented knowledge of endangered languages and the richness of
associated cultures and (b) facilitates the discovery, learning, and usage of endangered
languages (Chapter 9).
RO4: Evaluate, test and refine the conceptual and system artefacts iteratively
(Chapter 10).
RO5: Generalise the research artefacts to create a platform that can be
configured and customised, and extended to support multiple languages, modalities
and pedagogies (Section 9.4).
To achieve the above research objectives, we describe our generalisation driven
design science research methodology in the next section.

11.1.3 Research Methodology and Key Artefacts
We adapted Nunamaker Jr et al's (1991) multi-methodological approach for
information systems research (ISR) to help meet our objectives and guide the design,
implementation, and generalisation of conceptual and system artefacts to help
revitalise endangered languages. We also incorporated the criteria for design science
artefacts proposed by Nunamaker Jr & Chen (1990) and Hevner et al. (2004)
throughout the study to propose a generalisation driven design science research
methodology.
The proposed methodology consisted of five interconnected iterative research
phases/methods: observation, theory building, systems development, evaluation, and
generalisation. Each phase helped to achieve the related research objective (RO) as
shown in Figure 64. The artefacts were refined and generalised throughout the research
as generalisation was the central focus of this research. The research artefacts produced
by addressing the research objectives are displayed in Figure 64 and are listed in Table
23.
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The observation phase helped us achieve RO1, where we reviewed the literature
and current state of the art systems. The theory building phase was integral and helped
address RO2, which resulted in concepts, models, processes, workflows, and SPUKS
frameworks and architectures. The research artefacts produced in the theory building
phase provided the foundation for the System Development phase (RO3). We
implemented multiple SPUKS systems, namely, Save Lingo (RO3a) and Learn Lingo
Hangman and Flash Cards apps (RO3b). The conceptual and system artefacts were
refined and evaluated in the Evaluation phase (RO4) using various DSR evaluation
methods.

Figure 64: Artefacts Developed using Generalisation Driven Design Science Research

Generalisation was conducted throughout the research to help achieve RO5.
The generalisation phase facilitated the refinement of the research artefacts and
implementations to support multiple languages (Roman and Non-Roman script),
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learning modalities and pedagogies. Furthermore, it resulted in a configurable and
extendable Save Lingo platform that is currently being used as a foundation to create
two systems namely Persuasive Educational Platform for educating underprivileged
children (Wang et al., 2017) and Collaborative Learning Management System which
supports decentred pedagogy and collective credibility.
Table 23: Artefacts developed using Generalisation Driven Design Science Research

Type

Research Artefacts

Concepts

•

Theoretical Lenses for Language Revitalisation

(Section 4.1)

•

Technological Lenses for Language Revitalisation

•

Conceptual Knowledge Management Model for Language
Revitalisation

•

3Cs in Language Revitalisation

•

Social Media Concepts for Language Revitalisation

•

A Spatio-temporal Concept for Language Revitalisation

•

Advantages of using UIS&D for Language Preservation Solutions

Models

•

Process Driven Preserve Learn Model for Language Revitalisation

(Section 4.2)

•

The 3Cs detailed cooperation model applied to Language
Revitalisation

•

Community of Practice Model for Language Revitalisation

Processes

•

Capture Process

(Chapter 5)

•

Curate Process

•

Discover Process

•

Learning processes, modalities and mechanisms

•

Use Case Model of the Socially Driven Persuasive Language

Workflows
(Chapter 6)

Frameworks
(Chapter 7)

Revitalisation Approach
•

Capture Workflow

•

Curate Workflow

•

Governance Workflow

•

Discover Workflow

•

Learning Workflows

•

o

Pre-production

o

Early production

o

Speech Emergence

o

Intermediate Fluency

Common design elements to support Roman and Non-Roman script
languages
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•

Concept Driven Framework

•

Artefact Driven Framework

Architectures

•

High level SPUKS architecture

(Chapter 8)

•

Detailed SPUKS architecture

Implementations

•

Save Lingo app for multiple languages, modalities, and pedagogies

(Chapter 9)

•

Learn Lingo Flash Cards app

•

Learn Lingo Hangman app

Having discussed the generalisation driven design science research methodology
and key artefacts, we will briefly discuss the generalisation and validation of research
artefacts in the subsequent section.

11.1.4 Generalisation and Evaluation of Research Artefacts
Our research on language revitalisation produced many artefacts including conceptual
models, processes, workflows, frameworks, architectures, and implementations: Save
Lingo platform and Learn Lingo apps. To validate their rigour and evaluate the
generalisability of this research, we adopted a variety of evaluation methods in our
research methodology design. A summary of these evaluation methods is provided in
Table 19. This was to ensure that our research artefacts would be applicable to many
languages, both Roman and Non-Roman script languages, and potentially, to other
domains.
According to the evaluation requirements of the research artefact, one or more
evaluation methods were employed. Evaluation methods included prototyping,
architecture analysis, static analysis, FURPS testing, structural testing, simulations,
illustrative scenarios, generalisability via case studies, informed argument, and expert
evaluations. Prototyping of SPUKS implementations was central to the creation,
refinement, and evaluation of our research artefacts. Additionally, getting feedback
from experts by presenting, publishing in peer (system, domain and academic experts)
reviewed sessions, seminars, conferences and journals (See Table 21) helped validate,
refine, and generalise our artefacts.
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Multiple iterations of refinement and evaluation resulted in the creation of
generalised research artefacts. We were able to implement a flexible, configurable and
extendable Save Lingo platform that is built on the proposed conceptual and system
artefacts. It supports both Roman and Non-Roman script-based languages. The same
SPUKS frameworks and architectures were used to develop multiple Learn Lingo apps:
Flash Cards and Hangman to further validate our artefacts. Furthermore, the system
artefacts were leveraged to create systems beyond language revitalisation.
This brief summarisation of the research highlights the conceptual and system
artefacts that were proposed and generalised to design and implement holistic socially
driven persuasive ubiquitous knowledge systems to address the research problems and
objectives. This discussion now leads us to examine the contributions of this research,
in the following section.

11.2 Contributions
The rapid disappearance of the vital knowledge and culture embedded within each
language, as well as the limitation of current systems and approaches motivates the
primary objective to design and implement a social persuasive ubiquitous knowledge
management system (SPUKS) to help revitalise endangered languages. The primary
research contribution is towards Information Systems (IS) theory and practice, and
the revitalisation of endangered languages. Furthermore, this research also contributes
towards cognate disciplines such as education, linguistics, social sciences and computer
science.
Existing IS theory on knowledge management, social media, persuasion and
gamification, and ubiquitous systems helped inform the creation, validation and
generalisation of social persuasive ubiquitous knowledge systems (SPUKS) research
artefacts as shown in Figure 65. The conceptual and system artefacts and the concept
of Socially Driven Knowledge Management Systems (SKMS) enriched two
complimentary areas of IS namely knowledge management and social media theories
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(Mirza & Sundaram, 2017b).

Firstly, the knowledge management theories and

frameworks (Table 11) are enriched by leveraging social media concepts and ubiquitous
systems. Secondly, social media theories that leverage knowledge management concepts
(Figure 20) help harness unstructured social media data into structured useable
knowledge.

Figure 65: Research Contributions to Information Systems Theory

Generalisation of the artefacts to support multiple languages, modalities and
pedagogies was vital for the wider application of this research (Section 9.4). To support
our objective, we proposed a generalisation driven design science research methodology
(Figure 14) that consists of multiple interconnected iterative research phases/methods
- observation, theory building, systems development, evaluation and generalisation.
The phases are mutually intertwined to support creation, validation and generalisation
of research artefacts such as concepts, models, processes, prototypes, frameworks, and
architectures. The proposed generalisation driven approach to DSR is a methodological
contribution to the IS discipline.
The Save Lingo app, a Social Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge System was
developed using the proposed conceptual and system artefacts. Save Lingo was refined
iteratively to support multiple languages including Roman and Non-Roman scriptbased languages. In fact, as the research progressed, it turned into a platform capable
of supporting multiple languages, modalities, and pedagogies. The Save Lingo platform
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now supports many languages including Arabic, Hawaiian, Hindi, Taiwanese, Tamil,
Telugu, Te Reo Māori, Vietnamese, and Urdu. Save Lingo is designed and developed
in a modular and configurable manner. It is built on a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA), which makes it extendible, flexible, and compatible with other 3rd party
systems. The generalised Save Lingo platform can be configured and extended to
potentially support languages, cultures and indeed education as a whole.
In addition to revitalising endangered languages, the Save Lingo platform can
also support the cultural preservation of mainstream languages by capturing their
ongoing evolution. Cultures are constantly evolving within communities. If no effort is
made to preserve a culture, it will disappear. During our visit to Vietnam, one of the
native speakers stated that “Our own youth are unable to understand and communicate
in Vietnamese. They don’t know the meaning of many classical words and phrases.”
Save Lingo platform provides the functionality to capture cultural and language
artefacts in both textual format and multimedia formats such as voice, images, and
videos. These conceptual and system artefacts could potentially lead to a fundamental
shift in how communities use our platform to preserve, revitalise, use, develop, and
transmit their language and culture to future generations.
Multiple learning-oriented applications (Learn Lingo apps) were also developed
leveraging SPUKS frameworks and architectures. We developed Learn Lingo Hangman
and Flash Cards apps to support multiple learning modalities with a strong persuasive
gamification element. There are many learning apps available including Flash cards
and Hangman for various languages. Nevertheless, the novel contribution of Save Lingo
and Learn Lingo is that they are built on the same SPUKS frameworks, architectures
and the Save Lingo platform. The content for Learn Lingo’s Flash Cards and Hangman
apps comes from the centralised knowledge repository, which consists of the data
captured and curated via Save Lingo. The exemplar Learn Lingo apps were created to
demonstrate the versatility of the frameworks, architectures, and the platform. Save
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Lingo and Learn Lingo are symbiotically dependent on each other for ongoing vitality
of the language. Creation, curation, discovery and learning are interwoven together.
Furthermore, the research artefacts produced can make a significant
contribution to the field of education. Save Lingo supports many of the principles for
the Future of Learning proposed by Davidson & Goldberg (2009) that are essential in
education. Currently, the proposed conceptual and system artefacts including Save
Lingo platform’s modules are being configured and extended to develop two prototypes
in the education sector: (1) Persuasive Educational Platform for underprivileged preschoolers, initially focusing on developing an interactive vocabulary learning app by
configuring existing functionalities of Save Lingo, and then extend its functionalities
by developing new modules to meet specific requirements for educating underprivileged
children (Wang et al., 2017); and (2) Collaborative Learning Management System that
supports collective credibility and decentred pedagogy. The proposed processes
facilitate collective credibility by providing a robust curation process to ensure valueadding records are stored in the knowledge base. The maintenance of data quality is
essential in documenting knowledge in any context. Furthermore, the Save Lingo
platform provides decentred pedagogy by facilitating a more inductive and collective
learning environment that takes advantage of UIS&D, Social Media, and Gamification
mechanisms.
In this research, we also evaluated our research artefacts and systems using
various

mechanisms.

Functionality,

usability,

response,

performance,

and

supportability tests were conducted through a number of iterations. Many endangered
language stakeholders and native language speakers were part of the study as advisors.
The

validated

concepts,

models,

processes,

frameworks,

architectures,

and

implementations could potentially contribute to a variety of fields/disciplines due to
the multi-disciplinary nature of this research. The research artefacts were developed
and disseminated through presentations and articles in relevant publication outlets
including academic conferences, doctoral colloquia, and journals (Table 21).
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In summary, the proposed conceptual and system artefacts including the Social
Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge System (SPUKS) - Save Lingo platform helps
harness collective intelligence to create a central living knowledge repository for the
preservation, distribution, and revitalisation of indigenous languages, knowledge,
values, and culture. We believe this is just the tip of the iceberg, and SPUKS have the
potential to transform the way we work, play, and live. Apart from these contributions,
equally important is to understand the current limitations and future directions of our
research, which are outlined in the following section.

11.3 Limitations and Future Research
Every research has certain limitations and scope for future research, and so does our
research on the Design and Implementation of Social Persuasive Ubiquitous Knowledge
Systems (SPUKS) for Language Revitalisation. This section highlights the limitations
of our research in order to guide researchers and experts to better understand,
reproduce, and further extend our research. Although our research has achieved the
research objectives described in the introduction (Section 1.3), there are practical
challenges when we implement SPUKS to revitalise endangered languages.
Knowledge, language, and cultural artefacts predominantly reside with the
elderly population of the community. A key challenge could be the demographics
associated with endangered languages, which tend to be statistically skewed towards
older adults. Furthermore, the group that is most knowledgeable about the language
is the same group that is least likely to use social media and ubiquitous devices. This
could potentially lead to an adoption problem, if the Save Lingo platform is not used
by elderly knowledgeable speakers. Since the study was limited to the design,
implementation, and validation of SPUKS, it was not possible to conduct wider
evaluation to gather empirical evidence for the effectiveness of SPUKS in the field.
Another limitation of this research is that we have not considered the
grammatical and lexical complexity of the languages that are being documented. The
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rationale behind this was that when a language is dying, it is more important to
preserve the core of the language and culture, before it disappears.
Future work based on this research can be recommended in a variety of areas.
The conceptual and SPUKS artefacts are versatile and can be extended beyond the
language revitalisation domain. Below are some of the areas for future work:
Context aware language revitalisation system: The research artefacts can
be used to develop contextual-based language revitalisation systems. Context of the
user such as location, time, date, weather, calendar and landmarks around them can
be gathered through the use of UIS&D. Context aware systems can provide contextual
words and phrases the users can learn and use. For example, visiting the airport would
provide them with common terms and phrases in the native language such as, terminal,
boarding pass, baggage, toilets, information desk, etc.
Games to Support Learning Modalities: In this research, we have
implemented two Learn Lingo learning apps: Hangman and Flash Cards that support
various learning modalities such as observe, identify, listening, reading, speaking, and
writing. The content used within the apps is retrieved from the crowd-sourced Save
Lingo knowledge repository via web APIs. Many more modalities and games could be
implemented for language learning purposes using the Save Lingo platform and its
Web APIs. Incorporating gamification with apps entertains users and creates
competition between individuals, which helps to develop an emotional connection with
the language and its community of practice.
Real time translator: There are many real-time translators available for main
stream languages. However, there are limited real time voice-enabled translators for
minority/endangered languages. We could extend the SPUKS architecture to develop
a real-time translator using machine learning for endangered languages. This can be
achieved by leveraging third-party APIs such as Google Cloud Speech API which
enables developers to convert audio to text by applying powerful neural network
models (Google, 2017).
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Real time chat bots: Chat bots can be developed to let users interact and
practice their language on the go. Leveraging natural language processing interfaces
within the app will enable us to interpret user input and respond accordingly. The
chat bots can be integrated with the SPUKS architecture, giving them access to
existing knowledge fragments within the Save Lingo repository; ultimately, with the
goal of making the chat bots speak the same language as the user.
SPUKS for Organisations: The research artefacts we have developed in this
research are for language revitalisation purposes; however, the requirements of
preserving and learning knowledge in organisations are no different. Therefore, the
concepts, processes, frameworks, and architectures can be adopted to implement
systems tailored to meet specific organisational requirements. As mentioned earlier
there are two research projects that are configuring and extending the SPUKS artefacts
to develop prototypes: (1) Persuasive Educational Platform and (2) Collaborative
Learning Management System. These prototypes can also be leveraged for
organisational knowledge management purposes.
Furthermore, we envisage conducting experiments and field studies to refine
and enhance the Save Lingo platform and develop additional Learn Lingo apps to
support more modalities and pedagogies to save endangered languages.
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Appendices
A. Database Schema
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Database Tables and Description for Save Lingo Platform
Table/Entity

Description

tblMasterAppTypes

Master table that stores the language switch configuration: language to be
saved and language to be translated into. Furthermore, it assigns the default
country for the combination. E.g. Māori – English, Vietnamese – English.
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterAppTypes` (
`appTypeID` int NOT NULL,
`languageToSaveID` int NULL,
`languageToTranslateID` int NULL,
`countryID` int NULL,
`feedbackUrl` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`aboutUrl` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`appTypeID`)
);

tblMasterLanguage

Master table which stores details of different languages supported for
conversation.
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterLanguages` (
`languagueID` int NOT NULL,
`languageName` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`languagueID`)
);
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tblMasterLocations

Master table with all the available locations data will be stored.
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterLocations` (
`locationID` int NOT NULL,
`locationName` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`countryID` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`locationID`)
);

tblMasterCountryData

Master table with all the countries are stored.
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterCountryData` (
`countryID` int NOT NULL,
`countryName` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`countryID`)
);

tblMasterTribeData

Tribe languages are stored(Tribe details are stored based on country ID).
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterTribeData` (
`tribeID` int NOT NULL,
`tribeName` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`countryID` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`tribeID`)
);

tblMasterContentCategories

Master table which stores the categories converted from content types.
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterContentCategories` (
`categoryID` int NOT NULL,
`categoryName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`contentTypeID` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`categoryID`)
);

tblMasterMultiMedaTypes

Master table to store different types of Graphical content available line image,
audio, video, pdf, web url and video url
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterMultiMediaTypes` (
`multiMediaTypeID` int NOT NULL,
`multiMediaTypeName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`multiMediaTypeID`)
);

tblLanguageTranslation

Data table which stores captured data.
CREATE TABLE `tblLanguageTranslation` (
`languageTranslateID` int NOT NULL,
`saveLangContentID` int NULL,
`translateLangContentID` int NULL,
`appTypeID` int NULL,
`editorApprovalStatus` nvarchar(20) NULL,
`approvedCount` int NULL,
`rejectedCount` int NULL,
`modifyCount` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
`addedByID` int NULL,
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`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedByID` int NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
`setDefaultImageURL` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`setDefaultAudioURL` nvarchar(500) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`languageTranslateID`)
);
tblUsers

Data table which stores application user details and the role. There are three
roles:
•

Standard User: Captures the data from one language to another
language.

•

Curator user: Approves the data captured by the standard user.

•

Editor: If the data is approved by the editor it will be published.

CREATE TABLE `tblUsers` (
`userID` int NOT NULL,
`userName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`password` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`firstName` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`lastName` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`email` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`mobile` nvarchar(50) NULL,
`profileImgPath` nvarchar(0) NULL,
`tribeID` int NULL,
`locationID` int NULL,
`appTypeID` int NULL,
`userTypeID` int NULL,
`registerType` nvarchar(50) NULL,
`emailVerified` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`userID`)
);
tblLanguageSynonymsLink

Maintains the languages Synonyms links.
CREATE TABLE `tblLanguageSynonymsLink` (
`languageSynonymsLinkID` int NOT NULL,
`languageTranslateID` int NOT NULL,
`languageTranslateSynonymsID` int NOT NULL,
`editorApprovalStatus` nvarchar(20) NULL,
`approvedCount` int NULL,
`rejectedCount` int NULL,
`modifyCount` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
`addedByID` int NULL,
`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedByID` int NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`languageSynonymsLinkID`)
);

tblCurateApprovalStatus

Approved details will be maintained in the Approval Status.
CREATE TABLE `tblCurateApprovalStatus` (
`ID` int NOT NULL,
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`langorMediaorSynonymTransID` int NOT NULL,
`approvalstatus` nvarchar(20) NULL,
`rejectReason` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`approveNotes` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`approvedorRejectedByID` int NULL,
`isEditor` int NOT NULL,
`isLangorMediaorSynonym` int NOT NULL,
`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
);
tblUsersLogs

Transaction table to log all the users actions.
CREATE TABLE `tblUsersLogs` (
`ID` int NOT NULL,
`activityDate` datetime NULL,
`userID` int NULL,
`deviceID` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`activityDescription` nvarchar(250) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
);

tblContentActivityStatus

CREATE TABLE `tblContentActivityStatus` (
`ID` int NOT NULL,
`langorMediaorSynonymTransID` int NULL,
`status` int NULL,
`activityByID` int NULL,
`activityType` int NULL,
`isLangorMediaorSynonym` int NULL,
`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
);

sysdiagrams

CREATE TABLE `sysdiagrams` (
`name` nvarchar(128) NOT NULL,
`principal_id` int NOT NULL,
`diagram_id` int NOT NULL,
`version` int NULL,
`definition` varbinary(21844) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`diagram_id`)
);

tblMasterContentTypes

CREATE TABLE `tblMasterContentTypes` (
`contentTypeID` int NOT NULL,
`contentTypeName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`contentTypeImagePath` nvarchar(200) NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`contentTypeID`)
);
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterDialects` (
`dialectID` int NOT NULL,
`dialectName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`languageID` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`dialectID`)
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);
CREATE TABLE `tblMasterUserTypes` (
`userTypeID` int NOT NULL,
`userTypeName` nvarchar(150) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`userTypeID`)
);
CREATE TABLE `tblLanguageContent` (
`languageContentID` int NOT NULL,
`contentTypeID` int NULL,
`categoryID` int NULL,
`languageID` int NULL,
`contentTitle` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`contentData` nvarchar(0) NULL,
`dialectID` int NULL,
`capturedLat` float(8) NULL,
`capturedLong` float(8) NULL,
`ContentDataTitle` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`videoURL` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`webURL` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`pdf` nvarchar(500) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`languageContentID`)
);
CREATE TABLE `tblMultiMediaData` (
`multiMediaID` int NOT NULL,
`languageTranslateID` int NULL,
`multiMediaTypeID` int NULL,
`mediaURL` nvarchar(500) NULL,
`editorApprovalStatus` nvarchar(100) NULL,
`approvedCount` int NULL,
`rejectedCount` int NULL,
`modifyCount` int NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
`addedByID` int NULL,
`addedDate` datetime NULL,
`updatedByID` int NULL,
`updatedDate` datetime NULL,
`capturedLat` float(8) NULL,
`capturedLong` float(8) NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`multiMediaID`)
);
CREATE TABLE `tblUserSessions` (
`ID` int NOT NULL,
`userID` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`deviceID` nvarchar(250) NULL,
`uniqueID` nvarchar(150) NULL,
`isActive` int NULL,
`sessionActivatedOn` datetime NULL,
`sessionDeactivatedOn` datetime NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
);
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B. Save Lingo Methods
•

To insert or update language or media (images, audio or video) details we can use
this method “InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData”.

•

The method "GetLanguageTranslationDataByCategory" is used to get data
from captured word language details.

•

The method "GetLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails" is used to discover
or curator synonym data by transactionid.

•

The method "InsertOrUpdateLangSynonymsData " is used to create synonym
data

•

The method "GetLanguageTranslationAudioDetails" is used to return the
discover or curator Audio data by transactionid.

•

The method “GetAppUrlDetails” this method is used to get the app feedback
and about its Url’s.

•

The method "CheckForLangTransDataExist" is used to check whether the
language data exists or not, if not it will return empty object.

•

The method "InsertOrUpdateCurateApprovalStatus" is used to approve
status of curate users.

•

The method "UpdateLangSynonymsData" is used to update the content data
for synonym. If data exist it will return -1 or else updates the existing data and
returns langTranslateID. If data is already approved then it will return 0.

•

The method "CheckForLangTransDataExist" is used to check whether the
language exist or not, If Language exist it will return existed data or else an empty
object.

C. Save Lingo APIs
1. Web Service Name: wsMasterDataService
(a) Method Name: GetMasterDataBytableName
Parameters: string tableName, int columnID
Description: To Return masterData from tables tblMasterCountryData,
tblMasterMultiMediaTypes, tblMasterLanguages, tblMasterUserTypes,
tblMasterTribeData, tblMasterLocations, tblMasterContentCategories,
tblMasterDialects, tblMasterContentTypes.

2. Web Service Name: wsSaveLingoUserManagementService
(a) Method Name: InsertOrUpdateUserDetails
Parameters: As object to pass lstObjUserDetails
Description: Inserts the registration details and returns userID if exists, else
0. If
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Username already exists then returns -1 value.
(b) Method Name: AuthenticateUser
Parameters: string userName, string password, string deviceID, string
registerType, string activityDate.
Description: Authenticates the User and returns "unique ID” if exists, else
returns "Fail"
(c) Method Name: GetUserDetailsByUniqueID
Parameters: string uniqueID, string deviceID
Description: To Get User Details by UniqueID & DeviceID
3. Web Service Name: wsSaveLingoLangTranslateService
(a) Method Name: InsertOrUpdateLangTranslateDetails
Parameters: Object needs to be passed "lstObjLangTransDetails" &
"lstobjMedia" "lstObjLangTransDetails" values (langTranslateID,
contentTypeID, categoryID, langtoSaveID, contentTitle,
langtoSaveContentData, langtoTranslateID, langtoTranslateContentData,
editorApprovalStatus, dialectID, appTypeID, isActive, addedByID,
addedDate, capturedLat,
capturedLong, isEditor, isLangorMediaorSynonym)
& "lstobjMedia" values (multiMediaI, langTranslateID, multiMediaTypeID,
mediaURL, editorApprovalStatus, isActive, addedByID,
addedDate, capturedLat, capturedLong, isEditor, isLangorMediaorSynonym)
Description: This method is used to Insert language translate details and
media details.
(b) Method Name: InsertOrUpdateLangSynonymsData
Parameters: An object to be passed objLangSynonymsDetails
"objLangSynonymsDetails values (languageSynonymsLinkID,
languageTranslateID, languageTranslateSynonymsID,
editorApprovalStatus, isActive, addedByID, addedDate).
Description: This method is used to insert Language Synonyms Details.
(c) Method Name: InsertOrUpdateCurateApprovalStatus
Parameters: As object to pass objCurateData “objCurateData" values
(langorMediaorSynonymTransID, approvalstatus, rejectReason, approveNotes,
approvedorRejectedByID, isEditor, isLangorMediaorSynonym,
addedDateString)
Description: This method is used to Inserts curator’s approval status.
(d) Method Name: GetContentDataCountsByType
Parameters: int userID, string type
Description: To return content types and count by type ex: for curate, we
need to pass type as "Curate" and login userid.
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(e) Method Name: GetContentDataCountsByCategories
Parameters: int userID, string type, int contentTypeID
Description: To return Discover and Curate categories data by content type.
If we want curate info then pass type as "Curator" else, if it is for Discover
info then pass type as "Discover" for capture
(f) Method Name: GetLanguageTranslationDataByCategory
Parameters: int userID, string type, int contentTypeID, int categoryID.
Description: To get discover and curate language translation data by content
type and category. If we want curate info then pass type as "Curator" else
pass type as "Discover" for discover info.
(g) Method Name: InsertOrUpdateContentActivityStatus
Parameters: As object to pass objInfo "objInfo" values
(langorMediaorSynonymTransID, status, activityByID, activityType,
isLangorMediaorSynonym, addedDateString).
Description: To insert like and bookmark information for each user on each
data like word or media or synonym. If it is “like” information then pass
activityType ="1" and status="1" if “unlike” information then status="0" or
else if “bookmark” Information then pass activityType ="2"and status="1" if
removes bookmark
information then status="0".
(h) Method Name: GetLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails
Parameters: int userID, string type, int languageTranslateID
Description: To return discover or curator image data by transactionid
(i) Method Name: GetLanguageTranslationAudioDetails
Parameters: int userID, string type, int languageTranslateID
Description: To return discover or curator Audio data by transactionid.
(j) Method Name: GetLanguageTranslationImageDetails
Parameters: int userID, string type, int languageTranslateID
Description: To return discover or curator Image data by transactionid
(k) Method Name: GetLanguageTranslationVideoDetails
Parameters: int userID, string type, int languageTranslateID
Description: To return discover or curator Video data by transactionid.
(l) Method Name: UpdateMediaData
Parameters: UpdateMediaData as object to pass "lstobjMedia"
The following parameters must be passed to
lstobjMedia: multiMediaID; langTranslateID; multiMediaTypeID; mediaURL;
UpdateDateString; addedByID; isEditor.
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.Description: This method is used to Update Media data.
(m) Method Name: UpdateSetDefault
Parameters: int langTranslateID, int multiMediaID, int multiMediaTypeID
Description: To set the default image and audio paths to word, we need to
pass these parameters (langTranslateID, multiMediaID, multiMediaTypeID)
(4) Web Service Name: wsSaveLingoUserManagementService
(a) Method Name: userNameExistedOrNot
Parameters: Two individual parameters are (string userName, string
registerType)
Note: registerType="Application” and please follow the parameters order.
Description: Returns user Id more than 0 if username exist, else returns -1 if
Username doesn't exist.
(b) Method Name: updateUserPassword
Parameters: Four individual parameters are (int userID, string userName,
string passWord, string registerType)
Note: RegisterType="Application" and please follow the parameters order.
Description: Returns user Id more than 0 if it is updated password else
returns -1 if Password doesn't update.
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D. Core Classes, Functions and Components
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Web;
System.Web.Services;
System.Web.Script.Services;
SaveLingoAppLib.BLL;
SaveLingoAppLib.Utilities;

/// <summary>
/// Insert or update word language
or media data
/// </summary>
/// <param
name="lstObjLangTransDetails"></param>
/// <param
name="lstobjMedia"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public string
InsertOrUpdateLangTranslateDetails(List<cl
sLangTranslateBLL> lstObjLangTransDetails,
List<clsLangTranslateBLL> lstobjMedia)
{
string query = "";
try
{
if (lstObjLangTransDetails
!=null && lstObjLangTransDetails.Count >
0)
{
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/// <summary>
///To get discover or curator data
by content type and category
/// </summary>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public List<LanguageTransalation>
GetLanguageTranslationDataByCategory(int
userID, string type, int contentTypeID,
int categoryID)
{
try
{
LanguageTransalation
objBLL = new LanguageTransalation();
List<LanguageTransalation>
objLstData = new
List<LanguageTransalation>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetLanguageTranslationDataByCatego
ry(userID, type, contentTypeID,
categoryID);
//if (objLstData.Count >
0)
//{
// for (int i = 0; i <
objLstData.Count; i++)
// {
//
int id =
objLstData[i].languageTranslateID;
//
List<clsLanguage
TranslationMediaDetails>
objLstLangImageData =

clsLangTranslateBLL
objLangTransDetails = new
clsLangTranslateBLL();
clsLangTranslateBLL objBLL
= new clsLangTranslateBLL();
objLangTransDetails.lan
gTranslateID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langTranslateID;
objLangTransDetails.con
tentTypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].contentTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.cat
egoryID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].categoryID;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoSaveID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveID;
objLangTransDetails.con
tentTitle =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].contentTitle;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoSaveContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConten
tData;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoTranslateID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateI
D;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoTranslateContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateC
ontentData;
objLangTransDetails.edi
torApprovalStatus =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].editorApprovalSt
atus;
objLangTransDetails.dia
lectID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].dialectID;
objLangTransDetails.app
TypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].appTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.isA
ctive =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].isActive;
objLangTransDetails.add
edByID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].addedByID;
objLangTransDetails.isE
ditor =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].isEditor;
objLangTransDetails.isL
angorMediaForLang =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].isLangorMediaFor
Lang;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoSaveContentDataTitle =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConten
tDataTitle;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoTranslateContentDataTitle =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateC
ontentDataTitle;
objLangTransDetails.vid
eoURL =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL;
objLangTransDetails.web
URL = lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL;
objLangTransDetails.pdf =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].pdf;
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GetLanguageTranslationImageDetails(userID
, type, id);
//
string imgPath =
"";
//
for (int j = 0; j
< objLstLangImageData.Count; j++)
//
{
//
imgPath =
objLstLangImageData[j].mediaURL;
//
if
(imgPath.Length > 0)
//
{
//
imgPath =
imgPath +"|"+
objLstLangImageData[j].mediaURL;
//
}
//
else
//
{
//
imgPath =
objLstLangImageData[j].mediaURL;
//
}
//
}
//
if(imgPath.Length>
0)
//
objLstData[i].
imageAllUrlPath = imgPath;
//
}
//}
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetLanguageTranslationDataByCategory.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}

//To insert or update content
activity status data
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public int
InsertOrUpdateContentActivityStatus(List<
ContentActivityDataInfo> objInfo)
{
try
{
ContentActivityDataInfo
objContentDetails = new
ContentActivityDataInfo();
ContentActivityDataInfo
objBLL = new ContentActivityDataInfo();
objContentDetails.langorMedia
orSynonymTransID =
objInfo[0].langorMediaorSynonymTransID;
objContentDetails.status =
objInfo[0].status;
objContentDetails.activity
ByID = objInfo[0].activityByID;
objContentDetails.activity
Type = objInfo[0].activityType;
objContentDetails.isLangor
MediaorSynonym =
objInfo[0].isLangorMediaorSynonym;
DateTime AddedDate = new
DateTime();
if

DateTime AddedDate =
new DateTime();
if
(lstObjLangTransDetails[0].AddDateString
!= null &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].AddDateString.To
String() != "")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(lstObjLangTransDetails
[0].AddDateString.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invariant
Culture);
objLangTransDetails
.addedDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objLangTransDetails
.addedDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-11900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objLangTransDetails.cap
turedLat =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].capturedLat;
objLangTransDetails.cap
turedLong =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].capturedLong;
List<clsLangTranslateBL
L> objlstData = new
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>();
int langTranslateID =
0;
objlstData =
objBLL.CheckForLangTransDataExist(objLangT
ransDetails);
if
(lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langTranslateID
== 0)
{
if
(objlstData.Count > 0)
{
langTranslateID
= objlstData[0].languageTranslateID;
if
(lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL.ToString
().Trim() != "" ||
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "" ||
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "")
{
query =
"Update tblLanguageContent set ";
if
(objlstData[0].webURL.ToString().Trim() ==
"" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL.ToString(
).Trim() != "")
{
query =
query + " webURL='" +
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL.ToString(
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(objInfo[0].AddDateString != null &&
objInfo[0].AddDateString.ToString() !=
"")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(objInfo[0].AddDateStr
ing.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invarian
tCulture);
objContentDetails.adde
dDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objContentDetails.adde
dDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
int rows =
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateContentActivityStatu
s(objContentDetails);
return rows;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in InsertOrUpdateContentActivityStatus of
webservice. Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
///To get discover or curator
Synonym data by transactionid
/// </summary>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public
List<clsLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails
>
GetLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails(int
userID, string type, int
languageTranslateID)
{
try
{
clsLanguageTranslationSyno
nymDetails objBLL = new
clsLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails();
List<clsLanguageTranslatio
nSynonymDetails> objLstData = new
List<clsLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails
>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetLanguageTranslationSynonymDetai
ls(userID, type, languageTranslateID);
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetLanguageTranslationSynonymDetails.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}

).Trim() + "',";
}
if
(objlstData[0].pdf.ToString().Trim() == ""
&& lstObjLangTransDetails[0].pdf.ToString
().Trim() != "")
{
query =
query + " pdf='" +
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].pdf.ToString().T
rim() + "',";
}
if
(objlstData[0].videoURL.ToString().Trim()
== "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "")
{
query =
query + " videoURL='" +
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() + "',";
}
if
(objlstData[0].langtoSaveContentDataTitle.
ToString().Trim() == "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConten
tDataTitle.ToString().Trim() != "")
{
query =
query + " ContentDataTitle='" +
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConten
tDataTitle.ToString().Trim() + "',";
}
query =
query.Substring(0, query.Length - 1) + "
where languageContentID=" +
objlstData[0].saveLangContentID;
objBLL.Inse
rtOrUpdateLangWebVideoPdfData(query);
}
query = "";
if
(objlstData[0].langtoTranslateContentDataT
itle.ToString().Trim() == "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateC
ontentDataTitle.ToString().Trim() != "")
{
query =
"Update tblLanguageContent set ";
query =
query + " ContentDataTitle='" +
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateC
ontentDataTitle.ToString().Trim()+"'" ;
query =
query.Substring(0, query.Length - 1) + "
where languageContentID=" +
objlstData[0].translateLangContentID;
objBLL.Inse
rtOrUpdateLangWebVideoPdfData(query);
}
}
else
{
langTranslateID
=
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTranslateDetails(
objLangTransDetails);
}
}
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/// <summary>
///To get discover or curator
Audio data by transactionid
/// </summary>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>
GetLanguageTranslationAudioDetails(int
userID, string type, int
languageTranslateID)
{
try
{
LanguageTranslationMediaDe
tails objBLL = new
LanguageTranslationMediaDetails();
List<LanguageTranslationMe
diaDetails> objLstData = new
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetLanguageTranslationAudioDetails
(userID, type, languageTranslateID);
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetLanguageTranslationAudioDetails.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
///To get discover or curator
Image data by transactionid
/// </summary>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>
GetLanguageTranslationImageDetails(int
userID, string type, int
languageTranslateID)
{
try
{
LanguageTranslationMediaDe
tails objBLL = new
LanguageTranslationMediaDetails();
List<LanguageTranslationMedia
Details> objLstData = new
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetLanguageTranslationImageDetails
(userID, type, languageTranslateID);
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetLanguageTranslationImageDetails.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
///To get discover or curator
Video data by transactionid

else
{
if
(objlstData.Count > 0)
{
if
(lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL.ToString
().Trim() != "" ||
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "" ||
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "")
{
if
(objlstData[0].webURL.ToString().Trim() ==
"" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].webURL.ToString(
).Trim() != "")
{
objLang
TransDetails.webURL=lstObjLangTransDetails
[0].webURL.ToString().Trim();
}
if
(objlstData[0].pdf.ToString().Trim() == ""
&& lstObjLangTransDetails[0].pdf.ToString
().Trim() != "")
{
objLang
TransDetails.pdf=lstObjLangTransDetails[0]
.pdf.ToString().Trim();
}
if
(objlstData[0].videoURL.ToString().Trim()
== "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].videoURL.ToStrin
g().Trim() != "")
{
objLang
TransDetails.videoURL=lstObjLangTransDetai
ls[0].videoURL.ToString().Trim();
}
if
(objlstData[0].langtoSaveContentDataTitle.
ToString().Trim() == "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConten
tDataTitle.ToString().Trim() != "")
{
objLang
TransDetails.langtoSaveContentDataTitle=ls
tObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveContentD
ataTitle.ToString().Trim();
}
}
if
(objlstData[0].langtoTranslateContentDataT
itle.ToString().Trim() == "" &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateC
ontentDataTitle.ToString().Trim() != "")
{
objLangTran
sDetails.langtoTranslateContentDataTitle=l
stObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslateCo
ntentDataTitle.ToString().Trim();
}
}
langTranslateID =
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTranslateDetails(
objLangTransDetails);
}
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/// </summary>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>
GetLanguageTranslationVideoDetails(int
userID, string type, int
languageTranslateID)
{
try
{
LanguageTranslationMediaDe
tails objBLL = new
LanguageTranslationMediaDetails();
List<LanguageTranslationMe
diaDetails> objLstData = new
List<LanguageTranslationMediaDetails>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetLanguageTranslationVideoDetails
(userID, type, languageTranslateID);
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetLanguageTranslationVideoDetails.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
///To update media data
/// </summary>
[WebMethod(enableSession:
true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public string
UpdateMediaData(List<clsLangTranslateBLL>
lstobjMedia)
{
try
{
clsLangTranslateBLL
objMedia = new clsLangTranslateBLL();
clsLangTranslateBLL objBLL
= new clsLangTranslateBLL();
objMedia.multiMediaID =
lstobjMedia[0].multiMediaID;
objMedia.langTranslateID =
lstobjMedia[0].langTranslateID;
objMedia.multiMediaTypeID
= lstobjMedia[0].multiMediaTypeID;
objMedia.mediaURL =
lstobjMedia[0].mediaURL;
DateTime UpdatedDate = new
DateTime();
if
(lstobjMedia[0].UpdateDateString != null
&&
lstobjMedia[0].UpdateDateString.ToString(
) != "")
{
UpdatedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(lstobjMedia[0].Update
DateString.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invarian
tCulture);

if

objMedia.addedDate =

(lstobjMedia.Count > 0)

UpdatedDate;
{

}
else
{

for (int i = 0;
i < lstobjMedia.Count; i++)
{
clsLangTran
slateBLL objMedia = new
clsLangTranslateBLL();
objMedia.mu
ltiMediaID = 0;
objMedia.la
ngTranslateID = langTranslateID;
objMedia.mu
ltiMediaTypeID =
lstobjMedia[i].multiMediaTypeID;
objMedia.me
diaURL = lstobjMedia[i].mediaURL;
objMedia.ed
itorApprovalStatus = "";
objMedia.is
Active = 1;
objMedia.ad
dedByID = lstobjMedia[i].addedByID;
if
(lstobjMedia[i].AddDateString != null &&
lstobjMedia[i].AddDateString.ToString() !=
"")
{
AddedDate
=
DateTime.ParseExact(lstobjMedia[i].AddDate
String.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invariant
Culture);
objMedi
a.addedDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objMedi
a.addedDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-11900");
AddedDa
te = Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objMedia.ca
pturedLat = lstobjMedia[i].capturedLat;
objMedia.ca
pturedLong = lstobjMedia[i].capturedLong;
objMedia.is
Editor = lstobjMedia[i].isEditor;
objMedia.is
LangorMediaForMedia =
lstobjMedia[i].isLangorMediaForMedia;
//
Commented and added by Raju on 07-01-2015
for if the media already existed then
don't alow to the multiple insertion
//int rows
=
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData(ob
jMedia);
List<clsLan
gTranslateBLL> objlstMediaData = new
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>();
objlstMedia
Data =
objBLL.CheckForLangTransMediaDataExist(obj
Media);
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objMedia.addedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
UpdatedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objMedia.editorApprovalSta
tus = "";
objMedia.capturedLat = 0;
objMedia.capturedLong = 0;
objMedia.addedByID =
lstobjMedia[0].addedByID;
objMedia.isActive = 1;
objMedia.isEditor =
lstobjMedia[0].isEditor;
objMedia.isLangorMediaForM
edia = 1;
return
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData(o
bjMedia)+"";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
//return "Fail Error : " +
ex.Message;
throw new Exception("Error
in UpdateMediaData of webservice.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
///To set the default image and
audio paths to word and pass these
parameters (langTranslateID,
multiMediaID, multiMediaTypeID)
/// </summary>
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public string UpdateSetDefault(int
langTranslateID, int multiMediaID, int
multiMediaTypeID)
{
try
{
clsLangTranslateBLL objBLL
= new clsLangTranslateBLL();
return
objBLL.UpdateSetDefault(langTranslateID,
multiMediaID, multiMediaTypeID) + "";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
//return "Fail Error : " +
ex.Message;
throw new Exception("Error
in UpdateSetDefault of webservice.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
/// To check the language existed
or not.If existed then return existed

if
(objlstMediaData.Count == 0)
{
int
rows =
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData(ob
jMedia);
}
//--------------------------------------------------------------}
}
return
langTranslateID + "";
//Commented By Raju
on 24-12-2015 For duplication is handling
at front end
// }
}
else
{
clsLangTranslateBLL
objBLL = new clsLangTranslateBLL();
int mediaId = 0;
if (lstobjMedia.Count >
0)
{
for (int i = 0; i <
lstobjMedia.Count; i++)
{
clsLangTranslat
eBLL objMedia = new clsLangTranslateBLL();
//objMedia.mult
iMediaID = lstobjMedia[i].multiMediaID;
objMedia.multiM
ediaID = 0;
objMedia.langTr
anslateID =
lstobjMedia[i].langTranslateID;
objMedia.multiM
ediaTypeID =
lstobjMedia[i].multiMediaTypeID;
objMedia.mediaU
RL = lstobjMedia[i].mediaURL;
objMedia.editor
ApprovalStatus = "";
objMedia.isActi
ve = 1;
objMedia.addedB
yID = lstobjMedia[i].addedByID;
DateTime
AddedDate = new DateTime();
if
(lstobjMedia[i].AddDateString != null &&
lstobjMedia[i].AddDateString.ToString() !=
"")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(lstobjMedia[i].AddDate
String.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invariant
Culture);
objMedia.ad
dedDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
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data otherwise empty object
/// </summary>
/// <param
name="lstObjLangTransDetails"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public List<clsLangTranslateBLL>
CheckForLangTransDataExist(List<clsLangTr
anslateBLL> lstObjLangTransDetails)
{
try
{
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>
objlstData = new
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>();
if (lstObjLangTransDetails
!= null && lstObjLangTransDetails.Count >
0)
{
clsLangTranslateBLL
objLangTransDetails = new
clsLangTranslateBLL();
clsLangTranslateBLL
objBLL = new clsLangTranslateBLL();
objLangTransDetails.la
ngTranslateID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langTranslateID
;
objLangTransDetails.cont
entTypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].contentTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.ca
tegoryID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].categoryID;
objLangTransDetails.la
ngtoSaveContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConte
ntData;
objLangTransDetails.la
ngtoTranslateContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslate
ContentData;
objLangTransDetails.di
alectID = 0;
objLangTransDetails.ap
pTypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].appTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.is
Active = 1;
objlstData =
objBLL.CheckForLangTransDataExist(objLang
TransDetails);
}
return objlstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in CheckForLangTransDataExist of
webservice. Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Update the content data for
synonym
/// If the content data is existed

objMedia.add
edDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objMedia.addedD
ate = AddedDate;
objMedia.captured
Lat = lstobjMedia[i].capturedLat;
objMedia.captur
edLong = lstobjMedia[i].capturedLong;
objMedia.isEdit
or = lstobjMedia[i].isEditor;
objMedia.isLang
orMediaForMedia =
lstobjMedia[i].isLangorMediaForMedia;
// Commented
and added by Raju on 07-01-2015 for if the
media already existed then don't alow to
the multiple insertion
//return
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData(ob
jMedia)+"";
mediaId =
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangTransMediaData(ob
jMedia);
}
//Added on 07-012015
return mediaId +
"";
}
}
return "0";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
return ex.Message + "
:
check Error1 :: " + query;
//throw new
Exception("Error in
InsertOrUpdateLangTranslateDetails of
webservice. Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Insert or update synonym data
/// </summary>
/// <param
name="objLangSynonymsDetails"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public string
InsertOrUpdateLangSynonymsData(List<clsLan
gTranslateBLL> objLangSynonymsDetails)
{
try
{
clsLangTranslateBLL
objSynonymsDetails = new
clsLangTranslateBLL();
clsLangTranslateBLL objBLL
= new clsLangTranslateBLL();
objSynonymsDetails.language
SynonymsLinkID =
objLangSynonymsDetails[0].languageSynonyms
LinkID;
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then returns -1 other wise (if return
value is 0 then that word is already
approved) update the existed data and
returns langTranslateID.
/// </summary>
/// <param
name="languageTranslateID"></param>
/// <param
name="langtoSaveContentData"></param>
/// <param
name="langtoTranslateContentData"></param
>
/// <returns></returns>
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public string
UpdateLangSynonymsData(List<clsLangTransl
ateBLL> lstObjLangTransDetails)
{
try
{
clsLangTranslateBLL objBLL
= new clsLangTranslateBLL();
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>
objlstData = new
List<clsLangTranslateBLL>();
if (lstObjLangTransDetails
!= null && lstObjLangTransDetails.Count >
0)
{
clsLangTranslateBLL
objLangTransDetails = new
clsLangTranslateBLL();
objLangTransDetails.la
ngTranslateID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langTranslateID
;
objLangTransDetails.la
nguageTranslateID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langTranslateID
;
objLangTransDetails.co
ntentTypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].contentTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.ca
tegoryID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].categoryID;
objLangTransDetails.la
ngtoSaveContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoSaveConte
ntData;
objLangTransDetails.lan
gtoTranslateContentData =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].langtoTranslate
ContentData;
objLangTransDetails.di
alectID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].dialectID;
objLangTransDetails.ap
pTypeID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].appTypeID;
objLangTransDetails.is
Active =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].isActive;
objLangTransDetails.ed
itorApprovalStatus =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].editorApprovalS
tatus;
objLangTransDetails.is

objSynonymsDetails.language
TranslateID =
objLangSynonymsDetails[0].languageTranslat
eID;
objSynonymsDetails.language
TranslateSynonymsID =
objLangSynonymsDetails[0].languageTranslat
eSynonymsID;
objSynonymsDetails.editorAp
provalStatus =
objLangSynonymsDetails[0].editorApprovalSt
atus;
objSynonymsDetails.isActive
= objLangSynonymsDetails[0].isActive;
objSynonymsDetails.addedByI
D = objLangSynonymsDetails[0].addedByID;
DateTime AddedDate = new
DateTime();
if
(objLangSynonymsDetails[0].AddDateString
!= null &&
objLangSynonymsDetails[0].AddDateString.To
String() != "")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(objLangSynonymsDetails
[0].AddDateString.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invariant
Culture);
objSynonymsDetails.adde
dDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objSynonymsDetails.adde
dDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objSynonymsDetails.isEditor
= objLangSynonymsDetails[0].isEditor;
return
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateLangSynonymsData(objS
ynonymsDetails)+"";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
return "Error fail : " +
ex.Message;
//throw new
Exception("Error in
InsertOrUpdateLangSynonymsData of
webservice. Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}

Editor =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].isEditor;
objLangTransDetails.ad
dedByID =
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].addedByID;
DateTime AddedDate =
new DateTime();
if
(lstObjLangTransDetails[0].AddDateString
!= null &&
lstObjLangTransDetails[0].AddDateString.T
oString() != "")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(lstObjLangTransDetail
s[0].AddDateString.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invarian
tCulture);
objLangTransDetail
s.addedDate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objLangTransDetail
s.addedDate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-11900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
objlstData =
objBLL.CheckForLangTransDataExist(objLang
TransDetails);
if (objlstData != null
&& objlstData.Count > 0)
{
return "-1";
}
else
{
return
objBLL.UpdateLangSynonymsData(objLangTran
sDetails) + "";
}
}
return "0";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
return "Fail Error : " +
ex.Message;

//To insert or update curate
approval status data
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =
ResponseFormat.Json)]
public int
InsertOrUpdateCurateApprovalStatus(List<Cu
rateApprovalInfo> objCurateData)
{
try
{
CurateApprovalInfo
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//throw new
Exception("Error in
UpdateLangSynonymsData of webservice.
Details:" + ex.Message);
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Get app feedback about urls.
/// </summary>
/// <param
name="appTypeID"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
[ScriptMethod(ResponseFormat =

objCurateDetails = new
CurateApprovalInfo();
CurateApprovalInfo objBLL =
new CurateApprovalInfo();
objCurateDetails.langorMedi
aorSynonymTransID =
objCurateData[0].langorMediaorSynonymTrans
ID;
objCurateDetails.approvalst
atus = objCurateData[0].approvalstatus;
objCurateDetails.rejectReas
on = objCurateData[0].rejectReason;
objCurateDetails.approveNot
es = objCurateData[0].approveNotes;
objCurateDetails.approvedorRej
ectedByID =
objCurateData[0].approvedorRejectedByID;
objCurateDetails.isEditor =
objCurateData[0].isEditor;
objCurateDetails.isLangorMe
diaorSynonym =
objCurateData[0].isLangorMediaorSynonym;
DateTime AddedDate = new
DateTime();
if
(objCurateData[0].addedDateString != null
&&
objCurateData[0].addedDateString.ToString(
) != "")
{
AddedDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(objCurateData[0].added
DateString.Trim(), "dd-MM-yyyy
HH:mm:ss.fff",
System.Globalization.CultureInfo.Invariant
Culture);
objCurateDetails.addedD
ate = AddedDate;
}
else
{
objCurateDetails.addedD
ate = Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
AddedDate =
Convert.ToDateTime("1-1-1900");
}
int rows =
objBLL.InsertOrUpdateCurateApprovalStatus(
objCurateDetails);
return rows;
}
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ResponseFormat.Json)]
[WebMethod(enableSession: true)]
public List<AppUrlDetails>
GetAppUrlDetails(int appTypeID)
{
try
{
AppUrlDetails objBLL = new
AppUrlDetails();
List<AppUrlDetails>
objLstData = new List<AppUrlDetails>();
objLstData =
objBLL.GetAppUrlDetails(appTypeID);
return objLstData;
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
throw new Exception("Error
in GetAppUrlDetails. Details:" +
ex.Message);
}
}

E. Save Lingo Application Code
//Handling button clicks in the screen Next / Cancel
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
switch (v.getId()) {
case R.id.next:
if(isDuplicateCheckCompleted){
//Validating Input fields
validateFields();
}
else{
if(validateDuplicateCheckIn
puts()){
if(!(dbController.check
Open()))
openDB();
Cursor
userCur=dbController.getUserRecord(userNam
e);
Log.i(TAG, "rec count
is:"+userCur.getCount());
if(userCur.moveToFirst(
)) {
do {
captureData.set
AppTypeID(userCur.getInt(userCur.getColumn
Index(SaveLingoDBConstant.COLUMN_APPTYPE_I
D)));
}while(userCur.move
ToNext());
}
userCur.close();
isInternetPresent=connD
etector.isConnectingToInternet();
if(isInternetPresent){
AppUtils.showProgre
ssDialog("Record is verifying in database.
Please wait...");
//
progressDialog =
ProgressDialog.show(this, "", "Record is
verifying in database. Please wait...");
serverCheckForLangT
ransDataExistCall();
}
else{
updateGUIAfterDupli
cationCheck();
txtDuplicate.setTex
t("* Please note if this word translation
already exists in our database, provided
video URL, web URL and PDF attachments
will be ignored while we synchronise data
back to server.");
txtDuplicate.setVis
ibility(View.VISIBLE);
}
}
}
break;
case R.id.cancel:
//Showing confirmation alert
before cancelling.
showCancelAlertDialog();
break;
default:
break;
}
}

//Handling button clicks in the screen Next / Cancel
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
switch (v.getId()) {
case R.id.next:
if(isDuplicateCheckCompleted){
//Validating Input fields
validateFields();
}
else{
if(validateDuplicateCheckIn
puts()){
if(!(dbController.check
Open()))
openDB();
Cursor
userCur=dbController.getUserRecord(userNam
e);
Log.i(TAG, "rec count
is:"+userCur.getCount());
if(userCur.moveToFirst(
)) {
do {
captureData.set
AppTypeID(userCur.getInt(userCur.getColumn
Index(SaveLingoDBConstant.COLUMN_APPTYPE_I
D)));
}while(userCur.move
ToNext());
}
userCur.close();
isInternetPresent=connD
etector.isConnectingToInternet();
if(isInternetPresent){
AppUtils.showProgre
ssDialog("Record is verifying in database.
Please wait...");
//
progressDialog =
ProgressDialog.show(this, "", "Record is
verifying in database. Please wait...");
serverCheckForLangT
ransDataExistCall();
}
else{
updateGUIAfterDupli
cationCheck();
txtDuplicate.setTex
t("* Please note if this word translation
already exists in our database, provided
video URL, web URL and PDF attachments
will be ignored while we synchronise data
back to server.");
txtDuplicate.setVis
ibility(View.VISIBLE);
}
}
}
break;
case R.id.cancel:
//Showing confirmation alert
before cancelling.
showCancelAlertDialog();
break;
default:
break;
}
}
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private void validateFields() {
boolean validateStatus=false;
if((userData.getContentTypeID()==3)
||(userData.getContentTypeID()==4)){
if(validateStorySongInputs())
validateStatus=true;
else
validateStatus=false;
}
else{
if(validateInputs())
validateStatus=true;
else
validateStatus=false;
}

private void validateFields() {
boolean validateStatus=false;
if((userData.getContentTypeID()==3)
||(userData.getContentTypeID()==4)){
if(validateStorySongInputs())
validateStatus=true;
else
validateStatus=false;
}
else{
if(validateInputs())
validateStatus=true;
else
validateStatus=false;
}

if(validateStatus) {
userData.setDuplicateRecID(dupl
icateRecTranslateID); //it stores 0 for
new record, server translate id for
duplicate rec
//
userData.setLangSaveContent(et
SaveLang.getText().toString());
//
userData.setLangTranslateConte
nt(etTranslateLang.getText().toString());
//
userData.setLangtoSaveContentD
ataTitle(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toStrin
g());
//
userData.setLangtoTranslateCon
tentDataTitle(etTranslateLangTitle.getText
().toString());
userData.setLangSaveContent(etS
aveLang.getText().toString().trim());
userData.setLangTranslateConten
t(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tri
m());
userData.setLangtoSaveContentDa
taTitle(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toString
().trim());
userData.setLangtoTranslateCont
entDataTitle(etTranslateLangTitle.getText(
).toString().trim());
int
selectedRadioID=radioDialectGroup.getCheck
edRadioButtonId();
int
radioBtnPos=radioDialectGroup.indexOfChild
(radioDialectGroup.findViewById(selectedRa
dioID));
userData.setDialectID(selectedR
adioID);
userData.setDialectName(dialect
Names.get(radioBtnPos));
userData.setVideoUrl(etVideoUrl
.getText().toString().trim());
userData.setWebUrl(etWebUrl.get
Text().toString().trim());
userData.setDuplicatePDFString(
pdfURLString);
captureData.setDialectIDs(diale
ctIDs);
captureData.setDialectNames(dia
lectNames);
moveToMediaActivity(); //moves
to next media capture screen
}
}

if(validateStatus) {
userData.setDuplicateRecID(dupl
icateRecTranslateID); //it stores 0 for
new record, server translate id for
duplicate rec
//
userData.setLangSaveContent(et
SaveLang.getText().toString());
//
userData.setLangTranslateConte
nt(etTranslateLang.getText().toString());
//
userData.setLangtoSaveContentD
ataTitle(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toStrin
g());
//
userData.setLangtoTranslateCon
tentDataTitle(etTranslateLangTitle.getText
().toString());
userData.setLangSaveContent(etS
aveLang.getText().toString().trim());
userData.setLangTranslateConten
t(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tri
m());
userData.setLangtoSaveContentDa
taTitle(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toString
().trim());
userData.setLangtoTranslateCont
entDataTitle(etTranslateLangTitle.getText(
).toString().trim());
int
selectedRadioID=radioDialectGroup.getCheck
edRadioButtonId();
int
radioBtnPos=radioDialectGroup.indexOfChild
(radioDialectGroup.findViewById(selectedRa
dioID));
userData.setDialectID(selectedR
adioID);
userData.setDialectName(dialect
Names.get(radioBtnPos));
userData.setVideoUrl(etVideoUrl
.getText().toString().trim());
userData.setWebUrl(etWebUrl.get
Text().toString().trim());
userData.setDuplicatePDFString(
pdfURLString);
captureData.setDialectIDs(diale
ctIDs);
captureData.setDialectNames(dia
lectNames);
moveToMediaActivity(); //moves
to next media capture screen
}
}

private void moveToSliderActivity() {
Intent intent = new Intent(this,

private void moveToSliderActivity() {
Intent intent = new Intent(this,
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SliderActivity.class);
intent.setFlags(Intent.FLAG_ACTIVIT
Y_CLEAR_TOP);
startActivity(intent);
finish();
}

SliderActivity.class);
intent.setFlags(Intent.FLAG_ACTIVIT
Y_CLEAR_TOP);
startActivity(intent);
finish();
}

private void moveToMediaActivity() {
Intent intent = new
Intent(this,CaptureMediaEntryActivity.clas
s);
if(linkSynonym)
intent.putExtra("DiscoverMainTr
anslateID",discoverMainTranslateID);
startActivity(intent);
}

private void moveToMediaActivity() {
Intent intent = new
Intent(this,CaptureMediaEntryActivity.clas
s);
if(linkSynonym)
intent.putExtra("DiscoverMainTr
anslateID",discoverMainTranslateID);
startActivity(intent);
}

private boolean
validateDuplicateCheckInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru
e);
tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr
im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
retVal=true;
}
return retVal;
}

private boolean
validateDuplicateCheckInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru
e);
tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr
im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
retVal=true;
}
return retVal;
}

private boolean validateInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru
e);
tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr

private boolean validateInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru
e);
tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr
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im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else
if(!(getVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim
().equals(""))){
Log.i(TAG, "video url is not
blank");
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.matcher(e
tVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim()).mat
ches())){
Log.i(TAG,"video url is
matching to weburl format");
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled
(true);
tilVideoUrl.setError("Pleas
e enter valid video URL");
tilVideoUrl.requestFocus();
retVal=false;
}
else
retVal=true;
}
else {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
retVal=true;
}
return retVal;
}

im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else
if(!(getVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim
().equals(""))){
Log.i(TAG, "video url is not
blank");
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.matcher(e
tVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim()).mat
ches())){
Log.i(TAG,"video url is
matching to weburl format");
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled
(true);
tilVideoUrl.setError("Pleas
e enter valid video URL");
tilVideoUrl.requestFocus();
retVal=false;
}
else
retVal=true;
}
else {
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
retVal=true;
}
return retVal;
}

private boolean
validateStorySongInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toString().trim
().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(true);
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setError(
"Please enter "+
userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName()+" Title");
tilSaveLangMultiInput.requestFo
cus();
retVal = false;
}
else if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru

private boolean
validateStorySongInputs() {
boolean retVal = false;
if
(etSaveLangTitle.getText().toString().trim
().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(true);
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setError(
"Please enter "+
userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName()+" Title");
tilSaveLangMultiInput.requestFo
cus();
retVal = false;
}
else if
(etSaveLang.getText().toString().trim().le
ngth() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(tru
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e);

e);

tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLangTitle.getText().toString
().trim().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rrorEnabled(true);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rror("Please enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName()+" Title");
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.requ
estFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr
im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else{
boolean isVideoUrlValid=false;
boolean isWebUrlValid=false;

tilSaveLang.setError("Please
enter "+ userData.getSaveLangName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLang.requestFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLangTitle.getText().toString
().trim().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rrorEnabled(true);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rror("Please enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName()+" Title");
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.requ
estFocus();
retVal = false;
}
else
if(etTranslateLang.getText().toString().tr
im().length() == 0) {
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setErrorE
nabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled(fal
se);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setE
rrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEnable
d(true);
tilTranslateLang.setError("Plea
se enter "+
userData.getTranslateLanName()+" "+
userData.getContentTypeName());
tilTranslateLang.requestFocus()
;
retVal = false;
}
else{
boolean isVideoUrlValid=false;
boolean isWebUrlValid=false;

if(!(getVideoUrl.getText().toSt
ring().trim().equals(""))){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setEr
rorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.
setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEn
abled(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.match
er(etVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim())
.matches())){
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEna
bled(true);
tilVideoUrl.setError("P
lease enter valid Video URL");
tilVideoUrl.requestFocu
s();
retVal=false;
}
else{
Log.i(TAG,"valid video
url is entered");

if(!(getVideoUrl.getText().toSt
ring().trim().equals(""))){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setEr
rorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.
setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEn
abled(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.match
er(etVideoUrl.getText().toString().trim())
.matches())){
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEna
bled(true);
tilVideoUrl.setError("P
lease enter valid Video URL");
tilVideoUrl.requestFocu
s();
retVal=false;
}
else{
Log.i(TAG,"valid video
url is entered");
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isVideoUrlValid=true;

isVideoUrlValid=true;

}

}

}
else{
isVideoUrlValid=true;
Log.i(TAG,"videourl is

}
else{
isVideoUrlValid=true;
Log.i(TAG,"videourl is

blank");

blank");
}

}

if(isVideoUrlValid){
if(!(etWebUrl.getText().toS
tring().trim().equals(""))){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.s
etErrorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEna
bled(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiIn
put.setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErr
orEnabled(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEna
bled(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.m
atcher(etWebUrl.getText().toString().trim(
)).matches())){
tilWebUrl.setErrorE
nabled(true);
tilWebUrl.setError(
"Please enter valid Web URL");
tilWebUrl.requestFo
cus();
retVal=false;
}
else{
isWebUrlValid=true;
Log.i(TAG,"valid
web url is entered");
}
}
else{
Log.i(TAG,"weburl is
blank");
isWebUrlValid=true;
}
}

if(isVideoUrlValid){
if(!(etWebUrl.getText().toS
tring().trim().equals(""))){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.s
etErrorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEna
bled(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiIn
put.setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErr
orEnabled(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEna
bled(false);
if(!(Patterns.WEB_URL.m
atcher(etWebUrl.getText().toString().trim(
)).matches())){
tilWebUrl.setErrorE
nabled(true);
tilWebUrl.setError(
"Please enter valid Web URL");
tilWebUrl.requestFo
cus();
retVal=false;
}
else{
isWebUrlValid=true;
Log.i(TAG,"valid
web url is entered");
}
}
else{
Log.i(TAG,"weburl is
blank");
isWebUrlValid=true;
}
}

if(isVideoUrlValid &&
isWebUrlValid){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setEr
rorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.
setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEn
abled(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilWebUrl.setErrorEnabled(f
alse);
retVal=true;
}
}
return retVal;
}

if(isVideoUrlValid &&
isWebUrlValid){
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setEr
rorEnabled(false);
tilSaveLang.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.
setErrorEnabled(false);
tilTranslateLang.setErrorEn
abled(false);
tilVideoUrl.setErrorEnabled
(false);
tilWebUrl.setErrorEnabled(f
alse);
retVal=true;
}
}
return retVal;
}

//Creating dialect
radio buttons dynamically
createDialectRadioButto
ns();

//Creating dialect
radio buttons dynamically
createDialectRadioButto
ns();
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}
else{

}
else{

//
Toast.makeText(getAppl
icationContext(),"The dialect information
is not available.",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
Snackbar snackbar =
Snackbar.make(coordinatorLayout, "The
dialect information is not available",
Snackbar.LENGTH_SHORT);
snackbar.show();
}
}
}, new Response.ErrorListener() {
@Override
public void
onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
//If the response is not
getting, then get dialect data from local
db.
Log.d(TAG,
"onErrorResponse:" + error);
getLocalDBDialects();
//
progressDialog.dismiss();
AppUtils.dismissProgressDia
log();
if (error.networkResponse
!= null) {
Log.d(TAG,"Error
Response code: " +
error.networkResponse.statusCode);
}
}
});
jsonRequest.setRetryPolicy(new
DefaultRetryPolicy(3000,3,2));
jsonRequest.setTag("CaptureEntryFra
gment");
mQueue.add(jsonRequest);
}

//
Toast.makeText(getAppl
icationContext(),"The dialect information
is not available.",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
Snackbar snackbar =
Snackbar.make(coordinatorLayout, "The
dialect information is not available",
Snackbar.LENGTH_SHORT);
snackbar.show();
}
}
}, new Response.ErrorListener() {
@Override
public void
onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
//If the response is not
getting, then get dialect data from local
db.
Log.d(TAG,
"onErrorResponse:" + error);
getLocalDBDialects();
//
progressDialog.dismiss();
AppUtils.dismissProgressDia
log();
if (error.networkResponse
!= null) {
Log.d(TAG,"Error
Response code: " +
error.networkResponse.statusCode);
}
}
});
jsonRequest.setRetryPolicy(new
DefaultRetryPolicy(3000,3,2));
jsonRequest.setTag("CaptureEntryFra
gment");
mQueue.add(jsonRequest);
}

@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
closeDB();
super.onDestroy();
}

@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
closeDB();
super.onDestroy();
}

private void showCancelAlertDialog() {
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new
AlertDialog.Builder(this);
builder.setMessage("Are you sure
you want to Cancel?")
.setCancelable(false)
.setPositiveButton("Yes",
new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
public void
onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int id) {
dialog.cancel();
moveToSliderActivity
();
}
})
.setNegativeButton("No", new
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
public void
onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int id) {
dialog.cancel();
}
});

private void showCancelAlertDialog() {
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new
AlertDialog.Builder(this);
builder.setMessage("Are you sure
you want to Cancel?")
.setCancelable(false)
.setPositiveButton("Yes",
new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
public void
onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int id) {
dialog.cancel();
moveToSliderActivity
();
}
})
.setNegativeButton("No", new
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
public void
onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int id) {
dialog.cancel();
}
});
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AlertDialog alert =
builder.create();
alert.show();
}

AlertDialog alert =
builder.create();
alert.show();
}

updateGUIAfterDupli

updateGUIAfterDupli

cationCheck();

cationCheck();

txtDuplicate.setText("*
Please note this word translation already
exists in curate or Discover section, the
newly added data will be appended to the
existing record.");
txtDuplicate.setVisibil
ity(View.VISIBLE);
}
else {
updateGUIAfterDuplicati
onCheck();
//
Toast.makeText(getAppl
icationContext(),"Duplication of this
record is not available in database.",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
Snackbar snackbar =
Snackbar.make(coordinatorLayout,
"Duplication of this record is not
available in database",
Snackbar.LENGTH_SHORT);
snackbar.show();
}
}
}, new Response.ErrorListener() {
@Override
public void
onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
Log.d(TAG,
"onErrorResponse:" + error);
//
progressDialog.dismiss();
AppUtils.dismissProgressDia
log();
if (error.networkResponse
!= null)
Log.d(TAG,"Error
Response code: " +
error.networkResponse.statusCode);
updateGUIAfterDuplicationCh
eck();
txtDuplicate.setText("*
Please note if this word translation
already exists in our database, provided
video URL, web URL and PDF attachments
will be ignored while we synchronise data
back to server.");
txtDuplicate.setVisibility(
View.VISIBLE);
}
});
jsonRequest.setRetryPolicy(new
DefaultRetryPolicy(3000, 3, 2));
jsonRequest.setTag(TAG);
mQueue.add(jsonRequest);
}

txtDuplicate.setText("*
Please note this word translation already
exists in curate or Discover section, the
newly added data will be appended to the
existing record.");
txtDuplicate.setVisibil
ity(View.VISIBLE);
}
else {
updateGUIAfterDuplicati
onCheck();
//
Toast.makeText(getAppl
icationContext(),"Duplication of this
record is not available in database.",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
Snackbar snackbar =
Snackbar.make(coordinatorLayout,
"Duplication of this record is not
available in database",
Snackbar.LENGTH_SHORT);
snackbar.show();
}
}
}, new Response.ErrorListener() {
@Override
public void
onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
Log.d(TAG,
"onErrorResponse:" + error);
//
progressDialog.dismiss();
AppUtils.dismissProgressDia
log();
if (error.networkResponse
!= null)
Log.d(TAG,"Error
Response code: " +
error.networkResponse.statusCode);
updateGUIAfterDuplicationCh
eck();
txtDuplicate.setText("*
Please note if this word translation
already exists in our database, provided
video URL, web URL and PDF attachments
will be ignored while we synchronise data
back to server.");
txtDuplicate.setVisibility(
View.VISIBLE);
}
});
jsonRequest.setRetryPolicy(new
DefaultRetryPolicy(3000, 3, 2));
jsonRequest.setTag(TAG);
mQueue.add(jsonRequest);
}

private void
updateGUIAfterDuplicationCheck() {
dialectLayout.setVisibility(View.VI
SIBLE);
tilVideoUrl.setVisibility(View.VISI
BLE);
etSaveLang.setEnabled(false);
etTranslateLang.setEnabled(false);
etTranslateLang.setFocusable(false)

private void
updateGUIAfterDuplicationCheck() {
dialectLayout.setVisibility(View.VI
SIBLE);
tilVideoUrl.setVisibility(View.VISI
BLE);
etSaveLang.setEnabled(false);
etTranslateLang.setEnabled(false);
etTranslateLang.setFocusable(false)
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;

;

etSaveLang.setFocusable(false);
Log.i(TAG, "contenttypename is:" +
userData.getContentTypeName());

etSaveLang.setFocusable(false);
Log.i(TAG, "contenttypename is:" +
userData.getContentTypeName());

if((userData.getContentTypeID()==3)
||(userData.getContentTypeID()==4)){
Log.i(TAG, "contenttypename
is:" + userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setVisibi
lity(View.VISIBLE);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setV
isibility(View.VISIBLE);
tilWebUrl.setVisibility(View.VI
SIBLE);

if((userData.getContentTypeID()==3)
||(userData.getContentTypeID()==4)){
Log.i(TAG, "contenttypename
is:" + userData.getContentTypeName());
tilSaveLangMultiInput.setVisibi
lity(View.VISIBLE);
tilTranslateLangMultiInput.setV
isibility(View.VISIBLE);
tilWebUrl.setVisibility(View.VI
SIBLE);

if(!(langtoSaveContentDataTitle
.equals(""))){
etSaveLangTitle.setText(lan
gtoSaveContentDataTitle);
etSaveLangTitle.setEnabled(
false);
}
if(!(langtoTranslateContentData
Title.equals(""))){
etTranslateLangTitle.setTex
t(langtoTranslateContentDataTitle);
etTranslateLangTitle.setEna
bled(false);
}

if(!(langtoSaveContentDataTitle
.equals(""))){
etSaveLangTitle.setText(lan
gtoSaveContentDataTitle);
etSaveLangTitle.setEnabled(
false);
}
if(!(langtoTranslateContentData
Title.equals(""))){
etTranslateLangTitle.setTex
t(langtoTranslateContentDataTitle);
etTranslateLangTitle.setEna
bled(false);
}
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